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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The State of Franklin case study materials are the product of statistical 
data gathering and computation, writing, and cartography, conducted by personnel 
of the University of Missouri-Columbia, under the direction of Donald W. Littrell, 
Department of Community Development. 

The manuscript was 
by Judy Ann Linnemann. 
Evelyn Cleveland of the 
UMC-Columbia, for their 

written and prepared by Mary Kay (Edge) Wade, assisted 
Sincere appreciation is due to William Elder and 
Office of Social and Economic Data Analysis, 
contributions of time and data. 

These materials have been substantially revised, expanded, and updated from 
an earlier version prepared for rural development training for Farmers Home 
Administration personnel. 

"The State of Frankl in 11 is a scenario based on fact. The data are real. 
Modifications were necessary to facilitate use in a case study exercise. 
Descriptions of counties and towns are based on fact, but like the data, have 
been modified. No actual county or town as depicted in Franklin exists in 
rea 1 i ty. 

"The State of Franklin" is intended as a situational setting, the backdrop 
and props, for a simulation-based learning experience. "Franklin" is a 
reflection of the real world. The seven regions (62 counties) are representative 
of real places with a variety of assets, amenities, and problems likely to be 
encountered in any state in the Union. The imperfections of "Franklin," are 
manifestations of the reflection of reality. 

The goal of the case study exercise is to enhance the participants' 
abilities to recognize, assess, and use information about an area (county, 
district, region, state). 

Pursuant to this goal, the simulation involves experience in techniques 
of observation and informal data collection. The case study material includes 
examples of data in a variety of forms, suggestions as to potential data 
sources, and explanations of appropriate data uses and constraints. The case 
study exercise provides a format for applying data in the course of typical 
development decision making responsibilities. 

This book, Franklin: A Profile, is a verbal profile of the state. Data 
are presented in narrative form; informal sources are common. It is a companion 
to Franklin: A Data Source Book, which includes formal data presentations and 
discussions of sources, uses, and interpretation of data. 

Franklin: A Profile is designed to be complementary to the data source 
book as a tool in a simulation exercise. It is also intended as an example 
of kinds of information obtainable through community reconnaissance efforts. 
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WELCOME TO FRANKLIN 

Welcome to Franklin! As a participant in this training experience, you 
have the opportunity to share in the rights, privileges, and responsibilities 
of all Franklin citizens. 

Your citizenship is not to be taken lightly. The other residents of 
your community are depending on your contributions as you work together 
to make Franklin a better place to live. 

You have some tough questions to consider. Frankl in isn't Paradise 
on Earth. You'll have to determine which problems in your community are 
the most critical, which can be addressed locally, and how. There are no 
predetermined "right"£!:. "wrong" answers. You' 11 have a lot of practice 
in decision making, and it won't all be easy. 

In Franklin, as anywhere, before decisions can be made, facts must 
be known. The State of Franklin: A Profile and the slide-tape sets 
provide you with the kinds of information about Franklin and its 
communities that you probably know about your home state and community 
things you "pick up along the way" by reading newspapers, watching TV, 
listening to people around you. 

When someone unfamiliar with an area makes a concerted effort to 
learn about it, it's called "community reconnaissance." For the first 
part of your training experience you will be conducting community 
reconnaissance as you read, view, and discuss the Franklin materials to 
become familiar with your new community. 

As you become familiar with your community, that is, its people, 
resources, and problems, you'll probably need more 5pecific information 
about some things before you can debate the issues and decide what actions 
can be taken. The State of Franklin: A Data Source Book will provide 
you with many of the specific details you'll need. 

The Data Source Book is full of numbers. Don't be overwhelmed 
or discouraged. Each batch of numbers is accompanied by a "Data 
Discussion." The Data Discussion is there to help you make sense of 
the numbers and to suggest where you can get similar information 
about your home state and how you might use it. 

Welcome to Franklin, a pretty good place to live - even if you don't 
like horseradish. 
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STATE 

OVERVIEW 





AREA: 
POPULATION: 
CAPITAL: 
MOTTO: 
FLOWER: 
BIRD: 
TREE: 
SONG: 
UN I ON ENTERED: 

ALMANAC DESCRIPTION 

OF 

FRANKLIN 

11THE STATE OF MIND 11 

37,852 sq. miles; rank, 38th 
3,815,816 (1980 Census); rank, 22nd 
Nirvana 
Humanum Est Erare, To Err is Human 
Blue-eyed Mary (CoZZinsia Verna) 
\4i 1 d Turkey (MeZeagris gaUopavo) 
Redbud (Cercis canadensis) 
Euphoric Dervish 
July 4, 1819 

The senior senator from Franklin, Solon V. Barrister, recently said 
of his state, 11We are blessed with a great diversity of resources and a 
singularity of purpose. 11 Although one could argue that his narrow vote 
margin in his last election is evidence that 11singularity of purpose" is 
more rhetoric than fact, no one is likely to disagree with his views re
garding resources. 

Among those resources are the Bonanza River, which bisects the state 
from northeast to southwest, and its tributary, the Utopia, flowing east 
to west along the southern boundary. The confluence was chosen as the 
site of the first settlement, Eureka City, now the major metropolitan area 
in the state. Glory City, established a hundred years later on the Bonanza 
in the northeast corner of Franklin, is the second largest city. 

The state has five distinct geographic regions. Across the north lies 
the southern-most extension of a rich prairie plateau. The eastern part 
of the state is gently rolling hills of moderate to good fertility with some 
rich bottom land along the Utopia and smaller rivers. The central section 
dominated by the Bonanza, is a mixture of rolling hills and prairie of mod
erate fertility (the glacial till of the north did not extend into this 
area). The western area is rugged hill country of generally low fertility, 
historically fairly isolated from the rest of the state. The southwest 
corner is gently rolling to foothills with generally poor soils. 

Mining was once of fairly large magnitude. Coal was mined in portions 
of central and eastern Franklin; iron and lead were found in the southern 
Zagros Mountains. Now only lead remains as a major mineral source, although 
coal is still mined as are copper and zinc. Barite, lime, and asphalt are 
important minerals. 
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Manufacturing is the top income producer. Computers and electronics, 
heavy equipment and automobile assembly, and chemicals are major activities 
followed by food processing, meat packing, grain milling, and printing. 

Tourism has become a significant economic activity, recently surpassing 
agriculture as a source of income. Franklin has three theme parks, four 
Corps of Engineers impoundments, several white water canoeing rivers, and a 
presidential 1 ibrary as major attractions. Several birthplaces and childhood 
homes of famous Franklinians have been designated as state parks and historical 
shrines. 

Agriculture remains a mainstay of the Franklin economy. Frankl in con
sistently ranks high among the states in production of cattle, hogs, and 
turkeys. Livestock accounts for 60% of the farm receipts. Important crops 
include corn, soybeans, clover, winter wheat, apples, peaches, pecans, and 
alfalfa. 

Glory City has an internationally acclaimed art museum. Eureka City's 
planetarium is one of the nation's best. Both have symphonies and profes
sional teams in all major sports. 

Cervesa de Taco explored the western part of the state in the mid-16th 
century. Lafitte and Jollies descended the Bonanza a few years later. 

Framous Franklinians include President Benjamin Franklin Jones; Generals 
George Sherman Tank and Truman X. MacArthy, poets Willie A. Limmerick and 
Spencer N. Sennett; authors Ida Rather Plagiar, Longwind Pennyperword, and 
Mono Graham; artists M. Preston lztek and Art "Pops" Montage; and singers 
Ella Memorex and Clara Vocal i. 

Fabulous Franklin Facts and Firsts 

The extensive research conducted to 
prepare the materials for this book revealed 
numerous fascinating things about the State 
of Franklin which did not lend themselves 
to inclusion within major data set categories. 

So many of these items were deemed to 
provide information essential to insight as 
to the character of Franklin and its people 
that they have been included as 

"Fabulous Franklin Facts and Firsts" 
They appear in italics under the heading, 
"4F" throughout the book. A samp 1 e fo 11 ows: 

4F 

Franklinians conswne 4~000,000 pounds of 
horseradish annually. This amounts to l.05 
pounds per person, the highest per capita 
conswnption in the U.S. 
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GENERAL SITUATION 

1. Four Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas account for more than 60% of 
Franklin's population. 

2. The two smaller SMSA's (Dynamic and Catalyst) are growing at faster rates 
than Glory City and Eureka City SMSA's. 

3. The two large central cities (Glory City and Eureka City) are facing increas
ing economic competition from Dynamic which has gone through a boom period 
this last decade. 

4. A reverse migration is well underway. The rural population has been 
increasing. 

5. The highest growth rates for rural counties are those near SMSA's or recre
ation areas. 

6. Agriculturally oriented non-SMSA counties have, for the most part, stabilized 
with little or no out-migration. 

7. The state's population has been increasing at a rate below the national 
average increase. A declining proportion of federal aid to state and local 
governments may be anticipated. 

8. The number of elderly continues to increase, necessitating increased social 
services. 

9. The school age population has decreased. Many districts now have dis
proportionately large physical facilities. 

10. Historically, the state has had an unemployment rate below the national 
level. In 1980 and 1981 Franklin unemployment surpassed the U.S. rate, then 
dropped to approximately the same as the national rate. Many rural counties 
continue to have pockets of severe unemployment. 

11. Underemployment is a major problem in rural Franklin. The per capita income 
in rural areas is significantly below the national average. 

12. Employment is expected to increase in services, wholesale and retail trade, 
finance, insurance and real estate, if the national economy improves. 

13. Franklin is 95% fossil fuels energy dependent. This dependency may have a 
deleterious effect on economic development and is seriously affecting exist
ing industry. 

14. Franklin's out-of-state energy source expenditures are greater than the 
value of all agricultural products sold, annually. 

15. Demand for the state's iron ore and rock deposits for construction is ex
pected to increase, but is currently suffering from the depressed economy. 

16. Demand for Franklin's coal could increase if the high sulfur content 
problem can be overcome. 
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17. There are 68,826 farms in the state. Nearly 70% of them have annual gross 
incomes of less than $20,000. 

18. There are 281,883 rural households. Fully 20% have substandard features. 
Two-thirds of the rural minority households are substandard. 

19. A Corps of Engineers impoundment project has been stopped permanently through 
court action and as a result of referendum demonstrating lack of support 
among Franklin residents. 

20. Hazardous waste dump sites of a defunct chemical company have been dis
covered to contain dioxin. They pose a health threat to rural residents in 
the northwest corner of the state due to potential well water contamination. 

21. Dioxin contaminated oil used as a dust retardant in the early 1970 1 s is 
posing a potential health threat at 17 identified sites in the state. The 
most critical, at this time, is an unincorporated town in Rainy County. 

4F 

In 1964, a group of University of Franklin 
students sculpted a full scale model of a volks
wagen from peanut butter, then offered their 
art to the Eureka City Zoo. 

Corronenting on the zoo's refusal of the 
donation, student body president Freddie Forlorn 
lamented, "Shucks, we had high hopes of becoming 
the first to get a Volkswagen inside an elephant." 
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POLITICAL CULTURE 

General 

Americans are generally aware of political variations among the fifty states 
that reflect differences of a more fundamental nature than the record of support 
of a political party. Often this awareness is little more than a superficial 
acceptance that differences exist. Thus, it becomes a schoolroom fact that is 
noted, filed, and forgotten - until individuals are confronted with situations in 
which these differences cause problems and confusion. 

The concept of political culture was developed as a way of categorizing dif
ferences in people 1 s expectations and orientation to values and how these attitudes 
affect political systems. It is, basically, a guide to understanding the ground 
rules one might expect and accept from state to state, just as we would anticipate 
and abide by ground rules suited to unique conditions from ballpark to ballpark. 

In 11American Federalism: A View from the States, 111 Daniel J. Elazar pre
sents a systematic approach to understanding and appreciating the underpinnings 
and expressions of the states 1 different political cultures. He identifies and 
explains three basic patterns and places the states within a matrix to illustrate 
their relative political cultures. 

An understanding of political culture in a manner similar to Elazar 1 s ex
planations is of especially critical importance to persons responsible for the 
delivery of Federal programs. Simply put, a strategy and method of program 
implementation suitable to Wisconsin or Delaware might be unworkable in 
California or Arkansas. 

Some of the political cultural aspects of Franklin will seem strange to 
people from different regions of the country, just as someone from Maine or New 
Mexico might find manifestations of the political culture of West Virginia or 
Utah a bit disconcerting. 

Elazar 1 s political culture descriptions and matrix are given here to provide 
a perspective from which to view Franklin and, on a broader scale, from which to 
view the reader 1 s home state and the spectrum of political cultures throughout 
the nation. 

Elazar 1 s political culture model includes a 11geography 11 of streams of 
culture resulting from streams of migration and settlement, and a 11 geology 11 of 
three layers of sub-cultures. It is important to note that the layers, like 
natural rock formations, do not always appear in the same order (different ones 
may be on the surface in different places) and any sub-culture may have an 
intrusion of another sub-culture which disrupts its uniformity and dilutes its 
dominance. 

Daniel J. Elazar, American Federalism: A View From the States, 2nd Edition 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1972). 
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The three major sub-cultures are: 

INDIVIDUALISTIC (I) - the individualistic political culture emphasizes the con
ception of the democratic order as a marketplace. Government is instituted for 
strictly utilitarian reasons. It places a premium on limiting community inter
vention into private activities. '4hat intervention there is should be to keep 
the marketplace in proper working order. 

MORALISTIC (M) - the moralistic political culture emphasizes the commonwealth 
conception as the basis for democratic government. Politics is considered one 
of the great human activities in the search for the good life. Government is 
considered a positive instrument with a responsibility to promote the general 
welfare. 

TRADITIONALISTIC (T) - the traditionalistic political culture has an ambivalent 
attitude toward the marketplace coupled with a paternalistic and elite conception 
of the commonwealth. It accepts a positive role for government, but tries to 
limit that role to securing the continued maintenance of the existing social 
order . 

The diagram on the following page is an adaptation of Elazar 1 s Table I I. 
State Political Cultures: The National Configuration, page 110, 11American 
Federalism: A View from the States 11 • 

4F 

In 1902, a general plebiscite was held to 
determine how the residents of Franklin would be 
known. The choices were Frankliners, Franklinites, 
and Franklinians. "Franklinians" was preferred 
by 59.7% of the voters. 
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Frankl in 

Franklin's position on the national configuration diagram indicates that 
its political culture is dominated by Individualistic characteristics, with a 
strong Traditionalistic strain. Some aspects of government in Franklin which 
have bearing on its position follow. 

1. County government in Franklin is based on a three-person commissioner 
system. The Individualistic dominance is best reflected in what a county 
government is not responsible for. For example, Franklin counties do not 
administer solicJwaste pick-up or disposal, ambulance service, or fire 
protection. Such matters are left to municipalities, private enterprise, 
or volunteer organizations. 

Some counties still administer the "County Home", a place of last re
sort for the indigent elderly; most have closed the building or sold it. 

Many rural counties still depend upon ambulance services provided 
by funeral homes; others now have volunteer services, often connected to 
volunteer fire departments. Rural solid waste pick-up and disposal ser
vice, if available at all, is through private contracts with residents. 

In the last 20 years, the state legislature has responded to the re
sulting needs for services by enacting several state statutes which govern 
the establishment and operation of special purpose districts. These 
districts include public water supply, sewer, nursing homes, hospitals, 
and drainage. Districts are established only through local initiative and 
support. 

2. Bond issues at all government levels in the state require a two-thirds 
majority for passage. This, and the conservative limitation of only 10% 
of assessed valuation on General Obligation Bonds (established by state 
statute), make G.O. Bonds in Franklin attractive to investors. 

3. Politics in Franklin, with the exception of big city politics, is 
considered the realm of those qualified to bear the public trust. This 
usually means members of established families have an obligation to serve 
their county and state in public office; amateurs or upstarts seldom seek 
office and rarely win an election. 

4F 

Franklin has 83 escalators. 
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SUB-STATE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS 

Legislative authorization for creating sub-state planning and development 
districts was passed in 1966 for the state of Franklin. The law provides for 
creation by the Governor upon petition of any local government in the region 
proposed and the holding of a public hearing. If all units of government in 
the proposed region join in the petition, the hearing is not necessary. In 
any case, the region must have the support of local units representing over 
50 percent of the populBtion of the proposed region. 

The nine districts now formed in the state of Franklin encompass all of the 
area of the state except North Zagros which was dissolved in 1983. The 
governing boards of the districts are comprised of elected local officials 
of cities and counties or their designated representatives and the state 
representatives and senators from the district. The legislative authorization 
for such districts assigns the function of comprehensive planning. Descriptions 
of what that includes are quite broad but any use, adoption or implementation 
of such plans is explicitly left to the individual units of government. 

Specifically, sub-state districts are authorized to do planning for: public 
water systems, storm water drainage and flood control systems, sanitary 
sewerage systems, transportation, land-use, solid waste facilities, educational 
facilities and services, open space and park facilities and services, improved 
standards of community aesthetics and facilities, environmental health, 
community health and hospital, coordination of federal-state-local services, 
and the coordination of planning for all federal assistance and grant-in-aid 
programs which require comprehensive planning as a prerequisite for eligibility. 
To carry out those functions the sub-state district may conduct all types of 
research studies, collect and analyze data, prepare maps, charts and tables, 
and conduct all necessary studies for the accomplishment of its other duties; 
it may make plans for the physical, social and economic development of the 
area and formally recommend adoption of such plans by the local units within 
its boundaries; it may provide advisory services on regional planning problems 
to the local government units within the region and to other pub! ic and private 
agencies. 

The variety of functions carried out by the sub-state districts varies 
substantially due to both local philosophy and level of funding. All districts 
performed the A-95 review function before it was abolished in 1982. All utilized 
HUD 701 funding for community planning before its demise. All but three 
(Bonanza Valley, North Zagros, and Piedmont) were involved in Section 208 water 
qua! ity planning and all but two (Explorer Trails and North Zagros) have 
completed sol id waste plans. Four (Bonanza Valley, Explorer Trails, Rolling 
Hills, and South Zagros) are EDA districts as well as planning districts. The 
two metropolitan districts are, as might be expected, much more active and 
are involved in a greater variety of activities with far greater budgets than 
are the more rural districts. Area agencies on aging are encompassed in the 
two metro regions but are separate in the other areas of the state. 
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Funding levels for the districts range from $88,000 in Peidmont to 
$217,000 in Bonanza Valley for the out-state districts. The two metropolitan 
districts have budgets of $7.5 mill ion (3 mill ion pass through) for Two Rivers 
and $2. 17 million (.5 pass through) for Experanza. Revenues of the districts 
come from state appropriations, local capitation dues, and planning grants. 
The latter are much more rare than in the past. In some cases individual 
local units are paying fees for special services such as special planning 
studies and circuit manager assistance. 

The sub-state districts, as indicated by their budgets, are in all stages 
of actively and acceptance. In some areas regional planning is accepted and 
actively supported. In others the district maintains a very low profile and 
provides primarily technical assistance to member units on grant programs. 
In one case (North Zagros) the presentation of a regional land-use plan nearly 
led to the destruction of the district and actual physical threats on the life 
of the executive director. In 1983 North Zagros did finally go under. It 
was notable to maintain the support of local units of government representing 
50% of the population. Consequently, efforts to develop comprehensive plans 
have not been pursued with enthusiasm. Provision of technical assistance and 
services has been the life blood of most districts. 
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ENERGY 

Rising energy costs in the last decade have affected the lives of all 
Americans. Our awareness of the direct effects is reinforced every time we 
gas up the car and pay utility bills. The indirect effects are often far more 
subtle than having to take additional dollars out of our pockets or writing 
higher totals in the checkbook. 

When the indirect costs are added to the direct costs of gasoline and 
utility bills, the per household share of Franklin's energy bill is $4,500 a 
year. The direct energy costs equal only 35-40% of the total. The bulk of 
the $4,500 is each household's share of the energy bill for state, county and 
local government; schools and churches; retail and wholesale businesses, etc. 

There is more. Indirect energy costs and their effects go we 11 beyond the 
dollar cost per household. Dollars industries and retailers must spend for 
heat, electricity and transportation are dollars that can't be used for salaries 
and wages. The result is fewer jobs. The role rising energy costs have played 
in the struggling American economy of the late 1970 1 s and early 1980 1 s is a 
major one, yet one often missed or counted too lightly when fingers are pointed 
at the causes of the recession. 

The effects (direct or indirect) of increased energy costs are not felt 
equally. Some individuals are hurt more than others. The poor and the elderly, 
for instance, spend a higher portion of their income on energy bills and fre
quently their homes are less energy efficient than the average. 

Just as some individuals are affected more adversely by increasing energy 
costs, so are some states. These include states with: 

1. Major industries dependent upon a healthy nationwide market 
for their goods; 

2. Energy intensive industries; 
3. A large energy intensive agricultural sector; 
4. Tourism as a major income source; 
5. A heavy dependence on imported fuel (from other nations or other 

states). 

Franklin is such a state. 

The escalating energy costs of the last decade have created or greatly 
contributed to a trend which, if unchecked, threatens the well-being of all 
Franklir.ians. The impact of the cost of energy is a difficult thing to grasp. 
Energy use (and its inevitable cost) is so pervasive that we tend to take it 
for granted and fail to see many of the effects on our lives. 

The following is a series of energy related facts critical to Franklin: 

1. Franklin's total personal income increased $21 .76 billion between 
1970 and 1980 -- an increase of 149.2%. Franklin's annual energy 
expenditures for the same period increased 281.4%. 

2. Franklin expends (as of 1980) $6.4 billion on energy. This equals 
17.6% of the total personal income. The percentage has grown from 
11.5% in 1970, and wi 11 continue to grow at an increasing rate. 
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3. Franklin is an energy importer. In 1980, 65% of the dollars spent 
on energy went out of the state. This amounted to $4. 16 billion. 
Of this, 68% went for petroleum products (mostly to foreign countries); 
32% went to other states, primarily for natural gas and coal. 

4. In 1980, a remarkable thing happened and most of Franklin's citizens 
still don't know about it. That year, for the first time, more dollars 
left the state to a for ener y ($4.16 billion) than Franklin's total 
value of agricultural products $3.73 billion ... and the gap is 
widening. 

5. Because money circulating in a specific place changes hands many times, 
it generates business, and stimulates the economy. This is called the 
multiplier effect. In Franklin, the multiplier is calculated at 2.85; 
that is every dollar entering the Franklin economy generates $2.85 in 
economic activity. Dollars lost to the state's economy have the 
opposite effect. 

This means that the $4. 16 billion Franklinians paid for energy sources 
outside the state had an economic impact equal to losing $11.86 billion 
in economic activity. This is nearly one-third of the total personal 
income of Franklin. 

6. The loss of this economic activity is credited by economists to mean 
the loss of 295,000 jobs. 

7. The loss of dollars out-of-state continues to accelerate even though 
Franklinians are trying to reduce their energy use. 

The historical rate of increase has slowed by 17.5% between 1970 and 
1980. Franklinians are using more energy each year, but not as much 
more each year as before 1970. (The reduction in rate actually began 
in 1973.) · 

8. The reduction of the growth rate of energy consumption has kept an 
additional $1.3 billion circulating in the Franklin economy and saved 
about 30,000 jobs. 

9. Although the rate of increase in energy consumption has slowed, per 
capita consumption of energy has increased 43% between 1960 and 1980. 

10. Coal is the only large scale energy source in Franklin. Franklin re
serves amount to only 1.8% of the U.S. total. The seams are thin 
(often only 18 inches thick) and the sulfur content is high. In 1980, 
only 22. 1% of the coal consumed in Franklin was mined in Franklin. 

11. Deregulation policies have forced industries and utilities to pay 
the lion's share of increased recovery costs for natural gas. Con
sequently, Franklin's industrial sector reduced its overall energy 
consumption by 15.7% between 1973 and 1980 and natural gas consumption 
by 29.3%, and managed to increase output. This was accomplished 
through increased efficiency, switching to coal and residual oil, 
conservation efforts, and mild weather. 

12. The amount of wood used as heating fuel has increased dramatically 
since 1973. In 1980, an estimated 2.3 million cords were burned in 
Franklin, equally more than 3% of the state's total energy consumption. 
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13. Wood was used as the primary fuel to heat 79,000 Franklin homes and 
to supplement the primary systems in a quarter of a million households. 

14. An estimated seven trillion BTU's of wood energy in the form of chips 
and sawdust is wasted each year in Franklin. This is equal to 1 billion 
barrels of oil. 

15. Franklin's hydroelectric production has averaged 1,019 million 
kilowatt hours annually over the past ten years. Production varies 
greatly, however. Rainfal 1 is one critical factor. In 1979, 1,100 
million kilowatt hours were produced; in 1980 (a very hot, dry year), 
only 558 million kilowatt hours were generated. The generators at 
the new Lake Superbowl are expected to average 150 mkh when they are 
brought on line. 

16. Franklin's first nuclear power plant is still under construction after 
having an unusual number of serious delays. The Franklin Kilowatt 
Company, its builder, has cancelled the second unit due to revised 
figures which do not support need for the unit in projected demands. 
(The exorbitant construction costs of the first unit had a great deal 
to do with the decision.) 

The nuclear plant is projected to produce 10% of Franklin's electrical 
power consumption. Consumers can expect at least a 50% increase in 
electric bills when the plant comes on line. A state regulation pro
hibits the power company from passing construction costs on to con
sumers until generation begins. 

17. Present technological levels, cost, climate, and terrain severely limit 
the potential for solar, geothermal, and wind generated energy in 
Franklin. 

18. Solid waste is considered to have the potential of supplying 1% of 
Franklin's energy needs. 

Energy costs are rising -- at a tremendous rate. Because everything we do, 
everything we produce and consume requires energy, it follows that prices for 
everything will reflect the rising costs of energy. 

The citizens of Franklin cannot afford to ignore or be ignorant of energy 
and its role in the state economy and their lives. Unless the people of Franklin, 
in their own communities and through their leadership in government, come to 
grips with the consequences of their energy demands, they will lose control of 
their future. Jobs, human needs programs, the general welfare are in jeopardy 
as energy costs consume increasing amounts of Franklin's capital resources. 

Additional specific energy information appears in the Energy Section of 
the Data Source Book. 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIONS 

Citizens throughout the state have come together in informal groups 
and formal organizations to address issues confronting their communities. 
Many of these are ad hoc groups dealing with specific issues. They may 
disband when an issueis resolved, or may continue with a different 
focus of effort. Others are more general in purpose, more institutional 
in nature, and/or more likely to represent the views and interests of 
community leaders consistently for long periods of time. 

The community organizations throughout Franklin are as varied in 
purpose and effectiveness as can be found anywhere. Their role in de
velopment decisions and actions is a critical one. Current and reliable 
knowledge of groups' existence and interests may be essential to the 
planning and implementation of actions and programs by public sector 
personnel. 

The following are examples of interests and activities of such 
groups in Franklin. 

A non-profit organization was formed three months ago to administer 200 
acres of rolling land willed to the people of the county as a site for 
a living center for disadvantaged children and senior citizens . No 
funds for capital improvements were included in the bequest. 

Blitz's civic clubs have bought and are refurbishing a 19th century 
riverfront hotel to be operated by the clubs as a tourist attraction. 
Proceeds will be used to finance additional preservation projects. Costs 
for materials have exceeded estimates and the project is endangered by 
funding shortages. 

The County Hospital Authority (Lisbon) is seeking funding for hospital 
renovation and a 10 bed addition to meet Medicare and Medicaid require
ments. The projected cost is $580,000. Revenue bonds have been pro
posed as security; the county tax pledge is $250,000 annually. The 
Authority has dealt with three federal agencies over a four year period. 
No funds appear to be forthcoming. 

The Tri-County Rural Water District is a non-profit district organized 
six months ago. The District is seeking funding (estimated at 
$21,000,000) in grants and loans. A reservoir and distribution system 
would be built. 

The East Franklin Railroad Authority is a not-for-profit organization 
headquartered in Nirvana. Its purpose is to purchase and renovate a 
railroad (including several spurs) for grain shipping. Approximately 
$1.5 mill ion . are needed. The state appears ready to provide 1 million 
if the remainder can be found elsewhere. 

Farmers have reactivated the Cattleman's Association. Led by a 
rancher in Spruce County, the primary motivation of the group is to 
reduce rural crime, especially theft. One Oak County meat processor 
has received a $500 reward for alerting law enforcement authorities to 
a truckload of stolen cattle delivered to him. 
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Working mothers. have met i.nformally to discuss how to encourage interest 
in a community sponsored day care center. The Spruce group has formed 
a task force to assess community support (attitudinal and monetary); 
the Grant group has met three times and has taken no action. 

Coal it ions of small town and county leaders have been formed to draw 
up industrial development plans. Bronco and Dolphin appear to be 
progressing. McClellan's leadership has undergone two changes in five 
months. Judge's group is caught in a power struggle between a county 
commissioner and a former U.S. Congressman who is the county's second 
1 arges t 1 andowne r. 

The newly formed Spruce County Rural Water District #4, serving 116 
rural residences, farms, and ranches needs $875,000 for a distribution 
system. The water is to be purchased from an existing system. Two 
factors influenced the formation of a separate district: 1) the 
probability of funding appeared greater for a new group; 2) historical 
differences between the population served by the existing district 
and that of the new one. 

The Town of Paris Department of Public Works is in need of funds to 
finance improvements to the town-owned water system. The improvements 
are required by the State Department of Public Health. The town is 
currently one year delinquent on a Farmers Home Administration water 
loan on which the debt per customer exceeds the allowance per median 
family income. 152 customers (127 residential) are served. $550,000 
are needed. 

City of Clyde Office of Public Works has identified a need to extend 
the sewer system to serve an additional 125 customers now on inadequate 
septic tank systems. A bond issue for $375,000 will be brought before 
the voters. No bond issue (13 have been on the ballot) has been approved 
by Clyde voters in eight years. 

The Irrawaddy Tribal Counci 1 has voted to relocate and renovate a 
building to expand a health care facility and provide administrative 
space. They need $250,000 for the project. 

The national headquarters of a major Protestant church has launched a 
program to address housing needs of low income and elderly Americans. 
The state organization has given full support to the program. Churches 
in Sack, Teutoburg, Celebes City, and Sloop have begun discussion 
groups to address the topic. The groups in Celebes City and Sack 
have had several knowledgeable people speak with them; the Sack group 
appears to be ready to draw up a plan of action; the people in Celebes 
City are beginning to believe their group's resources (in time and 
expertise) are inadequate to be effective. The Teutoburg and Sloop 
groups have had no input from outsiders, although they have tried to 
find people to talk with them. 

The County Commission has begun a major effort to attract at least one 
doctor to the county. The three commissioners have gathered pledges of 
support from community leaders. Land for offices and clinic has been 
donated. Citizens have pledged time and materials for construction. 
Still, no doctor has shown an interest. 
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The leading citizens of Smeltville want to establish the Jackson County 
Recreation Authority to procure funding for a facility for golf, 
swimming, tennis, and riding. They estimate they need $2,500,000 in 
loans to be repaid through facility generated revenues. 

The Diederot Railroad Authority was organized this month. The people 
of Polka County have been observing the actions of the East Franklin 
Railroad Authority and plan to ask the state for $125,000 to buy and 
repair an abandoned line to aid the local lumber industry. 

Custer Care is a year old non-profit organization formed to build a 50 
bed nursing home. Because of the need for beds (as determined by the 
State Department of Public Health) and the high unemployment rate, the 
people of Custer County assumed their project would be assigned a high 
priority when they went to the state agencies to apply for loans and 
grants. Instead, they have run headlong into several administrators who 
are very reluctant to put any money into Custer County, regardless of 
need, because of severely depressed economic conditions in the county. 

The League of Women Voters organizations in several counties are in 
various stages of development of forums to discuss, define, and suggest 
solutions of community problems. 

A nationally affiliated women's group is working to establish a regional 
library to serve three to five counties in the Rolling Hills region. 
Seven such regional 1 ibraries, supported through county taxation, have 
operated in Franklin for ten to twenty years. A main library building 
located in Teutoburg and three or four bookmobiles would be needed for 
full services in this area. Although community surveys demonstrate 
high interest and need, the issue has not yet come before the voters. 

Citizens' groups are proposing to establish vocational schools built 
and administered in cooperation with three to five school districts. 
The proposals are patterned after a school operating in Cardinal County. 

Several communities have recently completed community needs assessments. 
A typical one in Barge resulted in a list headed by: 1) upgrade the 
55-year old sewer system; 2) construct a community building (for govern
ment offices and equipment storage); and 3) purchase new fire equipment. 

The State Extension Service and the Farmers Home Administration are 
considering a program to serve small farm families. A farm management 
specialist will work with 50 families in a pilot project to teach 
record keeping, sound production, and financial management. A fee 
will be charged. FmHA will include the fee in the borrower's financing 
package. 

Several Clyde c1v1c clubs are participating in a recreation council 
to investigate developing recreation potential in Clyde and Sea County. 
They have met once and were unable to select a chairman. 

There are hundreds of groups 1 ike these. They are the human re
sources of an area. Often they are unknown beyond their home town or 
county. To identify such groups is one objective of community recon
naissance activities. 
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REGION I 

A. Background 

Eureka City dominates the region. As the first incorporated city in the 
state, throughout the nineteenth century it was a lodestone for immigrants. 
Large numbers of Germans were followed by Hungarians and others from central 
and eastern Europe. 

It became a major industrial center and a transportation hub. It is the 
nation's second largest rail center, fifth in air traffic. Three interstate 
highways converge on it; river barge traffic is heavy. 

Settlers of the surrounding counties were primarily immigrants from the 
same areas as those who came to the city, but who preferred an agrarian socie
ty. They were joined by younger sons of American Southerners. 

The areas adjacent to the city grew slowly, with a perceptive accelera
tion in 1900. Major shifts in population to outlying Rainy and Foggy counties 
began in 1950. The other counties have begun to experience the effects of 
flight from the inner city only in very recent years. 

Region I is comprised of two sub-state planning and development districts, 
called Two Rivers (Eureka City, Balmy, Foggy, Hazy, and Rainy counties) and 
Piedmont (Cloudy, Stormy and Sunny counties). See General Maps 1 and 2. 

Generally, any discussion of Region I as a whole, without regard to the 
differences between the sub-state planning and development districts can be 
extremely misleading. Most of Two Rivers has become metropolitan; Piedmont re
mains essentially rural. Accurate depiction of the region requires a careful 
check of data with comparisons between the two segments. 

B. Popu 1 at ion 

Population by County (1980 Census) 

Balmy 
Cloudy 
Foggy 
Hazy 
Rainy 
Stormy 
Sunny 
Eureka City 

TOTAL 

71,233 
11,537 

144,107 
943,896 
146,183 

14,900 
22,193 

453,085 
1,837,134 

County Seat 

Geode 
Flint 
Jade 
Pyrite 
Obsidian 
Granite 
Ion 

5,560 
2, 1 O l 

79,620 
14,219 

1,508 
3,219 
2,624 

Eureka City and Hazy County are the bellwethers. Eureka City limits cannot 
be expanded; the city suffers from inner city problems typical of many major 
cities. It has lost population since 1950 (the high was 856,796); the present 
population is less than in 1900. No end to the population drain is yet in sight. 
The city lost 169,151 people (27.2% of the 1970 population) between 1970 and 
1980, in addition to the 17% loss suffered the previous decade. 
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Hazy County has increased its population by only 2.3% (22,225) since 1970. 
Its population increases have been dramatic in previous decades. Between 1920 
and 1930, the population doubled (100,737 to 211,593). By 1950 (Eureka City's 
peak), Hazy County had 406,000 residents. The movement to the suburbs in
creased the population to 703,000 by 1960, and 951,000 by 1970. 

Rainy County grew slowly until the 1950's. 
than 66,000 residents (up from 38,000); by 1970, 
1 ived in Rainy County. The population increased 
years to 146,183. 

The 1960 census showed more 
more than 105,000 people 
another 38.9% in the next ten 

Foggy County's population history is similar to that of Rainy. The boom 
began in the 1950's. In 1960, nearly 53,000 lived in Foggy County. By 1970, 
the total was nearly 93,000. The increase in the next census was 51,153 people 
(55%). 

The three counties of the Piedmont Sub-State Planning and Development Dis
trict show an entirely different pattern. They have retained a basic rural 
character. Until very recent years, the impact of the metropolitan area on 
these counties' populations was primarily as a siphon of young adults. 

Stormy and Sunny slowly lost population from 1900 to 1960. Then a slow 
turn-around began. This new trend has begun to accelerate in Sunny, probably 
due to people's willingness to commute to Eureka City jobs. Cloudy County 1s 
population decline also began in 1900. It appears to have stopped in recent 
years. The total 1980 population for these counties was 48,630. 

Farm population in 1980 was 13,226 in the Two Rivers Sub-State Planning 
and Development District (0.79% of the population), and 9,524 in the Piedmont 
District counties (19.6% of the total population). In the Two Rivers District, 
this was a decline from a twentieth century high of 4.3% in 1940; in the Pied
mong District this was a decline from 60. 1% of the population living on farms 
in 1930. 

In the Two Rivers counties in 1970, 7,9% of the males were non-white and 
9, 1% of the females were non-white. The minority population of Eureka City 
was 257,244. Hazy County had 49,351 minority residents. There were only 621 
in Balmy County; 1,037 in Rainy, and 1,408 in Foggy. 

In contrast, only 1.9% of the males and 2.0% of the females in the Piedmont 
counties were non-white (a total of 1,509). They were fairly evenly distributed 
in the three counties. 

By 1980, 18.86% of the Two Rivers District was non-white. The minority 
population had dropped in numbers to 210,509, but had risen percentage-wise due 
to the migration of whites to outlying areas. In the same period, Hazy Coun
ty1s minority population rose to 120,887 (a 145% increase); Balmy 1s rose to 
1,033 (an increase of 66%); Foggy saw an increase of 166% to 3,740 minority 
residents; and Rainy 1s minority population increased by only .069%, to 1,114. 

The Piedmont counties witnessed little change (from 1,509 to 1,577 minor
ity residents), thus heightening the contrast evidenced in the past. 
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For additional population information, see Population Tables. 

C. Resources 

Soils in Region I are generally very fertile. There are rich sandy to silt 
clay loams in the alluvial areas; the river hills have loessial soils of vary
ing depth. There is some prairie loam in Stormy County. The rolling and hilly 
lands are residual limestone and sandstone. 

The rivers continue as major resources. Eureka City has extensive barge 
f ac i 1 i ti es. 

There is some lead and zinc m1n1ng in Cloudy and Sunny counties. The coal 
in the area is of poor quality and none has been mined for many years. Timber 
is not a significant resource in the district. 

D. Agriculture 

Although much of Region I is urbanized, 64.9% is farmland. Since 1940, 
483,542 acres have been converted to non-farm use. The state average is 273 
acres per farm, but this district averages only 143 acres. 

The number of farms has declined more than 60% since 1940. There are now 
6,996 farms, down from 7,292 in 1974; 16 operated by minority farmers. The dis
trict had 1,585 farms with sales below $2,500 in 1978. One-third of these farms 
are in Balmy County. 

Corn is the major grain product, but little leaves the region. Instead, 
corn is imported to augment that grown locally to meet the needs of cattle feed
lot operations (the major source of farm income). 

The percentage of farm operators working off-farm is 67.6. Those working 
off-farm for 100 days or more a year equal 54.3% of all farm operators. Both 
figures represent a significant increase since 1940, and are far above the state 
average. See also, Agriculture Table 1. 

E. Business, Industry and Employment 

The district has long been dominated by business and industr.ial interests. 
In 1980, there were 38,792 business units. Computers, electronics, automobile 
and heavy equipment assembly, and communications equipment and services are 
dominant. 

Eureka City had 23,427 business units in 1951, and only 15,023 units in 
1980. The major loss was in retail trade with the advent of shopping centers 
in outlying areas. 

The three Piedmont counties had 713 of the district's business units. 
There has been a slow, steady growth since 1947. 

The 1970 labor force in the Two Rivers counti~s was 708,788; in the Pied
mont counties, it was 13,455. Taxable payrolls increased 514.7% between 1947 
and 1970 in the Piedmont area (over $5 mill ion). Increases in the Two Rivers 
area over the same period amounted to nearly $900 mill ion. 
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Employment in manufacturing in the Two Rivers counties grew only 3.6% from 
1950 to 1970 (the state grew 29.0% and the U.S. 35. 1%). Male agricultural em
ployment in the Piedmont counties has declined 73.2% since 1930. 

The Eureka City unemployment is consistently higher than the national aver
age; Hazy County's rate is among the lowest in the country. Rainy's rate is 
about average for males, but significantly above the U.S. average for females. 
Balmy and Foggy are usually very close to the U.S. average for men and women. 
Cloudy, Stormy, and Sunny County unemployment is very low for men, but in Stormy 
and Sunny, the rates for women are twice as high as those for men. 

The per capita income in Hazy County is the highest in the state. In 1980 
it was 130% of the U.S. average (down from 135% in 1969). Cloudy County has the 
lowest per capita income in the district. Although there was an 87% gain from 
1969 to 1976, the $4,784 per capita income of 1976 was only 75% of the U.S. 
average. Eureka City gained six percentage points on the U.S. average in those 
years. By 1976, its per capita income was 94% of the national average. 

Cloudy, Rainy and Stormy counties had per capita incomes at 76 or 77 percent 
of the U.S. average in 1980. Cloudy is making slow improvement with regard to 
the U.S. average, Rainy is holding steady, and Sunny has lost 12 percentage 
points since 1969. 

Sunny's growth in per capita income from 1969 to 1976 was only 52%. This 
tied for the slowest growth rate in the state (the state average growth was 
73%). Sunny's per capita income was 88% of the national average in 1969, and 
only 76% in 1980. See Economics Table 2 and Economics Maps la-lb. 

The Two Rivers counties have had the highest sub-state planning and develop
ment district median family income in the state since 1949. Hazy County was 
high in 1979 with $25,266 (the national average was $19,715). Cloudy County was 
the lowest for Region I, with a 1979 median family income of $15,103. 

In 1972, Hazy and Foggy counties' transfer payments amounted to only 7% of 
their per capita incomes. Rainy's percentage was 8; Stormy's was 10. Eureka 
City's was 15% and Cloudy's was 16%. By 1977, all positions had worsened, but 
not nearly to the extent prevalent in other regions. See Economics Table 5, 

For additional related information, refer to the Economics section of the 
Data Source Book. 

F. Education 

The Two Rivers Sub-State Planning and Development District has 58 school 
districts (23 are in Hazy County). The 12 largest districts enrolled 69.5% of 
the students in 1978-79; the 12 smallest enrolled 1.5%. 

Sunny County has 4 districts; Cloudy and Stormy, 2 each. The total enroll
ment was about 10,000 students. See Education Table 1 and Maps la-lb. 

Eureka City has three major universities. There are three community col
leges and 18 private colleges and seminaries. All are in the Two Rivers area. 
The Piedmont counties have no vocational school at the secondary level, and no 
institutions of higher learning. 
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The U.S. average for median school years completed by adults over 25 was 
12.2 for men and 12. 1 for women in 1980. Foggy County matched the average; 
Hazy County's figures were 12.4 and 12.3--the best in the state. Eureka City 
showed 9.6 for men and women. 

Stormy County was low for the district with 8.9 for men (10. 1 for women). 
The averages for Cloudy, Sunny, and Stormy were 9.0 for men and 10.3 for women. 
For the Two Rivers counties, the averages were 11 .3 and 10.7. The state fig
ures were 11.7 and 11.8. 

G. Transportation, Utilities and Services 

Eureka City is a transportation hub. Three interstate highways converge 
on it; it is a major rail center and has a very high volume airport. The 
transportation network is excellent throughout the region. 

Natural gas is available in nearly every community in the Two Rivers coun
ties. In the Piedmont counties, the 14 largest towns have service. Electrical 
power is in abundant supply across the region. 

Because of Eureka City's size, the region is served by numerous radio and 
television stations. Eight telephone companies operate in Region I. 

H. Health Facilities 

Available health care is far above adequate if region-wide data are used, 
but a closer look reveals a distribution problem. 

There are 53 hospitals in the Two Rivers area; only one in the Piedmont 
counties (at Ion). Balmy, Foggy, and Rainy each have one; Hazy has 21; the 
others are in Eureka City. 

The average number of short-term (30 days or less) beds per 1,000 popula
tion is 7.6 in the Two Rivers counties. The U.S. average is 4.2. For the other 
three counties, the average is only 2. 1. This access to hospitals, because of 
the relative proximity of Eureka City, poses 1 ittle problem for routine medical 
attention, but becomes critical in emergencies. Cloudy and Stormy counties 
each now have a volunteer ambulance service. 

The rate of physicians to 10,000 population in the two sub-state planning 
and development districts 1 isted in Table 1 is a reflection of the location of 
hospitals. The Two Rivers counties have a population to physician ratio of 
460 to one (94% are M.D. 's, 6% are D.O. 's). This is an improvement from the 
1970 ratio of 520 to one. Hazy County and Eureka City account for nearly 95% 
of the total. Balmy County has 30 fewer doctors than in 1970. 

The ratio is a common measurement of the number of patients to be cared 
for by each physician. The state ratio is 544 persons per physician, a dramatic 
improvement from the 1970 figure of 892. 

In the other three counties, the ratio is 2,701 persons per physician, far 
worse than the 1970 rate of 1,855. The federal government has described an area 
as critically short of physician manpower if there are more than 1,500 persons 
per physician. Of the doctors in the Piedmont counties, 11 are D.O. 'sand 7 
are M.D. 's. 
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Region I is well above the national average in available nursing home beds. 
There is an adequate number of pharmacies. See also Health Maps 1 and 2. 

I . Housing 

In the Two Rivers counties, population increased 33,7% between 1950 and 
1970; the number of households increased by 41.7%. Husband and wife households 
increased only 28.8%; other households increased by 81.2%, reflecting an in
crease in apartment dwelling young singles. Eureka City and Hazy County of 
course dominate the data. 

Between 1970 and 1980 the four Two Rivers counties (including Eureka City) 
absorbed a population increase of 130,419 (10.82%). Housing units increased 
by 113,262 (30.3%), thus giving evidence to the trend toward fewer persons per 
household (smaller family size) and increased apartment and condominium occu
pancy. Eureka City lost 27.2% of its population in the last decade; but only 
15.3% of its housing units. 

Home ownership in the Two Rivers area was 63.0% in 1980. The state aver
age (strongly affected by Eureka City by sheer number) was 67.2%; the national 
average was 62.9%. Most counties in Franklin have home ownership rates above 
70 or 80 percent. Eureka City's rate was 40.5%; the four counties all had 
rates above 76%. 

Rainy County has had twice the number of FmHA rural housing loans than any 
other county in the state. Rainy, followed closely by Balmy, has the greatest 
number of substandard rural houses in the state (see Housing Map 1). 

The number of households increased slowly in the Piedmont counties between 
1950 and 1970. The decade between 1970 and 1980 saw a change. Although Cloudy 
continued its slow increase and Sunny was the only county in the region to have 
a smaller percentage increase in housing units than population, Stormy had a 
population increase of 53.6% and a housing unit increase of 80.3%. This was 
the third largest percentage increase in the state (the two largest were due 
to construction of retirement houses in Region IV). The home ownership average 
was 79. 1% in 1980. Sunny has more than 3,000 substandard rural houses. 

J. County Gazeteer 

BALMY - There is heavy manufacturing employment in Balmy County and a great deal 
of commuting to Eureka City. 

Rapid population growth (the population has doubled since 1950) has caused 
strain on the communities to provide essential services. 

The automobile assembly plant is the largest single employer. There have 
been several lay-offs in recent years; there are fears it may be closed. Most 
of the manufacturing pi-ants in the county are very susceptible to down-turns 
in the national economy. 

Although much agricultural land has been converted to housing and indus
trial uses since 1950, agriculture is still a significant component of the 
economy. Corn is the principal crop and winter wheat is important. Cattle 
feedlots are the greatest farm income sources. There are several dairy opera
tions in the southeast corner of the county. 
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CLOUDY - This county is still rural. Flint has a 
dale, the second largest town, has 1,546 people. 
A quarry, a textile mill, and a lead mine are the 
agriculture and retail sales. 

population of 2,101; Shale
Both are farm service centers. 
largest employers other than 

Corn is the major crop. Feeder calves are raised in the western part of 
the county, feeder pigs in the eastern part. 

Cloudy, like Rainy and Stormy, was settled by German immigrants seeking 
an agrarian way of life. They have guarded the values and principles of that 
lifestyle and wish it to remain so. 

FOGGY - The western part of the county has been impacted heavily by population 
growth since 1950; the eastern portion remains rural. 

The largest employer is a computer-electronics corporation. Heavy machin
ery and electrical machinery are second and third. All major employment sources 
in the county are closely tied to the fluctuations of the national economy. 

Zinc (pop. 8,654), in the east, is a farm service center. About one-third 
of the farm receipts are from crops. Corn dominates; wheat and soybeans are 
about equal in acreage, at half that of corn. 

The farm sector is resentful of the dominance of county affairs by the 
overwhelming urban population, most of whom are relatively new to the county. 

HAZY - Hazy County is overwhelmingly urbanized. Only 0. 1% of its people live 
on farms. Most of the eastern two-thirds of the county is divided into a 
multitude of incorporated towns. Most of these towns have populations below 
20,000; many have fewer than 5,000 people. 

Pearl, in the northwestern portion (pop. 6,191) is the farm service center 
for the county. Two-thirds of the farm income is crop-derived. Corn, wheat 
and soybean acreages are nearly equal. 

Land values have increased to the extent that many farmers have sold large 
tracts for development in recent years. This is expected to continue. 

RAINY - Rainy County has been heavily impacted by population increases since 
1950. The bulk of the population is in unincorporated areas. 

There is medium and light industry in the county, but many of the workers 
among the newer residents commute to other counties for work. Many of the in
dustries in Rainy County are fairly new and/or have been relocated from within 
Eureka City. Several of the larger plants supply parts for companies manufac
turing finished products in surrounding counties. 

The northern half of the county is still predominantly rural. Sulfur 
{pop. 2,293) is a farm service center. Soybeans and corn are planted on nearly 
equal acreage. In the extreme north, feeder calves are raised. 

A long battle was fought over construction of a reservoir in northern Rainy 
County. It was promoted as a flood control project and as a recreational facili
ty close to Eureka City. The opposition noted that more land would be flooded 
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by the reservoir than protected and cited evidence that the cave systems in the 
area could make controllable impoundment impossible. 

The local population generally favored the project for economic reasons. 
Last year the project was halted, apparently permanently, after the Corps of 
Engineers had completed approximately 20% of it. There is considerable bitter
ness among those who were forced to leave their land because of eminent domain 
proceedings and among those who anticipated substantial economic opportunities 
from the recreation activities. 

STORMY - Stormy County's population increase began after Rainy's and has not 
been nearly as great, but is continuing to accelerate. Much of the increase is 
a result of a willingness to commute greater distances to work as a trade-off 
for being removed from the inner city. 

New industries (less than 10 years old) include a furniture factory, a 
specialty glass works, a frozen foods processor, and vehicle components plant, 
all near Clay (pop. 1,179) in the extreme southwest corner of the county. 

Nearly 80% of Stormy's farm receipts are from livestock. Feedlot cattle 
and confinement hogs are the big income producers. 

The growth in the southern part of the county was at first welcomed as a 
reversal of a long trend of decline. Lifelong Stormy County residents now have 
some concern that they may be losing control of their county and their 1 ifestyle. 

SUNNY - This county is also experiencing an accelerating population increase; 
however, a greater proportion is because of increased employment in the county, 
rather than a willingness to commute back to the city. 

An industrial site which began in the late 1950's, and then expanded in 
the mid-1970's with FmHA support, has attracted several light industries to Ion. 
Manufacturing employment in the county has trebled since 1950; farm employment 
has dropped a corresponding amount. 

Still, the county remains essentially rural. Dairying is important in the 
southern third of the county; egg and poultry operations in the central third; 
and cattle feedlots and confinement hogs in the north. Corn is the principal 
crop. About half is used in the county; the other half is sold to feedlot opera
tions in nearby counties. 

Because a greater number of newcomers to Sunny County have become full-time 
workers of the community, rather than commuting out of the area for work, there 
is not as much apprehension about change among old-timers as there is in Stormy 
County. 

K. Special Current Issues 

1. The continuing drain of Eureka City's population is both a cause and a result 
of the deteriorating economic conditions of the city. Economic gains in the 
surrounding counties are substantial, but are not offsetting the city's losses. 

2. Population gains in the counties surrounding Eureka City do not equal the city's 
losses. The district is experiencing a real loss in labor force. 
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3. The decision has been made to close an old plant that was a major source of 
employment and taxation in Eureka City. It is to be relocated in rural Foggy 
County. 

4. Housing developments (especially in Rainy and Foggy counties) built in out
lying areas created problems with supply of services to them, especially gas, 
water and sewage. Strip development along the supply lines has resulted. 

5. Region I recently experienced severe flooding. Crests along the Vulcan River 
(Cloudy and Rainy counties) exceeded previous records. The residents of Alchemy, 
an unincorporated community of 2,200 in northeastern Rainy County, now face a 
dilemma far greater than typical flood devastation. 

In 1974 it was learned that dioxin contaminated oil had been used as a 
dust retardant on the town's unpaved streets (the source was a chemical plant in 
Charleston County). The Center for Disease Control recommended evacuation and 
clean-up at that time. Their report was suppressed. 

The flooding has caused extremely high concentrations of dioxin in portions 
of the town. Although warned repeatedly of the toxic nature of dioxin and the 
danger of extended exposure, few residents have left. Most are low and middle
low income families who cannot afford to abandon their homes and relocate. 

6. A 24-acre toxic waste disposal site near Clay in Stormy County has been 
granted the first permit for such a site in Franklin. Nearby residents have con
tinued opposition to the site since operations were begun with a temporary, 
limited permit six years ago. The announcement that contaminated soil from Al
chemy would be buried at the site followed the granting of the permit by one 
week. This has infuriated many Stormy Countians who are now charging that the 
decision to grant the permit was a result of political expediency by the Gover
nor's office. They connect the site permit issue with the Governor's inability 
to explain the suppression of the CDC report during his first term. 

4F 

The phrase, "it's none of your bees' wax", is 
said to have been originated in 1873 by a Eureka 
City police sergeant while dispersing a crowd of 
10,000 gathered to watch a fire at a candlemaking 
factory. 
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REG I ON 11 

A. Background 

The river towns in Region I I were once known as the most progressive areas 
in the state. The demise of the river as a principal mode of transportation, 
and a belated understanding of the potential of railroads combined to slow the 
economic growth of the district. By 1900, Region I I was well on the way to be
coming a backwater area looking more often with pride to the past rather than 
to preparation for the future. 

The eight counties include four along the Utopia River (Ram, Dolphin, Vik
ing and Cardinal). The largest towns in these counties are on the river; the 
much smaller county seats are more centrally located. The tier of counties to 
the north consists of Lion, Bear, Steeler and Bronco. Like their southern 
neighbors, their county seats are centrally located; the larger towns are on the 
periphery of the counties. 

The area was settled by a mixture of people from the plantation South, the 
northern cities, and the farmlands of the Ohio valley. Some of the antagonisms 
of the Civil War period still linger. Politics and social functions often divide 
along lines established nearly a century and a half ago. A I imited number of 
families have continued to provide county leadership since early settlement. 

Blitz dominates the southeast corner of the district; Safety and End Run 
City vie for dominance in the northwest. Rivalries throughout the area often 
reach intense proportions. High school athletic events between the small cities 
of the district have often been followed by brawls and vandalism. 

B. Poeulation 

Population by County ( 1980 Census) County Seat Population 

Bear 25,460 Punt l ,657 
Bronco 9,716 Kick 1,598 
Cardinal 28,638 Sack 3,469 
Dolphin 10,901 Offside 134 
Lion 16,313 Pass 733 
Ram 8,911 Clip l , 1 6 I 
Steeler 7,826 Roi lout 645 
Viking 17,568 Tackle 3,022 

TOTAL 125,333 

The population of Region I I peaked in 1900 as the automobile and the rail
roads reduced the importance of the river as a major transportation artery. In 
1900, there were 50,00 more people in Region I I than today. The town population 
has once again reached the total of the 1930 town population. 

Most of the population loss was in the 20-49 years age group. The district's 
percentage of the population over 50 is above that of the state and country. As 
a result, the potential work force of the district has been severely reduced by 
outmigration. The loss has been most severe in Lion County, with a current popu
lation only one-third of the 1900 level. Proximity to the employment opportunities 
of Eureka City is a primary cause. 
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Bear, Bronco, Cardinal, Lion and Viking have shown population increases in 
the last decade. Perhaps a major turning point has been passed for these counties. 

The region's minority population equals only 2.62% of the total. Histori
cally, Cardinal, Viking and Bear counties accounted for 75% of the district 
minority population at the turn of the century. At that time over one-third of 
the total were non-white. By 1930, only 6% of the total were non-white. Thus, 
a major portion of the early population loss was of the minority members. Cur
rently, 7.6% of Bear, 6.5% of Viking and 5.6% of Cardinal are minority population. 

See Population Tables for additonal information. 

C. Resources 

The four counties bordering the Utipia River (Ram, Dolphin, Viking and Car
dinal) have rough terrain along the river bluffs. The land slopes and becomes 
level plains and gently rolling hills to the north. 

The soil is loessial, 10 to 12 inches deep, underlain with dense hardpan 
clay which often inhibits drainage and contributes to the area's erosion problem. 

Coal was once mined in Lion County. Lead and zinc were found in Bronco 
County, but the deposits were small. 

The Utopia River still sees barge traffic, but the heyday of the river as 
a source of income to District I I is past. Agriculture continues as the economic 
base. 

D. Agriculture 

The acres of land in farms in Region I I decreased steadily from 1940 to 
1964, then rose considerably. Now, 89 . 7% of the land area of nearly three million 
acres is in farmland. Of this, 68.9% is in crops. 

The value of all farm products sold more than doubled between 1959 and 1969. 
Livestock now accounts for between 65 and 80% of farm receipts in all Region I I 
counties. Corn, soybeans, and fruit (primarily apples and peaches) are the major 
crops. Migrant labor is used for the fruit harvest, mostly in Viking and Dol
phin counties. 

The state average farm size is 273 acres. In this district the average is 
314. The number of farms has decreased more than 20% since 1959. 

All counties but Steeler (with 49.5%) had more than 50% of the farm opera
tors working off-farm by 1969. However, only 39.5% worked off-farm more than 
100 days . The state average was 40.6%, the national rate was 34.2%. 

E. Business, Industry and Employment 

The number of business units increased from 1947 to 1962, then began to 
decline. By 1980, more than 200 businesses were lost to the district. The heav
iest losses were in Cardinal, Steeler, and Dolphin counties in construction, 
transportation and communications, and retail stores. Ram County continued to 
increase in number of business units, the remainder lost some businesses. 
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During this same period, the district's taxable payrolls increased (70. 1% 
over the 1962-1970 period). Much of this increase may be attributed to inflation. 

By 1980, Cardinal County led with 636 business units and a taxable payroll 
20% greater than Bear County, with 481 business units. Viking County ranked 
third and Lion fourth in taxable payroll. Steeler brought up the rear with a 
taxable payroll only one-sixth the size of Cardinal; Ram was only slightly 
higher. 

Female employment in the district has risen dramatically in the last 25 
years. So has female unemployment. In Dolphin County, female unemployment 
typically runs three times as high as male unemployment. In Cardinal and Ram it 
is twice the rate for males. The district rate for men is lower than the state 
or national average, but because of the female rate, the district overall unem
ploymnet rate is slightly above that for the state and nation. Cardinal, Bear 
and Dolphin have the highest overall rates. Lion is low, followed closely by 
Bronco. 

Per capita income in Region I I is relatively low by U.S. standards, but 
gradually improving. Dolphin County in 1969 had a per capita income of $2,336 
(64% of the U.S. average}. By 1976, Dolphin's per capita income was $4,220; an 
81% improvement, but still only 66% of the U.S. average. By 1980, Dolphin Coun
ty's relative position had improved to 73% of the U.S. figure, matching the Lion 
County rate. 

Other district counties have fared little better. Ram has lost ground in 
recent years. Bronco and Cardinal are high for the region at 82% of the national 
per capita income in 1980. 

Region I I has 13.9% of its population below the poverty level. The U.S. 
percentage is 11.6; Franklin's is 10.8. Viking, with 17.4%, has the highest per
centage in the region, followed by Steeler and Bronco counties. 

The plight of Region I I's business sector is reflected in its showing in 
sales tax collection data (see Economics Table 6). Some improvement shows be
tween 1972 and 1978 in both dollar amount and per capita rankings. Lion, however, 
has deteriorated in both categories. Cardinal's rankings are largely due to 
tourist trade as well as being a regional shopping center. Much of Bear's im
provement has been at the expense of Lion. The new shopping mall in Safety, and 
the business of fast foods' enterprises in the college town account for much of 
the increase. Bronco's increase is large, percentage-wise, but is a result of 
the relatively small 1972 base. 

Lion and Steeler counties' transfer payments are more than 20% of total 
personal income. For additional transfer payments information, see Economics 
Table 5. 

F. Education 

There are 36 school districts in Region I I. The ten largest districts en
roll 72.4% of the students; the ten smallest enroll 4.5%. There are colleges 
at Touchback City (Dolphin County), Blitz (Cardinal County), and a community 
college in Safety (Bear County}. There are four area vocational schools. 
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Only Ram County has come close to maintaining a steady school enrollment 
over the last decade. Enrollments in this region, as with the state and nation, 
are now reflecting the low birth rates of the mid-1970's. 

Total enrollment in kindergarten through twelfth grade included 22.5% of 
Region I I's population in 1971. By 1978-79, enrollment equaled only 18.6% of 
the population. See Education Table 1 and Maps la-lb. 

By 1980, the median school years completed by adults over 25 was 10.9 for 
men in the district, and 11.7 for women. The state medians were 11.7 and 11.8; 
the U.S. medians were 12.2 and 12. 1. 

G. Transportation, Utilities and Services 

Region I I has two east-west federal highways and three north-south federal 
routes. Rail service is available to all counties in the district (six rail
roads serve the area). 

There are nine public use airports; six with flight maintenance facilities. 
There is no scheduled passenger service. 

Only Blitz has a television station. Cable is available in many communi
ties. Five telephone companies provide service; several towns have independent 
service. 

There is one major electricity supplier. Blitz has a municipally owned 
power plant. A Corps of Engineers dam in Dolphin County will be supplying power 
soon. This increased generation will place the supply well above the current 
demand. 

There are four companies supplying natural gas to the district and several 
towns distribute gas on the municipal level. 

H. Health Facilities 

When considered as a unit, Region I I health-related data look good. There 
are six hospitals, but they are in four cities. Dolphin, Bronco, Ram, and 
Steeler have no hospital. The hospitals are in End Run City (1), in western Lion 
County; Safety (2), northern Bear County; Shotgun City (1), southern Viking; and 
Blitz (2) southeastern Cardinal County. 

These cities also have 86% of the district's doctors. Because they are 
located on the periphery of the district, residents of much of the area are a 
considerable distance from medical help. The patient per physician ratio is 
1,362. Dolphin County has no pharmacy; Ram has one, Steel er, two. 

The district has an adequate number of nursing homes and the distribution 
is good. 

The relatively good rankings of the counties in Region 11 (especially Dol
phin and Ram) shown on Health Map 1 are surprising in 1 ight of the distribution 
of medical services. 
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I. Housing 

In Region I I, 74.8% of the housing was owner-occupied in 1980. The range 
was from 68.8% in Cardinal to 80.7% in Steeler County. The state average was 
67.2%; the U.S. average was 62.9%. 

The number of households declined 4.8% between 1940 and 1970; the popula
tion dropped 16.7%. This difference indicates an increase in the number of people 
living alone. The continuance of this trend is indicated by comparing the 5.2% 
1970-1980 population increase with the 11 .7 housing unit increase. 

Housing Map l indicates that Viking, Cardinal and Bear Counties each had 
more than 3,000 substandard houses in 1970. 

J. County Gazeteer 

BEAR - Safety has long been a regional center for manufacturing employment and 
for retail activity. The railroad has been a major employer; a repair shop and 
several section crews are located here. Railroad employment has been dropping 
steadily for 20 years. Machinery, appliance manufacture, and food processing 
have become increasingly important. 

Bear County, in general, and Safety and the surrounding small communities, 
in particular, continue to have a reputation as a tough area. Disputes among 
Irish railroad workers, Scotch-Irish farmers with large farms, and Germans with 
small farms began during early settlement. One of the few points in common was 
treatment of minority population. 

The relative prosperity in recent times has led to improved relations a
mong the county's ethnic groups. 

BRONCO - Sheet metal and cement production have been the mainstays of 
County's industrial base. A fertilizer plant built in 1969 came at a 
point and is credited as a key factor reversing the population drain. 
employment (about 50 men) has remained steady for 30 years. 

Bronco 
crucial 

Railroad 

The introduction of soybeans to the area after World War I I proved to be 
of critical importance. Bronco, Steeler and Bear Counties now have a major crop 
which is compatible with the soil type. 

One-fourth of Bronco County employment is still in agricultural production. 
The county is expected to benefit economically (especially in the Post Pattern 
area) from development due to the new Lake Superbowl, even though the lake does 
not extend into Bronco County. 

CARDINAL - Blitz traditionally has depended on the railroad, shoe factories, and 
cement production for employment. The closing of all three shoe factories is 
a primary factor in the high female unemployment. Electrical machinery assembly 
has become a significant activity, as has a new, modernized cement operation 
owned by a European company. 

Western Cardinal County is an extension of the orchard country centered in 
Viking County. Although some local labor is used during harvest, migrant labor 
is used extensively. The ministerial alliances of Cardinal and Viking Counties 
have begun to promote better living conditions for the migrant workers and their 
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families through an awareness campaign. The issue is becoming heated. Many 
people in the county point to 1 iving conditions of "their own people" and ques
tion the emphasis on the migrants. 

DOLPHIN - Dolphin County has lost two major industries in the last five years due 
to obsolete plants and the parent companies' decision to relocate. Nearly 300 
jobs (247 male and 46 female) were lost. Expansion of one electrical machinery 
operation and the opening of another has balanced out the job loss for men, but 
provided little new employment opportunity for women. The closings of the shoe 
factory and two small garment factories in Touchback City have left a void in 
employment opportunities for women. 

Dolphin County is generally conceded to be the most conservative in the 
district. The recent passage of county planning and zoning in anticipation of 
development around Lake Superbowl may be an indication of a change in attitude. 

Generally, the people of Dolphin, northern Viking, and southern Steeler 
Counties look to the new lake as an economic godsend. 

LION - Lion County has developed and maintained a diversified economy through 
careful planning and active community support of a variety of small ventures. 
End Run City has a nationally recognized tool and die operation and several small 
enterprises in addition to its farm service businesses. Flare has also managed 
to maintain its position as a farm service center serving southern Lion and 
northern Ram Counties. 

Lion County's ethnic make-up is similar to Bear County. Here, too, the 
relative prosperity of recent times has reduced the rivalries to humor and ban
ter, rather than violence. 

RAM - The largest single employer is a canvas products (tents, awnings, etc.) 
operation in Alley Oop, which employs 172 people. Quarry and brickmaking opera
tions, a leather products factory (harness, belts, etc.), and a specialty print
ing firm account for the bulk of the manufacturing employment. 

The lack of any population center of over 1,000 people has resulted in a 
dispersed county leadership. The county prides itself on its totally rural char
acter and doesn't wish to jeopardize it. At the same time, there is a growing 
concern for development of opportunities for local youth. 

STEELER - Steeler County became the second in the district to adopt planning and 
zoning (prior to the action in Viking County in Franklin, only counties affected 
by major metropolitan areas had even considered zoning). 

Bootleg and Block are farm service centers with one industry of slightly 
more than 100 employees in each (sheet metal and electrical machinery). 

Anticipation of lake-related development is a major topic of conversation . 
Land values have topped out after a period of speculation unprecedented in the 
county. Steeler Countians reason that since the bulk of the lake will be in this 
county, they can expect the bulk of the economic benefits if they can control the 
situation. The lake is not expected to be full for at least 18 months, but 
several recreation facilities (fishing resorts, restaurants, water slides, etc.) 
are nearing completion. 
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VIKING - Viking County has a well diversified economy. The manufacturing sector 
has a broad base with no overdependence on a single industry. The agricultural 
sector includes row crop farming and orchards. 

In the northwest, the major concern is lake development. This concern 
prompted Viking County to join its neighbors and adopt county planning and 
zoning . 

In the eastern part of the county, a major concern is the proposed housing 
for migrant labor. In the past, there have been only minor disputes between 
labor and the growers. The rising concern over the housing is viewed as a long
standing resentment of local people to the use of migrants as labor finally 
coming to the surface. The growers themselves appear to be surprised and dis
mayed at the community reaction. 

K. Special Current Issues 

1. Fire gutted the core of the Touchback City business district this spring. 
Most businesses were underinsured; most were tenants. No rebuilding has begun. 

2. End Run City and Safety have municipally owned coal-generated power plants. 
One is 40 years old; the other is 35 years old. Both cities have been approached 
by a major utility company offering to buy their plants. The city governments 
are giving the offers serious consideration. 

4F 

Franklin has contributed more than its 
share to the ranks of the i nfamous outlaws 
of the wild west. One such nati ve son was 
"Hands Up Harvey" whose gang actually robbed 
two trains simultaneously in Blitz County in 
1887. Careful planning and timing enabled 
the gang to block the tracks with one train 
on a siding and one on the main line. 

When told of the dari ng deed, the 
desperado's mother responded, "Two in one 
settin '? Harvey's lazier than I thought." 
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CARDINAL COUNTY, FRANKLIN 

A Profile 

Introduction 

Cardinal County is one of eight counties included in the Explorer 
Trails Substate Planning and Development District. It is the easternmost 
of the four which lie in a tier north of the Utopia River. The other 
tier of four counties lies to the north. Cardinal is located at the 
extreme southeast corner of Franklin and is approximately 25 miles long 
and 18 miles wide. The southern border is the Utopia River and the state 
boundary. The eastern border is also the state line. The western border 
includes a panhandle-like extension, 3-6 miles long, which is bounded by 
a section of the Namath River. 

Cardinal County's history is closely tied to its strategic location 
on the Utopia, which greatly influenced its exploration, settlement and 
subsequent development, even to the present day. 

History 

The first explorers and missionaries entered the region in the mid-
1600's, in search of the mouth of the Utopia River. Their glowing accounts 
of the region's resources prompted European governments' interest in 
further exploration. By the late 17th century, the Indian tribe that had 
been native to the Explorer Trails region had been driven further northwest, 
and replaced by Indians from the east, who in turn had been driven from 
their native lands. Traders of French and Spanish origin set up trade 
with these tribes. 

The region came under control of the United States in 1804 and settle
ment began slowly . The first wave didn't occur until after the War of 1812. 
This influx of persons lasted into the 1840's. Most were coming from 
states in the South and wished to establish the plantation system and its 
accompanying set of values in their new home. The Southern influence was 
balanced by a large number of incoming Germans from the east. Most of 
these early pioneers settled in the Utopia, Namath, and Defeat river val
leys, not moving to the prairie until the 1830's. 

Cardinal County was organized on December 23, 1826, following the 
organization of Viking and Ram Counties. Sack became the county seat. 

Prior to the 1850's, farmers were raising corn, wheat, tobacco, and 
hemp, which was the chief cash crop. Cattle entered the region in 1839. 
Agricultural products were transported on the Utopia by flatboat to Blitz 
or Georgetown, then on to Eureka City by steamboat . 

Around 1860, the railroads become predominant in freight traffic. In 
1859, the Blitz and Eureka City 1 ine was completed, crossing the whole of 
southern Franklin, along the Utopia and Bonanza Rivers. This opened up a 
number of new markets for products from the Explorer Trails region. 
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The Civil War interrupted the economic, political and institutional 
boom of Cardinal County. The sympathies of the citizenry were divided be
tween the Confederates and the Unionists. The region was strategically 
important since Federal troops depended on the Blitz and Eureka City 
Railroad line to transport troops and provisions. As a result, the region 
was held by Federal forces throughout the war. Those residents with 
Southern sympathies were forced to refrain from expressing them, or to 
express them covertly. 

Sack was the site of the infamous Sack massacre, which occurred when 
a Union Colonel stationed in Sack publicly executed ten local Southern 
sympathizers in retaliation for the taking of ten local persons as hostages 
by a raiding Confederate Colonel, all of which were supposedly released. 
Bitterness and hostilities over this event lingered long after the war, 
festering for years after all physical damage from the war had been repaired. 
Sack residents commemorated this unfortunate event by plaques and monuments. 

The distribution of political power was shifted as all public officials, 
clergy and any suspected Southern sympathizers were required to take an 
oath of allegiance to the Union. Those who refused to do so were disen
franchised. 

In the face of the divisiveness and hostilities that remained during 
the post-war years, Cardinal County and the Explorer Trails region resumed 
its growth and development with renewed vigor. 

A new wave of immigrants entered the region from states directly to 
the east. Railroad speculation ran rampant. By 1900, Blitz was at the 
junction of five railroads. 

Farmers began to plant less tobacco and wheat, and more corn, oats 
and grass. Livestock became more important. 

By 1878, Blitz was the home of the world's second telephone exchange. 
Private colleges were founded in Blitz and Sack. 

Cardinal County, and the region as a whole, has been prospering to this 
day, though at a slower rate than earlier in this century. Utopia River 
bottomland has been drained to produce more farmland; farms are getting 
larger. Blitz has developed a number of industries. Today Cardinal is 
still primarily a rural county, but is faring far better than most rural 
Frankl in counties in economic terms, and more importantly, in terms of re
taining its population. Cardinal 1 s present population is 28,638. Blitz 
has a population of 18,639. Sack now has 3,469 residents. Other towns 
in the county include Colgate (196), Alcorn (23), and Oxford (22). 

Climate 

Cardinal countians are blessed with a diverse climate, typical of the 
midwest. Summer temperatures often reach into the mid-nineties with high 
humidity. Winter temperatures frequently fall to zero or below. The mean 
summer temperature is 74°F, the winter mean is 29°F. Snowfall averages 
35.5 inches per year; rainfall averages 41 inches per year. Unpleasant 
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aspects of Cardinal's climate include occasional tornadoes, ice storms, 
and sporadic flooding of the Defeat and Namath Rivers. 

Land Resources 

Cardinal County has substantial 1 imestone deposits; and a 1 ime kiln 
is located in Blitz. The soils of Cardinal County range from 1 ight gray 
to dark gray and are of glacial and loessial origin, 10 to 12 inches deep. 
The deposits of loess were blown in from the river during glacial times. 
In areas the surface soil is underlain with hardpan clay, making drainage 
sluggish and erosion more prevalent. Along the Utopia are steep limestone 
bluffs giving way to rolling hills and then to a level plain in the north. 
The Defeat, Namath, and Utopia Rivers provide drainage. The Defeat empties 
into the Utopia about four miles west of Blitz. The Namath will form Lake 
Superbowl in nearby Viking County before draining into the Play-Off River 
and finally into the Utopia in Dolphin County. The dam is nearing completion. 

Approximately 15% of Cardinal County is woodland, 58% of the woodland 
is pasture. More than 98% of the land in Cardinal County currently is in 
farms, the highest ever. Just twenty years ago, 89% was in farms. Over 
70% of Cardinal County is cropland, higher than it's been at any time since 
1930. 

Cardinal's forests are predominantly second growth oak-hickory. Tim
bering for railroad ties kept the forests young until recently. Now 
there are many stands of mature forest. At present, no timbering is done 
in Cardinal County. 

Population 

Cardinal County's population in 1970 was 28,121 and in 1980, it was 
28,638. Cardinal is faring better in maintaining its population base than 
most rural counties in Franklin, though most Explorer Trails counties ex
perienced moderate increases between 1970 and 1980. 

Cardinal County's population peaked in 1930 at 33,493. Since that 
census, the population has declined steadily. The slight increase recorded 
in the 1980 census represents an important turning point for the county. 

All the other Explorer counties, with the exception of Bear, had their 
population peaks in 1900 or 1910; Bear's was in 1920. For most of these, 
the 1980 census counts indicated the first population increases in this 
century. 

Slightly more than 5% of Cardinal's citizens are non-white; down from 
13% in 1900. The percentage of non-whites in the region ranges from l .2% 
in Steeler to 7% in Bear. Just over 11% of all Cardinal County residents 
reside on farms; the lowest in the Explorer region and down from 21% in 
1940. Exactly 78% live in towns; the highest in the Explorer region. 
Almost 11% are non-farm, non-town; the lowest in the region. 

The median age for Cardinal County females is 36.4 years; for males, 
31.4 years. These are below the regional figures of 37.6 for females and 
32.8 for males. 
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Just over 17% of Cardinal 1 s population is age 65 and over. The Explor
er regional percentage is 17,5; the Franklin state percentage is 12.5; and 
the U.S. percentage is 11. The percentage of the population between the 
ages of 18 and 64 has been decreasing steadily since such data were first 
gathered in 1950. This indicates that an ever smaller work force is being 
left to sustain the county economy. 

The 1980 birth rate in Cardinal County (15.89) was slightly higher 
than in 1970 (it dipped to 14. 17 in 1976); the death rate has been decreas
ing rather steadily to a low of 11.91 in 1980. 

Housing 

Less than 69% of the houses in Cardinal County are owner occupied, the 
lowest in the Explorer region. In 1970, Cardinal had 9,918 households, 
with 2.78 persons per household. The regional average was 2.8 persons per 
household. Only 2,348 (24%) of Cardinal 1 s households were considered rural. 
It has been estimated that 16% of the houses in Cardinal County are sub
standard, the lowest percentage in the region. Between 1970 and 1980 the 
number of housing units in the county increased from 10,925 to 11,800. 

Blitz has two existing elderly rental housing complexes, with a total 
of 112 units. Sack has one elderly complex with eight units. A barrier 
free housing project with 20 units is soon to be constructed in Blitz. 
Another complex for the elderly with 12 units is in the preliminary plan
ning stages for the city of Colgate. 

The astronomical cost of money, i.e., interest rates, has proven to 
be the major obstacle to home construction and repair for Cardinal Coun
tians. Many older residents are on fixed incomes and cannot afford the 
high costs of repair and weatherization of their homes. Consequently, 
many are falling into disrepair. 

A recent surge in the popularity of mobile home living, particularly 
for the young, further illustrates the growing impracticality of conven
tional home buying for young marrieds. Blitz and Sack are both experiencing 
huge increases in number of mobile homes. 

Employment 

Of Cardinal's 28,638 persons, 10,498 are gainfully employed. Almost 
one quarter of these are employed in manufacturing, primarily in printing, 
publishing, paper, machinery, textiles, and transportation. Over one 
fourth are employed in selected services, mostly in professional services, 
education, and health. Over 1,700 Cardinal Countians are employed in re
tail trade. Transportation and utilities employ 811. Only 807 gain their 
1 ivelihood from agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; 608 are employed in 
construction (down from 715 in 1974); 419 in wholesale trade; and 315 in 
public administration. The rest are employed in communications, finance, 
insurance, real estate, and mineral extraction. 

Almost 60% of Cardinal's farmers were employed off-the-farm at the 
time of the last agricultural census, while 39% worked off-the-farm 
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100 days or more per year. These figures are near the average for the Ex
plorer region. 

Cardinal County's unemployment rate is below the Explorer regional 
average, but above the Franklin and U.S. averages. Female unemployment is 
more than twice that for males. Recent downturns in the domestic shoe in
dustry are contributing factors. 

Income 

Per capita income for Cardinal County residents was 78% of the 1969 
U.S. average and 85% of the 1976 U.S. average. No other Explorer Trails 
county ranked as high. Median family income was the highest in the region 
for 1969. By 1979, however, Cardinal County was behind Ram; Bear and Dol
phin were improving relative to Cardinal. 

Transfer payments are those dollars coming into an economy from an 
outside source and are not generated within that economy. Examples of 
transfer payments are social security, unemployment, or welfare payments. 
Fifteen percent of Cardinal County's per capita income was made up of trans
fer payments in 1972, and 17% in 1977, indicating a growing reliance on 
external sources of income. Only Ram has a small proportion of income 
coming from transfer payments, while Lion has 23% derived from transfer 
payments. 

Cardinal's increasing reliance on transfer payments can be attributed 
to an increasing proportion of elderly persons on social security, and 
more women attempting to move into the labor force and competing for a 1 im
ited number of jobs. 

Agriculture 

Cardinal County now has a total of 820 farms. At the turn of the cen
tury, the county had 2,022 farms. The decline has been steady. While the 
number of farms with less than 260 acres has been steadily decreasing, the 
number of those with more than 260 acres has been increasing. This trend 
toward larger farms has been accompanied by a decrease in farm population 
as the larger farms become more mechanized. 

Only one farmer in Cardinal County belongs to a minority group. 

Livestock is becoming more important relative to crops in producing 
income. Six years ago, livestock produced 10% more farm income than crops. 
Today it produces 77% more income than crops. 

The value of all agricultural products sold has increased by more than 
a third in the past six years. Acreage in soybeans is up 28% over what it 
was six years ago while acreage in corn and wheat is down. Crop acreage in 
Cardinal County is becoming more homogeneous; that is, fewer acres are 
being planted in other crops such as sorghum, oats, barley, and rye. 

Cattle production in Cardinal County has been relatively stable since 
the mid-1950's, with the last agricultural census showing 35,459 mature 
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animals on Cardinal County farms. Hog production, though it fluctuates, 
has been generally stable as well, with 47,680 on Cardinal County farms. 
Sheep production is declining dramatically, from 6,895 head in 1954 to just 
2,135 at present. The raising of horses has been declining since 1900, 
but showed small increases in the last two censuses. Poultry production 
has shown a similar trend, with a small increase occurring in the most re
cent figures. 

In the western part of the county are a number of large orchards. New 
trees are being planted constantly and new groves are coming to fruition 
each year. Migrant labor is becoming more prevalent as the supply of local 
seasonal labor is becoming insufficient to meet the labor needs. 

Industry 

The industrial base of Cardinal County is concentrated in Blitz, and 
to a lesser degree, in Sack. Traditionally, Cardinal County has depended 
on cement production and shoe manufacturing for industrial employment. 
However, three shoe factories have closed in Blitz during the last several 
years, largely because they were no longer competitive with shoes imported 
from Korea and Italy. This explains the increasing unemployment rate for 
women in Cardinal County since most of the shoe factories' employees were 
female. 

A large cement production plant that employed over 200 men in 1960 now 
employs only 25 and yet has increased its production due to mechanization. 

The process for the production of carbide-tipped tools was developed 
in Blitz and the city now has a thriving tool and die industry, including 
both stamping and casting operations. These plants employ mostly men; with 
women filling only clerical positions. The three separate tool and die 
plants employ a combined total of 378. 

Printing and publishing companies provide the most extensive employment 
opportunities for women. Watt A. Card Publishing in Blitz is the largest 
employer of women in the county with 320 female and 60 male employees. 

Pitchfork Meats in Sack prepares potted hams and is the newest major 
employer in the county with 75 female and 45 male employees. 

Two small electrical appl lance assembly plants are located in the 
county, one in Sack and one in Blitz. They employ a combined total of 159 
persons. 

Blitz and Sack serve as major shipping points, located at a hub of 
barge, rail, and highway transportation routes. These also serve as sig
nificant employers. 

Retail Trade 

Relative to many rural Franklin counties, Cardinal's retail trade is 
in a fairly healthy state. The number of business units in Cardinal County 
peaked in 1962 and has declined gradually ever since. The number is now 
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approximately the same as it was in 1947. This pattern appears in most of 
the Explorer Trails counties. 

Cardinal ranks twelfth in state sales tax collections (total dollars) 
among Franklin's 62 counties. Its rank has not changed in the past ten 
years. All the other Explorer counties, with the exception of Lion, have 
gained ground relative to Frankl in in state sales tax collections. In this 
sense, Cardinal is holding its own in Franklin but is not improving as 
rapidly as most of the other Explorer counties. Cardinal ranks sixth in 
state sales tax collections per capita, the highest in the region. Once 
again, however, the other Explorer counties, except Lion, have been ranking 
higher year by year, as Cardinal retains the same state ranking. When pop
ulation change is considered relative to sales tax per capita, Cardinal has 
still gained no ground at all since 1972. 

The towns of Colgate, Oxford, and Alcorn have troubled business dis
tricts. Most county residents drive to Blitz or Sack for all but the most 
essential purchases such as food staples and gasoline. Colgate has a small 
food market and Alcorn has a tiny general store which also sells gas. 
Oxford has only a small gas station. 

Sack is a well diversified small town, despite its proximity to Blitz. 
Its business sector supports a gamut of primary services. Blitz of course 
serves as the regional trade center. 

Tourism and Recreation 

Blitz was the 19th century boyhood home of the world famous writer 
and humorist, Lineus Thrice, who wrote under the pen name Barry Huckel. 
Since many of Thrice's works centered around his childhood on the banks of 
the Utopia, Blitz enjoys a prospering tourist trade. The city has capital
ized on the notoriety of the "local boy made good" with festivals, theatre 
productions, riverboat rides, curio shops, and the careful preservation of 
the neighborhood where Thrice was raised. 

It is expected that the imminent completion of Lake Superbowl in 
neighboring Viking County will bring even more tourists into the Explorer 
region, with some anticipated overflow into Cardinal County. 

Other recreational opportunities in the county include three parks 
with a combined total of over 200 acres, and a 60 acre golf course. 

Many county residents fish and boat on the Utopia; some on the smaller 
Defeat and Namath Rivers. Hunting is a popular sport for many County resi
dents. 

Education 

Cardinal County is divided into only three school districts; Blitz, 
with 3,655 students; Sack, with 1,102 students; and Cardinal County R-1 I I, 
with 231 students (elementary only). Extreme northern Cardinal County is 
in a Bronco County school district. 
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Cardinal County school enrollment now stands at approximately the 
same level as in 1900. However, it is 25% above its 1950 level. 

Median number of school years completed for Cardinal County males is 
11.4; for females 11.8. The regional median for males is 10.9; for females 
11.7. Franklin figures are 11.7 for males and 11 .8 for females. 

Four area vocational schools serve the Explorer Trails region, one of 
which is in Blitz. High school students from all over the county travel by 
bus each day to the A.V.S. to learn vocational skills. Some controversy 
has arisen of late when it was discovered that the Blitz A.V.S. charges 
differential prices for admission of students from different Cardinal Coun
ty school districts. 

Institutions of higher education are not as bountiful in the Explorer 
region as in some other areas of Franklin. Blitz operates a small community 
college, as does Safety, over in Bear County. Four-year colleges are lo
cated in Eureka City, Nirvana, and Catalyst. A four-year state college 
operates in Emerald City (Oz County), south about 65 miles across the state 
line. Relatively few Cardinal Countians attend due to out-of-state tuition 
costs. 

Health 

Two of the six hospitals in the Explorer region are located in Blitz. 
One is a city owned, 117 bed, general facility. The other is a church 
affiliated, 139 bed, general hospital with obstetric and intensive care 
units. 

Blitz has ten pharmacies; Sack has two. Cardinal County has eight 
nursing homes, one of which is professional (60 beds); four of which are 
practical (total of 193 beds); and three of which are domiciliary (total 
of 95 beds). There are 14. l persons in the county aged 65 and over per bed . 
In the Explorer region, there are 14.6 persons aged 65 and over per bed; 
in Franklin as a whole, 20 per bed. 

In the Explorer region, each physician serves about l ,200 persons. 
The federal government describes an area as critically short of manpower 
if the ratio climbs above l ,500 persons per physician. 

The Frankl in Department of Public Health compiles what it calls health 
status rankings, a composite of health related factors such as incidence 
of various diseases, birth and death rates, location of health care facili
ties, etc. Of Franklin 1 s 62 counties, Cardinal is in the second quartile, 
with the rank of 27th. The Explorer region exhibits a wide range of health 
status rankings, with Ram and Dolphin coming in at 5th and 6th respectively, 
and Lion and Viking ranking 29th and 30th respectively. 

Perinatal mortality includes stillbirths and deaths within one month 
of birth. It is another indicator of general health status in an area. 
In the region, only Viking has a higher perinatal mortality rate than 
Cardinal, which falls inthe third quartile. This means that only about 
one-fourth of the counties in Frankl in have a higher rate of perinatal 
mortality than Cardinal. 
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Social Services 

Blitz is the hub of social services in Cardinal County even though 
Sack is the county seat. Blitz has a summer Headstart program (serving 75 
children), Meals on Wheels (serving 136 senior citizens weekly), and three 
Older Adults Transportation System (OATS) buses (serving about 160 senior 
citizens weekly). Blitz has a State Employment Service Office and a 
Senior Citizens Center (with two locations). 

Sack has a Senior Citizens Center, the Frankl in Division of Family 
Services, the County Extension Office, and two OATS vans. 

In Blitz, concern is growing over an increasing incidence of alcohol
ism among high school students. Although many residents would like to see 
an alcohol abuse program organized and several grant proposals have been 
submitted, monies do not appear to be forthcoming. 

Religion 

Most Cardinal Countians are Methodists, Baptists, Christians, or 
Lutherans. Each of these denominations have two or more churches in Blitz 
and at least one in Sack. Colgate has a Christian and a Baptist Church. 
Blitz has an Episcopalian, one Presbyterian, and one Catholic Church. Sack 
also has a small Catholic parish. There is no synagogue in the county. 

The St. Mark Catholic parish in Blitz operates an elementary school 
with an enrollment of 430. It has been in financial trouble for many years 
and some fear it may have to eliminate grades 7 and 8. 

Public Safety 

Crime rates have not risen appreciably in Cardinal County since the 
mid-1970's. Most residents attribute this largely to the sheriff elected 
in 1975, and to the mayor of Blitz, who has placed heavy emphasis on crime 
control. The county jail in Sack is 111 years old, one of the oldest in 
Franklin. However, it is in fairly good repair and county law enforcement 
officials don't consider it a problem at the present time, though a new one 
will be needed in a decade or so. The sheriff works about seven hours of 
overtime per week and needs to add another part-time deputy to his staff 
of two full-time deputies. But even so, the law enforcement situation in 
rural Cardinal County is the best in the Explorer Trails region. 

In Blitz, the police force consists of eleven uniformed pol ice officers 
and has three fully equipped pol ice cars always on patrol. Sack has one 
police car and four uniformed officers. Colgate had a town constable until 
several years ago when no one wanted the job after the incumbent constable 
retired. Now Colgate as well as Alcorn and Oxford rely on the Sheriff's 
Department for law enforcement services. 

One ambulance is stationed in Sack, and five operate out of Blitz. 
The entire county can be reached by ambulance in less than 30 minutes. 
Extreme northwestern Cardinal County is served by the ambulance stationed 
in Kick, in Bronco County. Another ambulance is stationed in Louis in 
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Carroll County just across the state line to the east, but as yet no Car
dinal Countians have access to its use. 

Fire protection is adequate for all of Cardinal County. Blitz has a 
well organized and fully equipped city fire department. Sack has a smaller 
but fully equipped fire protection department. 

The remainder of the county is served by a volunteer fire department 
headquartered in Colgate. Recent controversy has arisen around the point 
that those who live very close to Colgate pay the same in fees as do those 
in the farthest corners of the county, and they receive many more benefits. 
That is, response time is much shorter for those who live near Colgate. 
For residents in the southwest corner of the county, response time is 
usually near 30 minutes, often too long to salvage much of anything from a 
fire. Those who live further away feel they should not have to pay as much 
as those who live near Colgate. 

Transportation 

Blitz serves as a major regional rail, river, and highway transporta
tion hub. Blitz connects Cardinal County, and the Explorer Trails region 
directly with Eureka City and with shipping centers upriver as well. Blitz 
is indirectly connected with other regional centers in Franklin such as 
Nirvana, Catalyst, and Glory City. 

Cardinal County has two 
the extreme southeast corner 
south across the state line. 
service is in Eureka City. 

public use airports, one in Blitz and one in 
of the county, which serves the city of Toto, 

The nearest national and international airline 

Cardinal County has an excellent road and highway network, with three 
federal two-lane highways, two state highways, and a system of county roads 
connecting the county with major markets and trade centers throughout the 
region and state. 

Blitz is a major rail shipping point, where grain is often transferred 
to barges to be sent up or downstream to major markets. Blitz is also con
nected with Eureka City by a direct rail line, which still sees constant 
usage. 

Communications 

Cardinal County has two newspapers; a daily in Blitz and a weekly in 
Sack. Blitz has one AM and one FM radio station though many other stations 
are accessible. Blitz has a television station, and broadcasts from four 
other stations can be picked up by county residents. 

All of Cardinal County receives telephone service from Southern Belle. 

Utilities 

Municipal electric utilities operate in Blitz and Sack. The balance 
of Cardinal Countians rely on the rural electric cooperative for electricity. 
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The extreme winter and summer temperatures of the past several years brought 
about the implementation of a system of 11 peak alerts 11 at times when demand 
on the REA is likely to reach a new peak, resulting in higher prices for 
all subscribers. The peak alert warnings, broadcast on television and 
radio have brought about an unexpected level of cooperation among REA sub
scribers in Cardinal County. Their REA is the only one in the region 
that has avoided new peak demands for three straight years. 

Natural gas is available only to Blitz and Sack at present. Only the 
western half of the county is served by a public water supply district. 
Wells serve the rest of the county, with the exception of Sack and Blitz, 
which have city owned water supply systems. Only Blitz and Sack have 
Board of Health approved sewage disposal systems; the rest use septic tanks. 

The town of Colgate is finding its two city wells running low. The 
water table is sinking, leaving Colgate high and dry. Residents are con
cerned enough to have hired an expert to study the situation and perhaps 
advise them as to possible alternatives to the wells. The proximity of the 
Defeat River is a likely possibility. 

Energy 

Blitz has an active and successful recycling center for aluminum and 
paper. Even residents from as far away as Colgate frequently drive to 
Blitz to turn in recyclables. A recycling substation has opened in Sack. 

Blitz has expanded its city bus system from five buses to eight. 
Ridership is steady; possibly on the incline. 

High gasoline prices are placing a heavy burden on county residents 
who commute to Blitz for employment. Carpooling is growing more popular, 
especially since vehicles with carpool stickers receive free or reduced 
rate parking in Blitz. Some local garages are offering low cost or free 
tune-ups for carpool vehicles. 

The educational system is introducing courses on energy systems in the 
public schools. Service and extension clubs are getting in on the act with 
energy workshops and other energy related events. 

Local churches have held 11 house warmings•• during which the homes of 
elderly and handicapped persons are weatherized free of charge. 

Community Institutions and Leadership 

Religion, service clubs, and the professions provide most of the lead
ers in Cardinal County. For example, the president of the school board in 
Sack is also an elder of one of the churches, a Lion, and a lawyer. 

The service clubs are important in providing services, as well as 
leadership and recreational events. Blitz has active Rotary, Lions, Ki
wanis, and VFW organizations, as well as a dynamic Chamber of Commerce and 
a Jaycee organization. 
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Sack also has active chapters of Lions, Rotary, Chamber of Commerce, 
and Jaycees. 

The most active and influential organization in Cardinal County is 
the Blitz Chamber of Commerce. This organization has done a phenomenal job 
of producing and disseminating information on the desirability of Cardinal 
County (and Blitz in particular) as a place to vacation, live, do business, 
and locate an industry. 

Local Government 

Only Blitz and Sack are incorporated cities. Both have mayor/city 
council forms of government. A number of influential Blitz residents would 
like the city manager form of government for Blitz. However, most resi
dents are adamantly opposed, so a change is not 1 ikely to occur. 

Politically, Cardinal County is somewhat conservative, and leans heavi
ly toward the Democratic party, more so nationally than locally, however. 

Local Planning and Zoning 

Three years ago, Cardinal Countians voted to enact zoning on a limited 
scale for the entire county. The margin of victory was extremely small 
and opponents of the zoning ordinance forced a recounting of the votes two 
times. Opponents of this highly controversial ordinance have attributed 
its passage to ''scare tactics" used by proponents who argued that the com
pletion of Lake Superbowl to the west would cause unplanned and chaotic 
development of the county into a cluttered, commercialized "suburb" of the 
lake area. Proponents had posters printed showing highways lined with 
mile after mile of shoddy tourist traps with huge gaudy billboards. At 
present, it is not clear whether the ordinance will ever go into effect. 
Opponents are threatening to keep it in the courts for years and fully 
intend to do so. 

Blitz has had strict zoning in effect for almost fifteen years. 

4F 

Franklin ranks third among the states i,n the 
production of sassafrass tea. 
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REGION I I I 

A. Background 

The seven counties of Region I I I are among the poorest in the state in 
revenue-generating resources; they are also considered by many to be the most 
beautiful. See General Maps 1, 2, and 3-1 I I. 

The eroded remains of the continent's oldest mountain range form a rugged, 
rocky terrain noted for its free-flowing spring-fed streams. 

Settlement came late. Early explorers declared the area unfit for culti
vation. Speculators circulated glowing accounts of its bounty after the Civil 
War, and a small stampede was on. The land was timbered; goats grazed the 
hillsides. Once mud-bottomed creeks and rivers were choked with gravel. In 
many a field of red silty soil, more rocks than grain surfaced in the spring. 

An exodus began in 1900. There was a reversal in the 1930's; these were 
not newcomers, but families returning home. Many of the "new settlers" of the 
1970 1 s are descendants of old Zagros Mountain families. 

The area has maintained its identity as a geographic unit. Its residents 
share a common heritage unmatched as to degree of adversity or lack of diversity 
by any other area of the state. 

B. Population 

Population by County ( 1980 Census) County Seat Population 

Democratic 7,961 London 707 
Freedom 11,594 Athens 2,761 
Independence 21 , 070 Rome 2, 157 
Judge 10,238 Dub 1 in 721 
Repub 1 i can 7,885 Paris 614 
Senator 16,188 Moscow 576 
Statesman 28,807 Vienna 7,741 

TOTAL 103,743 

The region's population peaked in 1900 at 115,645 people. The decline was 
reversed during the Depression by the return of many who had left for jobs in 
cities. World War I I and the resulting war industry jobs resumed the drain on 
the region population. 

By 1960, the region had only 87,297 people; in 1970 there were 87,378. 
Statesman had gained 1,500 people in that decade; Independence gained 500, and 
Republican gained 100. The others lost from 400 to 700 people. Since 1970, all 
counties have gained. Statesman has gained 5,286 people. Republican, with an 
increase of 689, has made the smallest gain. 

Much of the increase in the last decade is attributable to a change in 
life-style values rather than economic development of the area. Region I I I has 
been a target area for the "back to the land" movement. 
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There was a steady growth of town population (54.7%) and decrease in farm 
population (72.8%) from 1940 to 1970. The non-town, non-rural portion of the 
population began to increase dramatically in 1950. Since 1970, there are indi
cations that the farm population is leveling off and may even show an increase 
due to the numbers of people who have settled on small holdings. 

From 1940 to 1970, the region showed losses in children un~er ten years old 
and in adults 30 to 54 years old. The loss of 20-29 year-olds was halted by 
1960. The percentage of persons over 54 was much higher than the state and U.S. 
average during this period. Meanwhile, the birth rate and the pool of available 
labor force declined significantly. 

Minority population was highest in 1900, at 358 people. The 1970 total 
was 251. Nearly half (113) were in Statesman County, primarily in and around 
Vienna, the largest town in the region. Democratic, Independence, and Republi
can Counties each had fewer than 10 non-white residents. The non-white population 
has increased in all seven counties since 1970. Virtually JOO% of the increase 
is due to Asian immigrants, against whom there is far less prejudice than blacks 
in this region. 

See Population Tables for further details. 

C. Resources 

The soils of the region are low in organic matter and mineral content needed 
by plants. Much of the area has been clear-cut timbered twice. The erosion which 
resulted from the lumbering heyday and from poor farming practices has left a 
thin layer of rocky soil. 

There is little level land. The region is noted for deep, narrow, crooked 
valleys formed by clear, spring-fed rivers. Tourists drawn to these rivers (pri
marily canoeists) have become a significant income source. 

Timber stands are again reaching maturity. Oak-hickory forests dominate 
where short-leaf pine and maple once stood. Lead, zinc and copper are still 
mined in Statesman, Independence, and Judge Counties. 

In 1933, a national forest was established; the National Park Service and 
Civilian Conservation Corps became major employers. The Scrubby National Forest 
now covers 23% of the region's land area. Senator has only 8% of its land in 
national forests; the other counties range from 15% (Freedom) to 30% (Republican). 
An additional 18% of Republican County has become the heart of the Zagros National 
Scenic Riverways. 

D. Agriculture 

In 1969, 50.5% of the total land area was in farmland. This represented 
a 19.8% drop after 1954. Between 1954 and 1969 the percentage of farmland used 
as cropland increased 7.4%. Since 1969, an additional 3% of the land area be
came part of the National Scenic Riverway. This reduced the farmland to 49.2% 
of the total land area. 

The average farm size has remained nearly the same since 1969. However, 
a closer look reveals that farms over 500 acres have increased 19.8% since 1954. 
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Farms under 260 acres dropped 50.5% between 1954 and 1969, then began to increase 
in the 1970's. The number of farms of 50 acres or less has doubled since 1969 
(the greatest increase was in farms less than 20 acres). The average farm size 
is now 253 acres compared with the state average of 273. The two Zagros Mountain 
regions are the only parts of the state to see an increase in the number of small 
farms. This has resulted in an increase in the total farms in Region I I I and IV. 

By 1969, 67.2% of the region's farmers worked off-farm. 
was high, with 72.8% working off-farm. The state average for 
farm 100 days or more was 40.6% (the U.S. average was 34.2%); 
it was 53.6%. 

Republican County 
those working off
in Region I I I, 

The value of farm products sold has doubled for both crops and livestock 
between 1954 and the present. Livestock accounts for about 90% of farm receipts. 

Of the region's 7,677 farms in 1974, 3,409 had a value of less than $2,500 
of agricultural products sold. Only 752 (9.8%) reported sales over $20,000 in 
1974. In 1978, 1,868 farms had sales below $2,500; 1,879 (22.3%) had sales over 
$20,000. 

E. Business, Industry and Employment 

Between 1947 and 1970, the number of business units increased 66.2%. The 
increase is continuing. Taxable payrolls increased over the same period more 
than 536% (slightly more than $10 million). Statesman County's increase was 
$1,483,000 between 1967 and 1970 (a 44.8% increase in three years). Much of this 
increase is a result of light and medium industry attracted to an industrial 
park in Vienna. 

From 1950 to 1970, the agricultural labor force declined 77.7%, while con
struction, manufacturing, retail trade, and selected services gained significant
ly. Between 1930 and 1970, the number of men employed in the region declined 
39.7%, from 29,707 to 17,904 (a reflection of the severe losses in agricultural 
employment); female employment trebled from 3,212 in 1930 to 9,444 in 1970. 
Since 1970, male employment has increased, reflecting the turnaround in population 
figures. Female employment continues to increase at a faster pace than that for 
males. 

The unemployment rate for Region I I I has typically been 25% higher than the 
the state rate since 1970. Senator's unemployment rate has been 40% below the 
state average; Judge's rate has been highest, averaging 40% above the state 
average. 

Only Statesman County ranks well in state sales tax collections (14th in 
dollar amount for 1972 and 1978, and 13th and 12th per capita in those years). 
Independence and Senator county rankings were about average; the oth~r counties 
were among the lowest in the state. The rankings for all but Statesman County 
have worsened between 1972 and 1978. See Economics Tables for additional infor
mation. 

Regional median family income rose from $1,212 in 1949 to $4,869 in 1969. 
This is an increase from 39.4% of the U.S. average in 1949 to 51.6% in 1969 and 
an increase from 45.8% of the state average in 1949 to 54.6% in 1969. By 1979, 
the regional figure was just over 57% of the U.S. median family income. 
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Democratic County's 1949 median family income was $904 (29.4% of the na
tional average). By 1979, it had risen to $10,671 (55% of the U.S. average). 
In 1979, Independence County's median family income was high for the district 
($12,011), Judge was low ($9,986). The national average was $19,715. See 
Economics Table 3. 

In 1969, the per capita incomes for Freedom ($1,526), Democratic ($1,688), 
Judge ($1,786) and Republican ($1,793) were the lowest in the state. These four 
counties had per capita incomes below 50% of the U.S. average. In 1979, they 
were still the four lowest, ranging from 55.7% to only 50.7% of the U.S. average. 

In 1970, the state average percentage of total personal income derived 
from transfer payments was 9.36. In 1980, it was 13.44. For the South Zagros 
counties the corresponding figures were 22% and 25.92%, the highest in the state. 
Democratic and Judge Counties are extremely dependent on transfer payments. 
Their percentages for 1980 were 29.56 and 29.80. See Economics Table 5. 

These seven counties have the highest percentages of their population be
low the poverty level. In 1970, 28.6% of Judge Countians were below the poverty 
level. Independence County had the lowest percentage of poor for the region 
(20.8%). The state percentage is 10.8; the U.S. is 11.6. 

F. Education 

There are 35 school districts in Region I I I. Kindergarten through grade 
12 enrollment for the 1978-79 school year was 23,588 (23.5% of the total popula
tion). The 1971-72 enrollment amounted to 27.8% of the population. Enrollments 
continue to drop despite the population increase. The decreasing percentage of 
the population enrolled in school indicates smaller family size and an aging 
population. 

The 12 largest districts enrolled 69.7% of the students; the 12 smallest 
districts enrolled 7.7%. 

There is an Area Vocational School at Bucharest, in Senator County, and 
one in Vienna, Statesman County. There are no colleges or universities in the 
region. 

By 1980, the district median school years completed was 8.9 for men and 9.5 
for women. The lowest average for men was 8.6 in Republican County; the lowest 
average for women was 8.9 in both Democratic and Judge Counties. The state 
average for 1970 was 11 .7 for men and 11.8 for women. The national average was 
12.2 for men and 12. 1 for women. 

G. Transportation, Utilities and Services 

The region has one east-west U.S. highway and two east-west state highways. 
There are two north-south U.S. routes. There are 2,466.3 miles of state
maintained roads, of which 617.5 miles are primary roads. 

No airports have scheduled passenger service. There are 11 public use air
ports; three with flight maintenance facilities. Only Vienna has lighted, hard
surfaced runways. 
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There are four electric power suppliers. REA is of significant importance. 
There is no natural gas supplier in the district. Two telephone companies serve 
the area; no television broadcasts originate in the region. 

H. Health Facilities 

Region I I I has four small hospitals, eight nursing homes, and 53 physicians; 
there were only 40 in 1970. The hospital beds per 1,000 population is 2.0; the 
national average is 4.2. Th~ hospitals are in Budapest and Vienna, in Statesman 
County; Rome, Independence County; and Lisbon in Senator County. In addition 
to the native population, these hospitals must serve an increasing number of 
tourists. 

The nursing homes fall about 30 beds short of fulfilling the need, accord
ing to the national population/need ratio. 

The physician manpower is critically short. The state average is 544 per
sons per physician. The federal government describes an area as "critically" 
short if there are more than 1,500 per physician. Region I I I has an average of 
1,957 persons per physician. Democratic County now has no doctor; Statesman 
had 14 in 1975, and only three in 1980. 

Democratic, Freedom and Republican Counties have one pharmacy each; Judge 
County has two; Independence, Senator, and Statesman each have three. 

See Health Table and Maps 1 and 2. 

I. Housing 

In 1980, 78.4% of the houses in Region I I I were owner-occupied. The state 
average was 67.2% and the national average was 62.9%. The population per house
hold was 2.88. The U.S. average was 3. 17 and the state average was 2.98. The 
low regional number is an indication of an increasing number of older people 
living alone. The number of housing units has increased nearly 26% in the last 
decade; the population increase was 18.7%. 

The houses occupied by the more permanent older residents are generally in 
good repair. Construction has kept pace with housing needs except for lower 
income levels. The desire to own, rather than rent, and the availability of 
cheap land in small acreages has led to a boom in mobile home sales. 

J. County Gazeteer 

The people of the seven counties in Region I I I generally share a common 
cultural heritage to a far greater extent than most areas this size. The most 
common ancestry is English, Scotch, or Scotch-Irish. Many attend fundamentalist 
Protestant churches. Moral codes are strict, but there is a double standard of 
which outsiders often become painfully aware. Change and differences between 
the counties are more often caused by quirks of geography or the whims or pres
sures from people beyond the region's boundaries, than from differences of 
opinions or background of area residents . 

The National Forest in the 1930 1 s and the Scenic Riverways of the 1960 1 s 
were established despite intense local opposition. 
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Open range continued in most counties into the mid or late 1960's. As re
cently as 1959, more than 47,000 acres of corn were harvested, by 1974 fewer than 
6,000 acres were in corn. Livestock (cattle) account for more than 95% of the 
farm receipts in all counties. Fur trapping is a supplemental income source in 
all but Statesman County. 

DEMOCRATIC - A small ceramics factory in London is the largest single employer 
(56 people). The county has drawn many of the "back to the land" settlers in 
the 1970's. Some are trying to work small holdings; others are operating craft 
cottage industries. There were some minor incidents between the newcomers and 
long-term residents at first. Their presence is now accepted, primarily because 
they have proven themselves to be hard workers and are no longer thought of as 
hippies. 

FREEDOM - A brick and ceramics factory and a small building stone operation are 
the principal employers. Back-to-the-landers here have not been accepted. There 
is no open hostility, but also little beyond necessary communication. Some 300 
have settled here since 1970. A major cause for the hostility is the school the 
newcomers have started for their own children. The established community is 
miffed that their school isn't thought good enough and assumes that the subject 
matter and morality taught in the new private school would not meet their approval. 

INDEPENDENCE - Rome's sporting goods industry (uniforms, gloves, and balls) is the 
major employer (nearly 20% of the work force). There has been some increase in 
recreation related employment (rustic resorts, canoeing, and fishing). The ex
pansion of the sporting goods industry and the opening of a new furniture manu
facturer have drawn people to the county; most are from other Region I I I counties. 
The general attitude is optimistic. The city council is determined to expand 
the employment base and is trying to attract new companies. Water lines have 
been laid for an industrial park. 

JUDGE - A sawmill-lumber yard and small clothing factory are the major employers 
in Berlin, the largest town (2,211). The first employs only men; the second, 
women in all but 5% of the jobs (managerial positions). The clothing factory is 
obsolete and may be closed soon. A food processing plant, opened in the late 
1960's has expanded, but is not expected to hire additional people in the near 
future. The burghers of Berl in turned down an offer of a manufacturing firm to 
relocate here because they did not approve of the product. 

REPUBLICAN - The largest single employer is a shirt factory in Paris (85% of the 
workers are women). The Scenic Riverways has brought employment with the U.S. 
Park Service and with canoe outfitters. This is the most conservative county in 
the district. Many would prefer that the tourists not come, but it's admitted 
that they have increased the number of twenty-dollar bills in the county. 

SENATOR - Omsk (pop. 3,974) has grown rapidly in the last decade. Camper tops 
and other small aluminum products have been growing businesses which are now 
tapering off. A small appliance assembly plant opened three years ago. The shoe 
factory, now employing 60% women, 40% men, is the largest employer. New equip
ment installed this year eliminated 37 jobs. 

STATESMAN - Vienna is a thriving town. The new four-lane highway has been com
pleted in this county, and Vienna now has excellent access to Eureka City. The 
economy is the most diversified in the region. An industrial park, begun in the 
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mid-1970's with FmHA funds is now complete. There are sites available with full 
utility service for five additional light or medium industries. The county 
(probably because of its exposure to more people from outside Region I I I) is 
considered the most progressive in the area, and is beginning to lose its iden
tity with the other Region I I I counties. 

K. Special Current Issues 

1. A major highway improvement project is underway. At completion, a four
lane east-west federal highway will bisect the district. 

2. The revenues from tourism are small when compared to those of neighboring 
Region IV. The recreational use of the rivers is primarily by canoeists and 
primitive camping enthusiasts who spend less than those attracted to the lake 
activities to the north, and spend in fewer places. 

3. Other than the national forest, much of the best timber land (228,000 acres) 
is owned by a Eureka City man whose father acquired it in the Depression. Much 
of this is now mature forest and it is thought he has plans to clear cut it. 
Having no heirs, he plans to leave the land to a non-profit, non-taxable corpora
tion. Most of the holding is in Republican and Independence Counties. 

4F 

The Persimmon Festival is held every November 
in Dublin (Judge County Seat). A feature of the 
festival is the making of a persimmon based jam, 
known locally as "Franklin Butter", in large 
cast iron kettles on the tol.,Jn square. The winner 
of the 1982 contest for the best Franklin Butter 
was subsequently disqualified for adding a "foreign 
substance" to her concoction - soybean powder. 
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REGION IV 

A. Background 

Region IV contains ten counties (see General Map 1, 2 and 3-IV}. Ballet, 
Charleston, Tap and eastern Twist are prairie plateau. There is a narrow tran
sition area separating the plateau from the rugged hill county of Waltz, Disco, 
Frug, Tango, Polka, and western Twist. Rhumba is a mixture of prairie, rolling 
hills, and rugged hills. 

Settlement in fairly large numbers began in the 1830's along the river 
valleys. Small farm operations continued as the primary economic base when 
prairie settlement came a decade later. Population increased dramatically after 
the Civil War, but the area remained relatively isolated well into the twentieth 
century. 

Four Corps of Engineers impoundments beginning in the late 1950 1 s have 
contributed to economic growth. The area has become a major vacation attraction 
and, since 1970, has drawn large numbers of retired people. 

Dynamic is the state's third largest metropolitan area. An influx of medi·
um and heavy industry, and growth of four higher educational institutions have 
encouraged in-migration of many young people over the last 20 years. Even with 
the rising number of retirees, the regional median age continues to drop. 

The region's land area in square miles is 5,982. Nearly 200 square miles 
have been flooded by the four lakes. Region IV boundaries are coterminous with 
those of the North Zagros Council of Governments (General Map 2). 

B. Poeulation 

Population by County (1980 Census) County Seat Population 

Bal let 7,383 Montesquieu 1,394 
Charleston 28,973 Montaigne 3,341 
Disco 24,408 Vo 1 ta ire 2,091 
Frug 22,402 Paine 2,980 
Polka 18,822 Diederot 5,919 
Rhumba 12,096 Nostradamus 4,219 
Tango 20,467 Erasmus 1,010 
Tap 20,414 Dumas 3,871 
Twist 185,302 Dynamic 133, l 16 
Waltz 15,582 Cervantes 423 

TOTAL 355,854 

Population in the region decreased between 1900 and 1920. Since then, 
each year has shown an increase. Between 1920 and 1970, the increase was 31 .7%, 
between 1920 and 1980, it was 63%. Thus, half the growth occurred in the latter 
10-year period. 

The town population has increased 297 . 6% and the urban population (Dynamic) 
has grown 418% since 1900. Farm population peaked in 1900 and has decreased 
69.3% since 1930. Of the region's 69 incorporated towns, 55 increased in popula
tion from 1960 to 1980. In 1960, 50.3% lived in towns and 22.1 % 1 ived on farms. 
Now, nearly 65% are in towns, fewer than 13% are on farms. 
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In 1980, 56.3% of the people were between 18 and 64. Those over 65 account
ed for 14.6%. This high percentage is due to retired persons moving into the 
region's lake areas and to several retirement communities in Twist and Frug Coun
ties. The median age rose from 26. l years for males and 26.0 years for females 
in 1930 to 32.4 and 34 . 4 in 1960. Since then, it has declined to below 30 for 
males and to 31.3 for females. This latter trend is a direct result of the 
industrial and educational institution growth of Dynamic. 

The population density has increased from 35.5 persons per square mile in 
1920 to 47.4 in 1970 and 60 in 1980 . The non-white population is only l .89% of 
the total; nearly 77% (5,199) lived in Twist County, virtually all within Dynamic 
city limits. As with Region I I I, the overwhelming majority are immigrants from 
Southeast Asia. 

For additional population related information, see Population Tables and 
Population Maps, Education Table l and Education Maps la and lb. 

C. Resources 

The plateau land is the most fertile of the region. The hills have been 
timbered repeatedly . Erosion has been extreme and limestone outcrops are common. 
Timber remains a major resource; management has improved . However, faculty of 
the university's School of Forestry are concerned that the recent surge in the 
use of wood as fuel for home heat (see Energy Figure 2) will bring about a new 
era of reckless deforestation with disastrous consequences. 

The greatest non-agricultural resource is the presence of the lakes and 
other recreational attractions in the region. A recreational theme park in 
Tango County accounts for that county's number one ranking in sales tax receipts 
per capita. There is no significant mining activity (see Economics Tables). 

D. Agriculture 

Land in farms is 70.2% of the region. However, those counties with the 
lakes have only 50-60% in farms . Average farm size for the region is 176 acres 
compared with 273 for the state. The number of farms declined 20.3% between 
1959 and 1969. Farms over 260 acres increased 3.4%, while farms of 500 or more 
have increased 20.3%. Then, in 1970, the trend changed. There are now more 
farms than in 1969, due in the main to an increase in 20-80 acre farms . 

year. 
wheat 

Livestock, primarily cattle, account for 93% of all farm products sold last 
The value of all products sold has increased 67.9% since 1959. Corn and 

acreage has decl i ned in favor of forage and feed crops. Soybean acreage 
is increasing. 

All counties have more than 50% of the farm operators working off-farm. 
The average for the region is 67.5%; in Twist County it is 76.4%. In the region 
54.2% work off-farm more than 100 days a year (67. 1% for Twist County) . This 
is considerably higher than the state average of 40.6% and the national 34.2% 
rate. 

The number of people employed in agriculture has declined from 36,464 in 
1930 to 7,271 today. See Agriculture Table 1 for farm products sales infor
mation . 
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E. Business, Industry and Employment 

Region IV is highly diversified economically . Small agribusiness opera 
tions, heavy industry, manufacturing and tourism are the mainstays. The number 
of business units has increased 38. 1% since 1947. Ballet, Charleston, and 
Rhumba have had small decreases. 

The region's taxable payrolls have increased 723% since 1947. They grew 
43.5% from 1967 to 1970 and 39.4% since then. Only agriculture reflected a de
cline. Frug County had an increase from 1947 to the present of 108.5%. The 
largest increase in actual dollars was in Twist County . 

The regional unemployment rate is below that of the state. Frug and Rhum
ba Counties have a rate slightly higher that the state. A significant portion 
of the work force is employed full-time only during the seven to eight month 
tourist season. Although many do not seek work in the remainder of the year, 
community spokesmen have indicated that if work were available throughout the 
year, people would fill the jobs. This is especially true of the three western 
lake counties. 

Regional per capita income ranged from a low of $5,305 (55.7% of the na
tional and state figures) in Rhumba County to a high of $8,508 (89.4% of the 
U.S. and Franklin figures) in 1979. Median family income in 1980 ranged from 
Rhumba's low of $11,639 (59% of the U.S. median) to $17,582 for Twist County 
(89% of the U.S. figure). Ba l let County has made the most dramatic improvement 
in the region over the past decade in median family income. 

Poverty status data reveal that the regional percentage of population below 
the poverty level is 14. As could be anticipated from other economic data, Rhum
ba County is high for the region with 19.2%, again displaying a characteristic 
more like its neighbors in the South Zagros Region. Frug County is low for Region 
IV with 11 . 8% below the poverty level (about the national figure). See the 
Economic Tables fo~ additional information. 

F. Education 

Region IV has a state university, four colleges, and two vocational schools . 

The ten largest school districts have an enrollment of 45,291 (68 . 4% of the 
total); the ten smallest districts have 1,845 students (2.2% of the total). 

The median school years completed has risen from 8. 1 for males and 8.5 for 
females in 1940 to 11 .3 and 11 .6 in 1980. These medians are 0.4 years and 0. 1 
years below the state medians. Twist County (site of the university and two 
colleges) has a median greater than 12 years for males and females. Because it 
is the most populous county, it disguises the level for the remainder of the 
region. Frug County figures are 9.0 for men and 9.8 for women. The influx of 
retired professionals disguises the lower level of education of the native popu
lation, especia l ly in Waltz, Disco and Polka Counties . See Education Table 1 
and Education Map la-b for school enrollment data. 
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G. Transportation, Utilities and Services 

Railroads in the region have had major competition from truck and air 
freight service in recent years. Three major railroad companies continue to 
serve the area. There has been much rail abandonment since the last timbering 
heyday. Now, just as timber again is becoming a major marketable resource, the 
region is threatened with additional rail abandonment. Waltz, Disco and Polka 
Counties could be affected severely. 

The region has an interstate highway running east-west. Three federal high
ways converge on Dynamic. The region has 2,947.3 miles of state maintained road; 
715.9 miles are state and federal highways. 

There are 11 public airports with hard surfaced runways. Two of the larger 
fields are at Dynamic, one is at Nostradamus, and the third is in Repose and run 
by a college. Only Dynamic has scheduled passenger service. 

The region has six telephone companies. Two serve the bulk of the popula
tion. Twenty-two communities have natural gas service. Seven of these are in 
Twist County. Waltz and Disco have no service. 

The number of local government units has decreased 36.9% since 1957. Only 
Rhumba maintains township government. A major factor in the decline was school 
consolidation. There are 892 elected officials in the region. 

H. Health Facilities 

Region IV is a fast growing area. Population increased 16% from 1960-1970 
and another 25.7% since then. Health care planning for the area is complex. 

There are 29 nursing homes. Waltz County has none. A citizens' group 
has been working to attract a facility to the county for three years, one may be 
begun within the next year if additional funding can be found. The ratio of 
nursing home beds is 16 per 1,000 population over 65. The state average is 20 
persons per bed. This would appear to show an adequate supply; however, it must 
be recalled that the elderly population has increased 58% since 1950. If this 
trend continues, a shortage could emerge. 

There are 446 practicing physicians; 389 are M.D. 'sand 57 are doctors of 
osteopathy. The ratio of population to doctor is 855; the state average is 544. 
The distribution is poor; Dynamic has 353 of the doctors (up from 264 in 1975), 
Disco County has only 16. The citizens' group in Waltz County has recruited one 
M.D. and two D.O. 's in the last three years, maintaining their total at seven. 
Health Table I and Maps l and 2 show additional information. 

The number of households 
County had an increase in that 
22.2% in that time frame. Home 
ment, there are many seasonally 
regionally in the last decade. 
80%. 

I. Housing 

has increased 56.3% between 1940 and 1970. Twist 
time of 98.2%. Only Ballet County dropped, by 
ownership is 73.8%. Because of the lake develop
occupied homes. Housing units increased 40.9% 
Tango and Waltz Counties had increases exceeding 
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Construction has been of major proportions in the western tier of counties. 
Single family residences have dominated. Some condominium projects have been 
completed in Waltz and Disco. Several large apartment complexes have been built 
in and around Dynamic. Construction has been inadequate to meet all needs. 
Mobile homes in Twist and Frug Counties have increased several hundred percent 
since 1960. 

J. County Gazeteer 

The original settlers of Region IV share the common background and pride 
in rugged individuality of the people of Region I I I. However, change, in the 
name of progress over the last twenty years, has brought parts of Region IV 
truly kicking and screaming into the twentieth century. 

As a result, those areas not yet directly affected by change have become 
bastions of defense of a precious heritage and an independent 1 ife. Ultra con
servatism is often fired by fear, bitterness, and righteousness. The opposition 
brings to bear truth, justice, the dollar and the power of eminent domain. 

BALLET - Agriculture and agricultural services provide nearly all the employment 
in the county. Montesquieu (pop. 1,394) is the largest town. - It is a farm 
service center with limited retail operations. Ballet County has the highest 
percentage of land in cash crops for the district (corn, soybeans, and wheat), 
yet also has extensive cattle (beef and dairy) operations. A garment factory in 
Montesquieu and a hat factory in Relax are major employers. 

People here are generally satisfied with the status quo; they have been 
left alone in their corner of the world, and prefer it that way. Much of the 
population increase of the last decade has been due to young couples staying or 
coming into the area. A few are trying to establish farms; others are employed 
in the slowly expanding retail and social services sectors. 

CHARLESTON - Agricultural conditions here are very similar to those in Ballet 
County. Feeder cattle and dairy operations are numerous. Montaigne remains a 
basic farm service center; the largest employers are the state respiratory 
hospital and a milk products company. Cat Nap City's shoe factory is its largest 
employer. Two fabricated metals operations began in the 1950 1 s. A synthetic 
fibers plant opened in the 1960 1 s. 

A chemcial plant operated in Charleston County during the 1970 1 s. The 
company was bought out by a large corporation; the plant was closed soon after. 
Recently, it was found that dioxin was stored in leaking tanks at the plant site 
and had been buried in three dozen 55-gal lon drums in a trench on a nearby farm. 
There is concern for the safety of the water supply. 

DISCO - Relaxation (pop. 6,148) is growing rapidly. Some growth is due to in
creasing tourist trade, some is a result of an expansion in light industry. A 
poultry processing plant and a frozen foods producer have been joined by a foam 
rubber products factory, a wood furniture manufacturer, and a wood novelty 
operation. 

Growth has been planned for and most people are pleased with its extent 
and direction. 
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Lake Discoduck is a Corps of Engineers Reservoir. The dam was finished 
in 1964. The power generation has been only 60% of the anticipated level because 
of miscalculations. Fishing is not as good as hoped for; the variations in lake 
level interfere with spawning, especially of bass. 

FRUG- Farming operations are general; there are a few specializing in chicken 
and/or turkey production. There are several truck gardening operations special
izing in strawberries, melons, and tomatoes. 

An electrical machinery assembly plant in Paine has become a major employer. 
Although situated between counties with large tourist trade, Frug has no tourist 
attractions and apparently prefers it that way. There i s only a minimal number 
of retail stores in the county; most shopping is done in Dynamic. 

The people here look at the industrial development to the east, and the 
tourist boom to the north and south, and want nothing to do with either. That 
is, they gladly drive to jobs available in surrounding counties, but want to 
come home to a way of 1 ife more 1 ike that of their grandfathers . 

A new microwave telephone relay tower near Paine was destroyed by a bomb 
before it was completed. No motive has been established. 

POLKA - Diederot (pop. 5,919) is a farm service center. It has three implement 
dealerships and major feeder and fertilizer suppliers. There is a small church
operated four year college . A pork products factory and small garment factory 
(nylon jackets) are the only manufacturing employers. 

Polka County has more hog operations than surrounding counties. Two 
farmers have recently gone to confinement operations; others are watching them. 

Polka, too, has been left much to itself. Two years ago, a non-local, non
profit organization sought Diederot citizens' support to establish a home-farm 
living center for homeless adolescent girls from throughout the state. Local 
opposition was so bitter, the group went elsewhere. 

RHUMBA - This county, in many respects, has more in common with Region I I I than 
its neighbors to the north and west. Nostradamus is a farm service center with 
two implement dealerships. Cattle provide 85% of the farm income; hay is the 
principal crop . 

Nostradamus has drawn some retired people and there has been some in-migra
tion of subsistence back-to-the-land people in the southern part of the county. 
The retirees are more accepted because they are more visible and have worked at 
becoming a part of the community. 

Major change has bypassed Rhumba County. The people have remained conser
vative . Most continue in the ways of their fathers and grandfathers, accepting 
those innovations considered practical and generally having 1 ittle to do with 
those thought to be frivolous . 

TANGO - Tourism has had a major impact here. The largest town, Curio City (pop. 
2,550), exists almost entirely on tourist trade drawn by Lake Tangletree, a 
large theme park, and the state's most expensive resort/convention center. 
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Livestock accounts for 98% of the farm receipts which are the smallest in 
the region. The lake (finished in 1958) and subsequent tourist attractions form 
the economic base. Tango Countians are well aware of this. Many groups actively 
promote tourism in the area. 

Rapid turnover and bankruptcies are common outcomes of small business ven
tures dependent solely on tourist dollars. Much of this is due to the presence 
of too many similar operations, much is due to inexperience, especially among 
people who come from large cities expecting to maintain a living standard similar 
to that based on their former jobs. 

TAP - Dumas has slowly developed a diversified economy. An industrial park was 
built in the mid-l970's. FmHA monies were an essential component of the project. 
Employment at the light and medium industries now is a major force in the county. 
In recent months, however, one plant has closed and two have had lay-offs. 
Nearly 300 workers have been affected. 

The people and land of Tap County are similar to those of Charleston and 
Rhumba. Location, that is, greater exposure to the economic and educational 
opportunities in Twist and Oak Counties, may be responsible for a more progres
sive outlook, both economically and socially in this county. 

TWIST - Twist County is booming. Population and economic growth are unparalleled 
in the state and can be matched by very few places in the country. 

Dynamic has been able to keep up with the increased demand for services be
cause of the increased revenues. County planning has been instituted, but county 
zoning is strongly resisted. 

There has been a large jump in the crime rate in recent years. Several 
incidents have illustrated a growing hostility among economic groups. Newcomers 
and local people who have welcomed the changing economy and lifestyle are resent
ed by elements of the local population who dislike the changes and have not 
benefitted directly from the economic boom. 

WALTZ - Mathilda Lake is the most recent of four Corps of Engineers impoundments 
in the region. It, too, has been a magnet for tourists and for a substantial 
number of white collar retiring couples. 

The largest town in the county (Wallaby City, Pop. l ,285) was an unincor
porated hamlet of 150 people ten years ago. Recent growth in the western half 
of the county led to the election of the county-at-large (presiding) county com
missioner from the western district for the first time. County bank deposits 
have since been more equitably distributed in banks throughout the county. 

Although construction, services, and retail employment opportunities have 
expanded tremendously for the native population, there is often open resentment 
expressed regarding changes such as increased and updated law enforcement and 
other social practices which the life-long residents feel are infringements of 
freedom, rights, and preferred lifestyle. 

K. Special Current Issues 

l. The rapid large population increases have engendered an economic boom over 
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the last two decades. For the most part, the area has absorbed the growth with 
little strain, thus far. Problems beginning to emerge are: 

a. There is concern among some citizens in the lake areas that not enough 
is known about the carrying capacity for septic systems . The rapid develop
ment in these three counties has not been accompanied by any appreciable 
expansion in sewage systems and none is planned. 

b. Commercial development, especially that directed toward the tourist 
trade, has been pursued without zoning restrictions in unincorporated areas, 
especially in the three lake counties (land controlled by the Corps of 
Engineers is excepted). 

c. School district boundaries and school locations which were determined 
before the large influx of people do not match well with the current 
centers of growth. 

2. Railroad abandonment could thwart the re-emerging timber industry before it 
becomes established. There is a growing need for non-seasonal employment, es
pecially in the lake counties. Timber and related manufacturing are viewed as 
the best opportunities available. 

3. Rising gasoline prices and the threat of severe shortages pose threats to the 
region's tourist trade. Any reduction in tourist volume wi 11 have corresponding
ly adverse effects on the whole region. 

4. There is a growing trend in purchasing 10-20 acre 11 ranchettes 11 --small country 
estates with little or none of the land currently in production. It is not 
known what effect this wi 11 have on land management practices. 

5. The hill counties have had two boom periods with special agricultural prod
ucts--strawberries and tomatoes. Although both are still grown commerically in 
the area, the high profit heydays are gone. A new boom is on with a new crop-
mar1Juana. It is now thought to be the leading agricultural product of the 
region in value of sales. 

The rugged terrain, inadequate law enforcement personnel and large influx 
of people combine to make detection of plots and apprehension of growers ex
tremely difficult. 

4F 

There ar e no marshmallows manufactured 
1,,n Franklin . 
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REGION V 

A. Background 

Region V includes three sub-state planning and development districts: Sea, 
Bay and Spring, in the west, form the Prairie Sub-State Planning and Development 
District; the three southern counties, Mudhole, Inlet, and Estuary, make up the 
Atlantis Sub-State Planning and Development District; the remaining five coun
ties comprise the Esperanza Sub-State Planning and Development District. Glory 
City, on the Bonanza River in River County, is a major metropolitan area. See 
General Maps l and 2. 

All of the counties benefit from relatively flat to gently rolling terrain 
and rich prairie loam, loessial soils four to ten feet deep, and, in the Atlantis 
counties especially, fine alluvial deposits. 

Settlers, especially in the Prairie and Atlantis areas, included large num
bers of slaveholders. These were followed by greater numbers of northerners, 
often of German descent. 

Agriculture prevails as the economic base of the region. Much of the indus
try in Glory City and the surrounding area is agribusiness related. Grain 
products, especially flour and breakfast cereals are major products. Livestock 
related enterprises are extensive as a result of the stockyards and rail shipping 
fac i l it i es. 

The development of the three sub-state planning and development districts 
has not followed a uniform pattern. Although Glory City has been the keystone 
of the area, distance from the city and differences in soils, settlement, and 
developmental decisions (such as railroad location) have maintained a distinction 
among the planning and development districts. 

B. Poeulation 

Population by County ( 1980 Census) County Seat Population 

Bay 39,059 Bristol 13,807 
Creek 136,488 Aral 16,251 
Estuary 12,131 Chad 4,700 
Inlet 24,919 Amur 12,781 
Mudhole 10,489 Bosporus 689 
Ocean 46,341 Gila 2, 114 
Pond 21,378 Yangtze 5,499 
River 629,266 Pecos 111,806 
Sea 36,378 Clyde 20,927 
Spring 29,925 Baffin 5,063 
Stream 51 , 029 Limpopo 6,372 

TOTAL 1,037,403 

Population changes in Region V have shown different patterns in the three 
areas. 

In Esperanza, all counties but Pond had a substantially greater population 
in 1970 than in 1900. Only River has decreased since 1970; Pond has again reached 
the total it had in 1930. 
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Non-white population trends reveal a different pattern. In River County, 
the non-white population increased 600% between 1900 and 1970; the white popula
tion increased 300%. In Stream, the non-white population is now slightly higher 
than in 1900, after large decreases in mid-century. Pond now has less than 30% 
of 1900 non-white population. Creek and Ocean have witnessed the greatest 
percentage increase in non-white population since 1900 in the last decade. Be
tween 1970 and 1980, River County (more specifically Glory City) lost 49,233 
whites and gained 24,321 non-whites. As a result the minority population is at 
an all-time high of 23.85% of River County. 

The three Atlantis counties have steadily lost population since the 1900 
census. Loss of non-white population has been far more severe than the overall 
loss. Undoubtedly these people contributed to the large increases in Glory City. 
Inlet showed a net gain of .3% (82 people) in the last census; Estuary and Mud
hole's loss rate is slowing. It's too early to tell if the population drain is 
ended. 

The three counties in the Prairie Sub-$tate Planning and Development District 
have had little change in population totals since 1900. All have increased since 
1970. Non-white population is less than a third of the 1900 level in Spring, 
about half the 1900 figure in Sea, and about the same in Bay. Bay has had sub
stantial increases since 1950, due largely to the presence of the Air Force 
Base; the others have had a steady decline. 

Overall, Region V has continued to increase in population, largely due to 
economic opportunity in and near Glory City. In recent years, the city population 
has declined and growth is more dispersed throughout the district. See Popula
tion Tables 1 through 4. 

C. Resources 

The land in Region V is, for the most part, the best in the state. Esperanza 
and Prairie counties are mostly rich, dark prairie loam and loessial soils, four 
to ten feet deep. The Atlantis counties share the prairie loam and loess, but 
also have broad bottom lands of very rich alluvial soils. The Bonanza River 
continues as a key element in the regional economy. 

Coal mining was once a fairly important economic activity in the Prairie 
and Atlantis counties. A few mines still operate. Quarrying for building stone 
remains an important activity in eastern Bay and western Stream counties. 

By far, the greatest natural assets are the rich farm land, the Bonanza 
River, and geographic location favoring transportation. 

D. Agriculture 

The percentage of land in farms varies considerably among the three sub
state planning and development districts. In the Atlantis counties 96.4% of 
the land is in farms; in the Prairie counties it is 89.3%. Esperanza counties' 
average of 77.6% is largely due to Glory City's urban sprawl. Only 52.4% of 
River County is in farms, Creek County has 74.6% of its land in farms. Wood
land accounts for no more than 9% of the land in any of Region V's counties. 
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Average farm size is well above the state average in all Region V 
counties except River. The average value of farm products sold is the 
highest of the seven regions. Over 30% of the farms sold products 
valued over $20,000 in 1974; more than 44% over $10,000. By 1978, 37% had 
sales above $20,000. (see Agriculture Table 1) 

Corn, soybeans, and wheat are major crops. Cattle and hogs account 
for two-thirds to three-quarters of the farm revenue in all counties in 
the Prairie diitrict, and in Creek, Stream, and Inlet counties. In Ocean 
and Estuary crops usually bring in more than livestock. Inlet and Spring 
have the highest farm revenues in the region. 

The Esperanza and Prairie counties have a greater percentage of farm 
operators working off-farm than the state average. The rate in the Atlantis 
counties is below the state average. 

The region has only 23 minority farmers. Bay, with seven, and Spring, 
with six, have more than half the total between them. 

E. Business, Industry and Employment 

The broad spectrum of the number of business units and size of taxable 
payroll per county illustrates the diversity of Region V. 

In the Atlantis Sub-State Planning and Development District, Inlet 
County has 463 business units, Estuary has 279, and Mudhole 204. Inlet has 
lost 40 units in the last 15 years (mostly in selected services and construc
tion), Mudhole has lost ten. Taxable payrolls have increases steadily in all 
three counties, but Inlet County 1 s is 80% above Mudhole 1 s, and 50% greater 
than Estuary's. The available labor force declined in all counties until 1960, 
remained steady in that decade, then resumed the decline. 

The number of business units in the Prairie counties is nearly double 
that of the Atlantis counties. Bay has 464, Spring has 524, and Sea has 728. 
Bay and Spring have lost approximately 20 units in recent years; Sea has had 
a steady increase until the mid-1970 1 s when business closings began to offset 
start-ups. 

In taxable payrolls, Spring is only slightly above Bay (they are 
higher than Estuary and Mudhole). Sea County 1s taxable payroll has tripled 
since 1960. It is four times as large as that of Bay and Spring. 

Pond, Ocean, and Stream counties are comparable in number of business units 
and taxable payrolls to the counties in the other two regional planning 
districts. Pond, however, has the lowest taxable payroll in the region, 
less than half of the second lowest county (Mudhole). Creek has only 50% 
more business units than Sea, but has a taxable payroll six times as great. 
River County, which includes Glory City, has nine times the number of 
business units and taxable payroll size as Creek County. 

Historically, unemployment rates in Region V have remained below the 
national and state averages except during the late 1950 1 s when the regional 
level was above that of the state. In recent years, female unemployment has 
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run twice as high as male unemployment in all but River County. Overall, 
unemployment has been lowest in the Atlantis counties and Ocean County. 
It has been highest in Sea, Bay, and Pond. River County is suffering 
the worst unemployment, esp~cially among Blacks in Glory City. 

The comparatively low rankings in sales tax collections for Mudhole 
and Pond counties in dollar amount for both 1972 and 1978 is a reflection 
of their low (for the region) number of business units and size of taxable 
payrolls. 

The pattern of rankings for sales tax collections per capita point 
up the retail centers of the region. The shifts in rankings between 1972 
and 1978 suggest major changes in shopping habits in the district. The 
effects of a new shopping center in Pond County are obvious. See Economics 
Table 6 for details. 

Per capita income in Region V counties are among the best in the state, 
with the exception of Bay. Economics Table 2 reveals that Bay County's per 
capita income improved by 96% between 1969 and 1976 but only 34% between 1976 
and 1980, the lowest percentage increase in the state. 

Median family income figures shows Bay County at 82% of the U.S. median 
in 1979, ahead of the Atlantis district counties of Estuary and Mudhole (76% 
of the U.S. figure). 

Estuary County has the highest regional percentage of below poverty 
level residents (16.2%). Creek County has 5.3% (less than half the state 
percentage). Total transfer payments as a percentage of total income varies 
greatly in Region V. The Esperanza counties are low, at 12.54% (it would 
be much lower if the Glory City populations were excluded). 

Refer to the Economics Tables for further details. 

F. Education 

In Region V, all counties are facing decreasing school enrollments which 
reflect the lowered birth rate (see Population Table 3). As recent as the 
1974-75 school year, kindergarten through twelfth grade enrollments accounted 
for 24.6% of the population; the 1978-79 enrollments were only 20. 1% of the 
population. 

In the Prairie counties, enrollments were 21.6% of the population in 
1971-72, and down to 20% in 1978-79. Because the Atlantis counties were 
losing population as well as enrollments, the 1978-79 enrollments were 
only 0.4% below the 1971-72 school enrollment as a portion of the population. 
There were 1,118 fewer students. See also, Education Table 1 and Maps la-lb. 

There are eight 4-year colleges, three seminaries, and two community 
colleges in the Esperanza area; one public and one private four-year school 
and a community college in the Prairie Sub-State Planning and Development 
District; and two small private four-year schools in the Atlantis Sub-State 
Planning and Development District. 
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Median school years completed by adults 25 years and older is 11.9 
for males and 12. 1 for females in the Prairie counties. The median for 
women equals that for the country, the median for men is slightly below 
the national median, but above that for the state. Bay County is high 
with medians of 12.3 for men and women. 

The Esperanza counties have medians of 12.2 for men and women. 
Ocean County is high with 12.4 for both; Pond is low with 11.6 for both. 
Although this area's median is nearly identical with the national median, 
more than 100,000 adults have less than nine years of formal education. 

The median for the Atlantis counties is 10.5 for men and 11.9 for women. 
Mudhole has the lowest median for men, 9.8, and the highest for women, 12.0. 

G. Transportation, Utilities, and Services 

Early transportation in the area was centered on the river. Railroads 
created a boom, but the Atlantis counties didn't get rail service until 20 
years after the rest of the region. Clyde was an early rail center, super
ceded by Glory City as it became a major industrial area. 

Region Vis served by three Interstate Highways, six Federal Highways, 
and an extensive network of state roads. Air facilities are numerous, although 
only Glory City, with an international airport, has scheduled passenger 
service. 

Electrical supply is excellent. Natural gas lines serve the majority 
of the communities. The three Atlantis counties, however, have natural gas 
in only the county seat and one or two other towns, each. 

Three major telephone companies serve the region, augmented by seven 
small companies (one is an independent cooperative in western Spring County). 
No television broadcasts originate in the Atlantis counties. 

H. Health Facilities 

Overall, health services in Region V are readily available. There are 
29 hospitals in the Esperanza counties. Only rural Ocean countians are an 
appreciable distance from a hospital. Six hospitals serve the Prairie 
counties (one is a federal facility, one is a state hospital for mentally 
retarded), and four serve the people of the Atlantis counties. The bed 
per 1,000 population ratio is 6.2 in the Esperanza counties, 4.2 (the 
national average) in the Prairie area, and 4.4 in the Atlantis counties. 

The population per physician ratio is 517 in the Esperanza area 
(slightly better than the state average). Slightly less than 80% are M.D.'s; 
20% are D.O. 1 s. The Prairie and Atlantis counties have a ratio of 1,300 
and 1,440, respectively, (1,500 is considered critically short). Proximity 
to medical services in Glory City and Catalyst affects the ratio. Two
thirds of the doctors in these counties are M.D. 's; one-third are D.O. 's. 

Nursing home facilities are available in excess of the national 
minimum considered adequate for the population. Pharmacies are numerous 
and well-distributed, see Health Maps I and 2 for further information. 
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I . Housing 

The number of households increased 65.4% between 1940 and 1970 in the 
Esperanza area (the population increase was 54.8%). The growth rate 
slowed considerably by 1960. Husband-wife households grew 27.8% between 
1950 and 1970; other types expanded by 80.9%. Home ownership was 63.5% 
in 1980. It was highest in Pond County at 80.5%, and lowest in River 
(influenced greatly by Glory City) at 61. 1%. 

The Prairie Sub-State Planning and Development District had a popula
tion increase of about 15% between 1940 and 1970, and a household increase 
of 26.2%. Bay County's increase in households was 54.8%. Sea County has 
had minimal increase since 1960; Spring County's number of households in
creased only 10.6% from 1940 to 1970, with most of the increase after 1960. 

Owner occupied homes make up 74% of the total in Spring and Sea, and 
60% in Bay. Proximity of the military base accounts for the bulk of the 
renter occupied housing. 

In the Atlantis Sub-State Planning and Development District, the 
population declined 26. 1% from 1940 to 1970; households declined 9.9%. 
Much of this difference is due to the increase in single elderly persons, 
often living alone. 

In Mudhole County, 78.5% of the homes were owner occupied in 1980. 
Inlet had 70.7% owner occupied; Estuary had 71.5% owner occupancy. 

J. County Gazeteer 

ESTUARY - Western Estuary County is influenced primarily by Cygnus Pounde, 
a refuge for migratory waterfowl which has proven to be an economic asset 
to the county since its designation as a federal wildlife refuge in the 
late 1950's. It draws sportsmen from virtually all over the nation during 
the hunting season. The refuge is situated 24 miles west of Old Wives 
(pop. 1,300). Old Wives has remained stable in population in recent decades, 
largely as a result of services and industries related to the refuge (e.g. 
hunting supply stores, poultry processing, small motels, etc.) Income 
derived from much of the private agricultural land near the refuge is 
supplemented by the rental of duck blinds to sportsmen during hunting 
season. 

Chad, and the rest of northeastern Estuary County, though largely 
agricultural, is being heavily impacted by the suburban sprawl of Glory 
City. Many residents of northeastern Estuary County commute to jobs in 
Glory City. The Bonanza River does however form a natural barrier to 
suburbanization since there are only 2 bridges in the area, one east of 
Chad, and one across the state line just north of Pershing County. 

Southern Estuary County remains agricultural, with more farm income 
from crops than from livestock. Slave (pop. 931) serves as an agricultural 
service center for southern Estuary County. Economically, the county has 
lost ground in per capita income relative to the nation though it is still 
relatively high compared to the rest of the state. Like the other two 
Atlantis Counties, Estuary has experienced a precipitous population decline 
in this century. 
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INLET - Inlet County ties with Spring County for having the highest farm 
revenue in the district. Farmers are turning increasingly to confinement 
operations in cattle and swine though corn, soybeans, and wheat are still 
important crops. The only minority farmer in the county was forced to 
sell his farm last year due to a devastating drought on the heels of 
three mediocre harvests. In spite of high farm revenues, the farm credit 
crunch is affecting many farmers in the county. 

Amur (pop. 12,781) is the hub of Inlet County. It boasts a four year 
college, a general hospital, and a state hospital for the mentally retarded, 
in addition to serving as an agricultural service center. Bering (pop. l ,694) 
serves primarily as an agricultural service center. 

The taxable payroll is well above Mudhole and Estuary Counties due 
to a larger number of business units located mostly in Amur. Inlet County 
has lost about a third of its population since 1900. The interstate highway 
has done little to help Inlet Countians except to carry their young people 
to Glory City more rapidly. 

MUDHOLE - This is an agriculturally based county if ever there was one. The 
soil is excellent and several bumper crops in the last decade have contributed 
to Mudhole's gains in per capita income relative to the rest of the state and 
the nation. The percent of land in agriculture is high, and farm size is 
increasing. The agricultural character of the county has contributed to the 
steepest population decline since 1900 in the Atlantis counties. Since the 
population drain is mostly of young people, the percentage of elderly is 
increasing. 

The county has only 204 business units and has lost 10 in the last 15 
years. Many Mudhole Countians shop in Glory City, Catalyst, or even at the 
new shopping mall in Yangtze (Pond County). The lower number of business 
units bring a low sales tax collection and taxable payroll. Of the 13 towns 
in the county, at least half could be described as dead, merely wide places 
in the road. The two remaining major towns, Nile (pop. 1,975) and Lippe 
(pop. 1,272) are primarily agricultural service centers. Both have lost 
population since the 1970 census. Nile has two local industries; a potato 
chip factory employing 10 persons, and a rat poison manufacturer employing 7. 
A branch of a trouser manufacturer employs 200, and a branch of a galvanized 
pipe company located in Nile in 1969 but closed all but its business offices 
in 1975, putting 49 out of work. 

170 Lippians are employed by a manufacturer of air conditioning parts. 

CREEK - The northeastern corner of Creek County falls within the Glory City 
limits. The county had the largest population increase since 1960 in the 
district. Those fleeing to the suburbs and those seeking economic opportunities 
in Glory City have contributed to the county's steep population increase. 

Strip development adjacent to the interstate highway is swallowing good 
agricultural land. Farm income from livestock exceeds income from crops. 

A new automobile assembly plant in Tahoe (pop. 24,990) has had numerous 
layoffs recently. A number of medium industries have been established 
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in Aral. Native Creek Countians are looking on in dismay as they watch 
their good farming county become increasingly urbanized. Resentment 
smo 1 ders. 

A fire in the downtown business district of Aral leveled four square 
blocks two years ago. The city has just begun the rebui !ding process, while 
other business are relocating away from the blighted downtown area. 

· OCEAN - Ocean County is primarily agricultural even though its southeast 
corner lies inside the Glory City limits and is suburban in nature. Some 
of this land within the city limits is still agricultural. The northwestern 
corner of the county falls within the boundaries of the Irrawaddy Reservation 
but the county is affected little by its presence. 

The entire county is heavily impacted by its proximity to Glory City. 
Many persons fleeing the city have relocated in the county, as well as 
many moving closer to the city from outlying counties to take advantage 
of its employment opportunities. 

Per capita income equals the state figure, though the county has lost 
ground in retail sales tax collections relative to the state. The population 
has increased greatly since 1960. The new Glory City International Airport 
has been an important new source of revenue. 

Native Ocean Countians are fiercely individualistic, particularly those 
in areas of the county just beginning to experience the influx of persons 
bringing new values and lifestyles into the region from Glory City. Many 
don't like the population growth and new people. Some feel the new voting 
force is beginning to take control of Ocean County out of the hands of the 
locals. These sentiments are echoed by attempts to re-establish local schools 
lost to consolidation during the 1960 1 s. 

The county seat, Gila, is located just outside the Glory City limits. It 
serves primarily as an agricultural service center for surrounding farmland. 

In Ganges (pop. 3,206), much resentment has surfaced since two more 
11 newcomers 11 were elected to the city council; 3 of the council members have 
lived in Ganges less than 10 years, 1 less than 5 years. 

POND - Pond County has experienced a population decline which bottomed out 
in the 1950's and the population is again on the increase. The county is 
essentially agricultural with the lowest taxable payroll in the district due 
to a relatively low number of business units. Unemployment rates have been 
among the highest in the district. A new shopping center in Yangtze (pop. 
5,499) has widened the economic base of southern Pond County. 

The Irrawaddy Reservation in the northeast covers almost a fourth of 
the county. However, the bulk of the Irrawaddy population extends across 
the state line. There is some resentment among Pond County farmers since 
they believe much of the fertile land in the reservation is not as productive 
as it should be. 

The past held some incidents of violence between individual inhabitants 
of the reservation and other Pond Countians, but peace has reigned of late. 
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The Indians of the Irrawaddy Reservation have participated very little 
in recent Indian movements, which has substantially improved their 
relations with fellow residents of Pond County. Most of the Indians 
are self-sufficient farmers. 

Pond County is basically an agricultural county though the extreme 
southeast is seeing increasing numbers of persons commuting to Glory 
City or its suburbs. 

Yangtze, the Pond County seat, serves as an agricultural service 
center and a toy manufacturer there employs 190 persons. Recent disputes 
concerning a proposed planning and zoning ordinance have divided Yangtze 
citizens right down the middle. 

RIVER - Glory City covers 25% of River, 15% of Ocean and 15% of Creek 
Counties. During the late 1950's a major annexation trend began in order 
to avoid the confinement experienced by Eureka City. As a result, a sub
stantial portion of River County which lies within the limits of Giory. 

City is agricultural land. A number of small neighborhood developments 
in outlying areas within the city limits are actually surrounded by farmland. 

Glory City, the second largest metropolitan center in Franklin, serves 
as a major railroad, river, air and highway shipping center. Most industries 
are related to marketing agricultural products, e.g., grain storage, flour 
and feed mills, stockyards. The city also serves as a major banking center. 

The bulk of the heavy industries are located across the Bonanza River 
and south in the next state. Large numbers ofwealthyGlory City residents 
have moved to expensive residential districts across the state line and to 
the north. Thus, with the heavy industry and affluent residents located in 
the next state, significant amounts of tax dollars, school support dollars, 
and shopping dollars are landing in another state's coffers. 

Western River County is heavily influenced by the city though it is 
still primarily agricultural. The population of the county has decreased 
since 1970, the only one of the Esperanza counties to do so. The county 
still ranks above the national figure in per capita income. 

The county seat is Pecos, a thriving city of almost 122,000, located on 
the edge of Glory City. 

STREAM - Stream County has maintained its agricultural character for the 
most part though its population. has grown by some 32% since 1960. Only 
the southeast corner is heavily influenced by Glory City. Some commuting 
to the city occurs but those who commute have located in Stream County 
because they want to maintain a rural setting. Most were not fleeing the 
suburbs but were moving in from even further out in order to be within 
commuting distance of Glory City. As a result, they are more like native 
Stream Countians and the value and lifestyle conflicts that arise are not 
as serious as those arising in Ocean and Creek Counties. 

Montego (pop. 12,708) is located in the southeast corner of the county 
and has increased in population by almost 60% since 1960; most of the new 
residents commute to Glory City. Limpopo, Wye, and Tar serve as agricultural 
service centers. 
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BAY - Bristol has three basic elements in its economic make-up. It is a 
farm service center; the old teacher's college has become part of the 
state university system; families of servicemen stationed at Icarus 
Air Force Base often live and shop in Bristol. 

Rhine and Rhone have large mobile home parks. Many of the residents 
are families of servicemen. Much of the business activity of these towns 
is dependent on the presence of the military base. 

The remainder of the county is dependent upon agriculture and manu
facturing jobs in Sea County. Hwang Ho has a small shoe factory (18 employees) 
and a poultry processor (23 employees) . 

SEA - The fortunes of Sea County have always depended upon the weather 
for crops and the business climate of Clyde (the only town in the county 
with more than 1,000 people). Clyde thrived in the heyday of the rail
roads. It was a major shipping point and had a roundhouse facility. 
Every bank in town failed during the Depression; Clyde was considered the 
hardest hit town of its size in the nation. It still has not regained much 
of the vitality and prominence lost in the early 1930's. 

The 1960 1 s were the beginning of a new 
effort was made to expand and diversify the 
and medium industries moved in. Employment 
Bay, and western Pond Counties were greatly 

era for Clyde. 
economic base. 
opportunities 
improved. 

Concerted 
Several light 

for Sea, northern 

The 1970 1 s saw several bumper crops and times of localized crop disasters. 
Four tornadoes caused extensive crop damage along wide swaths through Sea 
County in the late ]O's. Last spring, Clyde was hit for the third time in 
four years. This time the industrial section of town was virtually destroyed. 

SPRING - Baffin, Odor City, and Timorville are farm service centers. Puget 
has a two-year seminary. Food processing and other agriculture-related 
operations form the bulk of the light industry found in these four towns. 

Spring County, like its neighbors, is an agriculture based economy. 
Baffin has increased steadily in population since developing a small 
industrial site in the late 1960 1 s. 

K. Special Current Issues 

1. This spring a tornado ripped through Clyde's industrial park. The damage 
was extensive; four of the factories were totally destroyed. More than 2,000 
people were put out of work immediately. The major employment sources of 
Sea County and the surrounding areas have been severely affected. 

2. The agricultural credit crunch of this past spring has been particularly 
stressful to farmers in Estuary, Inlet and Mudhole counties. Many long-term, 
well established farmers may not be able to continue farming unless farm 
product prices rise considerably. 

3, The only implement dealership in Mudhole County (in Nile) has gone 
bankrupt. 
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4. The residents of Magellan Township (pop. 1,428), Ocean County, have 
filed a petition to the Franklin Department of Education for the re
establishment of their school district. A community needs assessment 
showed the loss of their community school in a school consolidation 
in 1965 was still the greatest concern of the community. The people want 
their school re-opened as a focus of community pride and a symbol of 
unity. They are prepared to sue. 

4F 

Plans for the Interstate Highway through 
Sea County called for relocating a cemetery between 
Clyda and Java Junction. A doctor in Clyde noti
fied the State Highway Department that three anthrax 
victims had been buried in the cemetery in 1884. 
Rather than disturb the long-lived anthrax bacteria, 
the highway was rerouted. 
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Introduction 

SEA COUNTY, FRANKLIN 

A Profile 

Sea County is located along the northern border of Franklin, two 
counties away from the western border. It is slightly above average in 
size as Franklin counties go, is rectangular, approximately 38 miles long 
and 18 miles wide, and covers 684 square miles. Sea is the northernmost 
and the largest of the three counties in the Prairie Sub-State Planning 
and Development District. However, it is not the most populous. The 
other two, Bay and Spring, lie directly south of Sea. 

History 

White man's first penetration into Sea County was to exploit the rich 
supplies of fur-bearing animals and to trade with the natives who used the 
territory as hunting grounds. The small but swift Antigone River which 
flows through the center of the county played an essential role. It wasn't 
until 1815 that the Indian population was driven up into the rugged hills 
which J lie farther west. 

Settlements spread upward from the Bonanza River. Thus Sea was set
tled after Spring and Bay. Early in the history of the three county region, 
Spring County and its major town of Baffin were clearly dominant, while 
Sea and Clyde lagged behind. 

Sea County was organized on January 26, 1833, The original county 
seat was Mare Nostrum, but was later moved to Clyde because of better all
weather accessibility. Since then, Mare Nostrum has ceased to exist. 

Many of the pioneers who settled Sea County came up from the southern 
states, bringing with them the plantation system and its set of values and 
institutions. At the outbreak of the Civil War, 30% of Sea County's popu
lation consisted of slaves. The county was often raided by bands of 
abolitionists and Union sympathizers from further north. Even though most 
Sea County residents had strong Confederate sympathies, the stationing of 
several thousand Union soldiers in Clyde spared Sea from any major battles 
during the course of the War. However, in 1861, Clyde was briefly held by 
Confederate forces who sought to capture Union supplies being transported 
on a newly constructed railroad nearby. The Confederates lost the city in 
a confrontation with 8,000 Union soldiers. Throughout the rest of the war, 
Clyde remained an armed Union camp and its economy was greatly bolstered 
by the presence of the troops. Thus it emerged from the Civil War virtually 
unscathed, and with a f1ourishing business sector. 

After the war, open hostility remained over war issues. Many county 
officials lost their positions as a result of their Confederate sympathies. 
Unionists gained control in Sea County and Bay and Spring as well. 

Marauding bands of guerrillas and outlaws caused the formation of vigi
lante committees in Sea County during the post war years. However, these 
committees soon began to perceive others as their enemies also. They saw 
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themselves as responsible for preserving the well-being of the common 
people. The growing influence of the powerful new corporations and the 
discriminatory rates charged by the giant railroads became the focus of 
the evils of the new society. The vigilante committees also occasionally 
intimidated emancipated blacks and members of the new political system. 

Railroads soon came to be tied to "quick wealth" in the Prairie Dis
trict. They replaced the rivers as avenues of commerce. Consequently 
Clyde, which had become a hub of railroad commerce, gradually replaced 
Baffin as the most dominant city in the Prairie District. Proclaiming it
self as the Glory of the Grasslands, Clyde developed into a major shipping 
and distributing center in a multi-county area. 

During the late l800 1 s Sea County prospered as the livestock industry 
gained impetus in the area, adding to the importance of the railroads. Sea 
County farmers began to plant cereals and grasses, instead of tobacco and 
hemp. 

Clyde competed with Bristol in Bay County for a state teachers train
ing college and lost. For a time Clyde was in the running for the new 
location of the state capital, but the electorate chose to leave it in Nir
vana. Clyde did, however, attract two additional railroad lines. By the 
late 1870's Clyde had railroad connections with every major market in the 
nation. 

However, when the 1883 depression hit, the railroad workers in Sea 
County went on strike. They won some concessions and returned to work. 
Since then, labor unions have been an important source of power and in
fluence in the county. 

Just before the turn of the century, Clyde was designated to be the 
site of the annual Franklin State Fair. Today Clyde prides itself primari
ly as being the site of the annual state fair, and the birthplace of the 
famous ragtime jazz artist, Sting Jonlip. 

Sea was hit very hard by the depression of the l930's. Some considered 
Clyde to be the hardest hit town of its size in the nation. 

State Fair Community College was established in Clyde in 1967 and is 
an increasingly important source of pride for Sea Countians. 

Today Clyde has 20,927 residents. Other towns in Sea County include 
Celebes City (1,054), Huron (559), Yellowstone (488), Indus Knob (327), Java 
Junction (89), Rubicon Ridge (152), Penobscot (50), and Pontchartrain (19). 

Climate 

Temperatures can climb to over l00°F during the summer in Sea County 
while Old Man Winter occasionally shrinks the mercury down to -15°F. But 
all in all, Sea County has a moderate climate. Rainfall averages 41 .0 
inches per year; snowfall, 39.5 inches per year. The summer mean tempera
ture is 72°F; the winter mean, 29°F. Tornadoes are not uncommon in the 
county and have caused particularly heavy damage in the past five years. 
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Land Resources 

Sea County benefits from gently rolling terrain and fertile pra1r1e 
loam. Loessial soils cover a large portion of the county, and constitute 
some of the most productive soils in Franklin. 

The upper portion of the Antigone River flows northeast to southwest 
through the county and further west, through the Zagros Mountains, and then 
out of the state. It is non-navigable, but provides irrigation water and 
opportunities for recreational activities such as fishing and boating. 

The eastern portion of Sea County contains barite and limestone depos
its. The extreme southwestern corner contains thin coal deposits. Small 
barite and limestone quarries are in operation but employ few workers and 
contribute little to the county economy. The coal has yet to be mined. 
The rising price of petroleum fuels may soon bring about the economic 
feasibility of mining the coal. 

Only 11% of Sea County land is woodland, mostly second growth oak
hickory forests. Nine percent is open pasture. Three out of every four 
acres is cropland while only 6% is non-farm land. Ninety-four percent of 
all Sea County land is agricultural land, approximately average for the 
Prairie District. 

Population 

Census data indicate that 36,378 persons now live in Sea County. Three 
out of four live in towns. Only 14% live on farms, while another 14% are 
non-farm, non-town residents. The ratio of urban to rural population is 
almost exactly 2:1. Sea County has 54 persons per square mile; 15% higher 
than the density of the other two Prairie counties. Sixteen percent of Sea 
County residents are age 65 or over, the highest in the Prairie District 
is Spring at 16.7%. Just over 4% of Sea Countians are non-white, indicating 
a 50% reduction since 1930. 

Sea's population has been relatively stable, varying only 13% since 
1900. County population peaked in 1920, at 35,813 persons. It bottomed 
out in 1950, reaching an all time low of 31,577. But by 1960, the county 
had grown at a rate of 11 .2%. It is interesting to note that Spring 
County population peaked in 1900 while the present census totals show the 
largest population ever for Bay County. The presence of Icarus Air Force 
Base has contributed to its growth. 

Town population has increased by almost 50% since 1900 while non-town 
population has decreased by 67%. 

Non-white population dropped steadily beginning in 1900, from 2,897 
to 1,527 in 1970, then increased to 1,624 in 1980. 

The median age of Sea Countians has risen from about 30 years in 1930, 
to 34 years. In 1930, 8.5% of Sea Countians were aged 65 and over, now 
that figure has nearly doubled, 16%, higher than the regional, state, and 
national levels. For those aged 75 and over, the percentage was 2.6% in 
1930; now it stands at 6.8%. 
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Sea County has experienced a loss of two to three thousand persons to 
migration during each 10 year period since 1930, except during 1950-1959 
when it gained about 1,000 persons due to migration. The fact that the 
population of the county hadn't changed appreciably can be attributed to 
lower death rates and stable birth rates. The 1980 census revealed a 
positive net migration of 1,666, perhaps indicating a change in the trend. 

Housing 

Sea County's population lives in a total of 12,854 households, up from 
10,376 just twenty years ago. Housing units increased from 12,989 in 1970 
to 15,262 in 1980. Three-fourths of the housing units are owner occupied. 
The median number of rooms per household is five, higher than the state 
average of 4.8. There are 2.93 persons per household, less than the reg
ional and state figures. Interest rates and construction costs are proving 
to be obstacles to new construction in Sea County. Modest homes now cost 
what luxurious homes did just ten years ago. Monthly payments for such 
a modest house would consume half or more of the disposable income of 
most county residents. As a result, older homes (40 or more years old) 
and mobile homes are doing well in the housing market. 

One-fourth of the single family homes in Clyde are only fair or are 
sub-standard. A number of tornado-damaged homes still have not been per
manently repaired. Many of these are occuped by elderly persons on fixed 
incomes who can't afford home maintenance and repair. Celebes City and 
Huron also have many homes in need of repairs occupied by elderly residents 
with limited means to finance repairs. 

If current population trends continue, as well as current construction 
and rehabilitation trends, Sea will face a critical housing shortage within 
twenty years. 

Celebes City has a 16-unit senior citizens housing complex 
drawing board. Yellowstone has a similar complex in operation. 
operating six senior citizens housing projects and a very large 
housing complex which is occupied primarily by minorities. 

Employment 

on the 
Clyde is 

low income 

Sea is a blue collar county. Of the county's 36,378 persons, 12,561 
{34.5%) are members of the labor force. Almost one of every four in the 
labor force is engaged in manufacturing, primarily in the production of 
electrical machinery, transportation equipment, and non-durable goods such 
as paper, petroleum, leather, and coal. 

One fifth of Sea County's work force is engaged in retail trade. Fewer 
than one in ten is engaged in agriculture, compared to more than one in 
five in 1950. Other areas in which Sea Countians are employed include 
transportation and utilities, 7%; construction, 6%; public administration, 
4.5%; finance, insurance and real estate, 4%; wholesale trade, 4%; communi
cations, 1%. Only about 20 persons are presently employed in mineral ex
traction in Sea County. 
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In 1950, 1,417 persons were employed by the railroads; today only 103. 
This illustrates the heavy impact of the growth of truck and air transporta
tion at the expense of railroad towns like Clyde. 

Unemployment rates for Sea County workers are the highest in the Prairie 
District, and well above the state and national figures. 

Sea is a one town county. Aside from farming, the vast majority of 
employment opportunities for Sea Countians are in Clyde. Many residents 
of the small towns in the outlying areas of the county are employed in 
Clyde. Relatively few commute outside the county for work. Most of those 
who commute outside Sea County travel to the Air Force base in Rhone, 
Bristol in Bay County, Montesquieu in Ballet County, or across the state 
1 ine to Chess, in southern Monopoly County. 

Wage rates in Sea County are low but since there are no nearby towns 
where wages are more attractive, the county still manages to hold its own 
economically. 

Income 

Per capita income for Sea County residents has increased by 77% in a 
recent seven year period. However, that figure can be somewhat misleading. 
The State of Franklin as a whole had an increase of 73% during the same 
period. So, although Sea did well relative to the state, the 77% increase 
is only slightly above average. 

Seventeen percent of Sea County's per capita income is from transfer 
payments, the highest in the three county region. Sea County transfer 
payments per capita are 6% above the state average. Transfer payments in
clude social security, income maintenance, unemployment insurance, and 
other direct payments which are not generated in the local economy. Al
though these dollars may benefit a local economy in the short term by 
circulating within it, they do 1 ittle but shore up local economies when 
they need to be moved toward self sufficiency in income generation. 

Agriculture 

There are 1,379 farms in Sea County, a figure that has shown a con
tinuous decline since 1900, when it stood at 2,935. The only 10-year period 
during which there was an increase in number of farms was 1920-1930. A 
similar trand has occurred regionally, and at the state and national Jevels. 
The total number of farmers in the county stands at 1,224, only two of 
which belong to minority groups. 

Average farm size has increased. The number of farms under 260 acres 
has been increasing steadily. This also represents a nationwide trend 
toward larger, mechanized farming operations. 

Last year, Sea County had 61,407 acres in corn, 26,661 acres in soy
beans and 13,474 acres in wheat. Another 42,436 acres were planted in 
sorghum, oats, barley, rye and other grains cut for hay. Corn and soybeans 
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have been growing in importance at the expense of wheat production, which 
has decreased in acreage by 42% in the past twenty years. Acreage in corn 
has increased slightly while soybean acreage has increased by 18% during 
the same period. 

Livestock brings in almost three times the income of crops in Sea 
County, a regional trend. Two years ago there were 61,307 head of cattle, 
916 horses, 66,980 hogs, 1,729 sheep, and 31,000 poultry. 

The percentage of Sea County farmers with off-the-farm incomes is 57.8. 
Almost 40% work off the farm 100 or more days per year. Just 10 years ago 
only 32% worked off-farm 100 or more days per year; in 1950 the figure was 
23%. 

Industry 

As mentioned previously, 2,714 persons or 22% of the work force is 
employed in manufacturing. Of course, Clyde is the only industrial center 
in the county, with a number of light and medium industries. Several of 
these are still rebuilding from tornado damage sustained early last year. 

Bigg-Wheeler Truck Bodies employes 391; 92% men. Bigg-Wheeler also 
owns some prime land near the edge of Clyde which it is selling for further 
industrial development. Gettysburg Glass employs 325; 82% men. A diversi
fied quarrying and cement operation employs 90 men and 3 women. Layoffs 
have been common in all the above operations in recent months. 

Ulysses Jeans employs 215 (80% women) and manufactures blue jean 
products. Butenslipper Shoes is the county's largest employer of women, 
with 327 female and 47 male employees. 

Clyde has railroad and interstate highway transportation at its dis
posal, with Glory City less than two hours away by interstate highway. 
These factors and others make Clyde a good location for medium and light 
industry and the city fathers are looking to the future with hopes of 
attracting more industries to the city. 

Other Sea County towns have no significant industry. The largest of 
these towns, Celebes City (pop. 1,054), is probably the only town large 
enough to support any kind of industry. However most residents of Celebes 
City drive south to Icarus Air Force Base in Bay County, or to Clyde for 
employment. Thus, although it is growing, it is a bedroom community, and 
questionable as a location for new industry. 

Retail Trade 

Two large shopping malls on the outskirts of Clyde have dealt death
blows to many busine·sses in the downtown business district. Those enter
prises which are open for business in downtown Clyde are primarily small 
specialty type shops trying to make a go of it since it is now cheaper 
to rent a store front downtown than to try to get a place in the shopping 
malls. 
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Nearly half the downtown business locations are vacant. Last year 
the old downtown drug store was forced to close. It had been in operation 
for over 65 years. 

A group of downtown hangers-on have organized and are trying to formu
late strategies to revitalize the downtown business district. Some sugges
tions have been free downtown parking, covered sidewalks, and extensive 
landscaping. These strategies would all serve to make the downtown 
business district more like the shopping malls to which most of the patrons 
have fled. 

Retail trade in other towns in Sea County is suffering because many 
rural residents are driving to Clyde to purchase anything but bare neces
sities. As a result, most towns are only able to support a small grocery 
store or two, a service station or two, maybe a drug store or dry goods 
store. The business district of many of them is as empty as Clyde's. 
However the difference is that retail trade is thriving in Clyde, though 
not downtown. 

Among Franklin's 62 counties, Sea ranked eleventh in sales tax collec
tions in 1978. It also ranked eleventh in 1972, indicating a degree of 
stability. Both Bay and Spring counties dropped one place since 1972, 
ranking 19th and 20th respectively in 1978. 

County wide, the number of business units has been growing gradually, 
by 2% during the last 14 years. Sea is the only Prairie county that now 
has more business units than ever before. Bay and Spring both peaked three 
years ago and have started a gradual decline. 

Tourism and Recreation 

Tourism and recreation in Sea County can be summed up in just two 
words--State Fair. This 10-day summer event is held in Clyde each year 
and draws thousands of people to enjoy its exhibits, shows, races, and 
carnivals. Clyde also has well equipped park and golfing facilities. 
Just across the Bay County border in Rhone is an excellent state park with 
over 3,500 acres. It has organized sports programs, playgrounds, game 
areas, picnic areas, trails, and camping facilities. 

The county's proximity to the Zagros Mountain counties 
offers Sea Countians numerous recreational opportunities. 
in Waltz and Ballet Counties is little more than an hour's 
most county residents and offers a myriad of water sports, 
and hiking opportunities. 

to the southwest 
Mathilda Lake 
drive away from 
fishing, camping 

Increasing energy costs are encouraging Sea Countians to vacation 
nearer to home--often this means a vacation in Zagros Mountain country 
rather than the Grand Canyon or Mount Rushmore as in former years. 

Education 

Sea County has seven school districts, two of which only operate ele
mentary schools. A Catholic elementary school closed 6 years ago, leaving 
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one other. School enrollment (K-12) has dropped by 10% in the last 4 years, 
to 5,966 at the present. The State of Franklin had a 14.2% decrease in 
K-12 enrollment. 

The median number of school years completed for female Sea Countians 
is 12.0; for males, 11.7. These figures are just under average for the 
region. Franklin figures are 11.8 years for females and 11.7 years for 
males; the national figures are 12. I for females and 12.2 for males. 

The nearest area vocational school is located in Bristol, within 
reasonable commuting distance for most Sea Countians except those in the 
extreme west of the county. Another is located in Dove, in Waltz County, 
but poor roads prevent it from being practical to send students over 30 
miles from western Sea County to Dove. 

Clyde's own Community College and the four year college in Bristol 
are the most convenient institutions of higher education for Sea Countians. 
Other nearby four year schools are in the Glory City area and in Dynamic. 

Health 

Clyde has a 154-bed general hospital, the only hospital in the county. 
Bay County has hospitals in Bristol and in Rhone. Clyde has five nursing 
homes with a total of 252 beds; the largest of these is a professional fa
cility, the remaining four are practical. Clyde has 11 pharmacies, 22 
medical doctors and eight doctors of osteopathy. 

In the three-county Prairie region, there are 1,300 persons per physi
cian. An area is considered medically underserved if the physician to 
population ration is less than 1 :1500. Using this criterion, the Prairie 
region is on the margin of being medically underserved. The Franklin ratio 
is 1:544. The state ratio has improved in the last 10 years; the region 
has not. 

The most serious problem in Sea County's health care system is that 
virtually all medical resources are located in Clyde--all the pharmacies, 
nursing homes, doctors and hospitals. 

One indicator of general health in an area is the health status rank
ing. The rankingsarecompiled by looking at a number of factors tncludtng 
such things as incidence of various diseases, birth and death rates, pres
ence of health facilities, etc. Sea County is located in the third quartile 
among Franklin's 62 counties; its rank is 35th. This may be related to 
the poor distribution of medical services in Sea County. Bay's rank is 
third; Spring's is eighth. 

Perinatal mortality is another indicator of general health and measures 
the proportion of babies which are stillborn or die within one month of 
birth. Sea is slightly better off than Spring but substantially worse in 
this respect than Bay. Once again, Sea ranks in the third quartile, indi
cating a perinatal mortality rate greater than the state average. 
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Social Services 

Most social services in the county operate out of Clyde, which has an 
active summer Headstart program serving 175 children, Meals on Wheels 
serving 230 elderly persons, a senior citizens center with two locations, 
and three Older Adults Transportation System (OATS) vans which attempt to 
serve the entire county. 

Clyde also has a State Employment Service Office, the County Extension 
Center, the Division of Family Services, and a Social Security office. 

In response to increasing drug and alcohol abuse and related problems 
occurring in the high schools, Clyde has installed a new youth crisis hot-
1 ine which is in service 24 hours a day. It serves the entire county and 
the calls are toll-free. It has been funded by a renewable federal grant. 
However, the outlook for renewed funding next year appears bleak. Residents 
are divided over whether to attempt to fund it locally or just let it die 
along with the grant. A small, but influential, group of Clyde citizens 
not only wants to fund the hotline locally, but to open a youth crisis 
center as well. The mother of a young man who was killed in an alcohol
related swimming accident several years ago has become the unofficial 
spokesman for the group, which has taken as their motto: "Drug and alcohol 
abuse doesn't just happen to other people". 

Religion 

Sea County residents are primarily Protestants, although Clyde supports 
a fairly large Catholic parish also. In the small Sea County towns, as in 
most small rural towns, religion plays a major role in social, recreational 
and political activities. Huron, Yellowstone, Indus Knob, and Celebes 
City each have two Protestant churches, while Penobscot, Rubicon Ridge and 
Java Junction each have one. These are primarily Methodist, Christian and 
Baptist churches. In addition to the above denominations Clyde also has 
Presbyterian, Lutheran, Second Christian, AME, and Second Baptist Churches. 
The county has no synagogue. 

Public Safety 

Crime rates are rising slowly in Clyde, but rising rapidly in the 
rural areas. Consequently, the Sheriff's Department is feeling the strain. 
The county jail in Clyde is only seven years old, one of the newer ones in 
the state, but due to the rising crime rate, the Sea County Sheriff has 
been working about eight hours of overtime per week. Two full-time and 
two part-time deputies are now on the payroll. At least one more full-time 
deputy is needed. 

Clyde has three fully equipped police cars and ten uniformed pol ice 
officers. Celebes City has one car and two officers. Yellowstone, Huron, 
and Indus Knob have town constables. The other small towns rely on the 
Sheriff's Department for law enforcement services. 

Fire protection is adequate in Clyde, which has a well-organized city 
fire department with fairly new equipment. However, the remainder of the 
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county is not so lucky. A volunteer rural fire department operates fairly 
well in the eastern portion of the county though its equipment is somewhat 
outdated. But for residents of the northwest corner of the county, fires 
are usually out of control before help arrives. A group of citizens from 
Huron are presently negotiating with , the rural fire department headquartered 
in Montesquieu (Ballet County) for a method of payment for fire protection. 

Emergency ambulance service for the entire county is located in Clyde. 

Transportation 

Sea has an excellent highway and railroad network. An interstate high
way runs north and south through Clyde connecting with Glory City. A U.S. 
two lane highway runs north and south through the extreme western part of 
the county. Another runs through the southeastern part of the county. A 
system of state and county farm-to-market roads completes the network. 

Railroad lines connect Sea County directly with Dynamic, Glory City, 
and indirectly with Catalyst. Clyde has a small municipal airport with 
no scheduled flights. The nearest scheduled commuter flights are avail
able in Dynamic and Catalyst. Glory City is the nearest major airport 
with national and international connections. 

Communications 

Clyde has two daily newspapers, the Clyde Capital and the Clyde Demo
crat. Yellowstone has a weekly newspaper. Clyde also has a television 
station, the only one in the Prairie Region. Some residents have cable 
television and the entire county receives broadcasts from Dynamic, Catalyst, 
and Glory City. 

Clyde has two radio stations, and many other broadcasts can be received 
by Sea Countians. The entire county has telephone service. 

Utilities 

Natural gas is available to residents of Clyde, Indus Knob, and Cele
bes City only. The two major electrical suppliers are the Glory City Power 
and Light Company and the Frankl in Public Service Company. The Sea Electric 
Cooperative provides electricity to rural Sea County. No rural water 
service districts are currently operating in Sea County, however. Only 
Clyde, Celebes City, Huron, and Yellowstone have city water supplies, the 
balance of the towns rely on wells. Clyde, Celebes City, Yellow-
stone and Indus Knob have city sewage disposal systems, though the one in 
Celebes City is inadequate for current needs. The other towns rely on 
lagoons or septic tanks. 

Energy 

Increasing energy costs are putting financial pressure on those who 
commute to Clyde for employment, as well as on Sea Countians who commute 
to other counties for work. 
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Since gasoline costs are encouraging many people to vacation in their 
own state, the State Fair in Clyde is doing very well. It is hoped that 
this trend will continue. 

Sea Countians, like most Americans, are responding with energy saving 
practices because it costs too much to do otherwise. Gradually county 
residents are driving less, in smaller cars. Car pools are cropping up. 
A couple of vans commute from Celebes City to the Air Force base in Rhone 
daily. Homes are being weatherized. Extension clubs, school organizations, 
and civic clubs are increasingly becoming involved in energy savings pro
jects. 

Community Institutions and Leadership 

Civic and service clubs are important in Sea County, particularly in 
the smaller towns. The Jaycees, Chamber of Commerce, Lions, Rotary, 
Legionnaires, and Kiwanis all have active chapters in Clyde. In the small
er towns at least one of the above organizations is usually active. In 
Clyde, religious organizations such as the Knights of Columbus are important 
community institutions. 

Important as community leaders are school board members, ministers, 
and doctors or lawyers who have been serving the area for generations. 

The City of Clyde remembers the depression more vividly than most 
cities of its size. As previously mentioned, Clyde was one of the worst 
hit towns of its size on the nation. Those businesses that were somehow 
able to pull through the Great Depression now hold positions of respect 
and prestige in the city. The families of owners who were able to steer 
the businesses through the thirties also hold positions of leadership. 

Local Government 

All was Democratic in Sea County until 1980, when Clyde 1 s mayor and 
two councilmen became the first Republicans to be elected to local office 
since shortly after the Civil War. Democrats continue to carry Sea County 
in state and national offices. 

Clyde has a mayor/city administrator form of government, a relation
ship which has been full of discord in the past several years. The mayor 
and the city council members have been at odds with the administrator over 
one issue or another since that form of city government was established 
a decade ago. Consequently the first administrator was dismissed and the 
second is having more and more trouble in getting along with the mayor and 
c i ty counc i 1 . 

Celebes City, Huron, and Indus Knob have the commission form of city 
government; Yellowstone has a mayor and city council form of government. 
The other towns do not function as discrete governmental units. 

Local Planning and Zoning 

Clyde is the only city in Sea County that has planning and zoning 
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ordinances. These ordinances are somewhat flexible at present. Some Clyde 
residents would 1 ike to see stricter enforcement and perhaps even stronger 
regulation. On the other hand, there are also Clyde residents who would 
like to see planning and zoning abolished. 

Celebes City, though it has no planning and zoning ordinances in 
effect, has a group of citizens bringing the need for such regulation into 
the forefront among local issues. 

4F 

Ferris wheels at the Franklin State 
Fair in Clyde have been destroyed by high 
winds five times this century. 

4F 

Franklin's largest string ball is the 
proud possession of Malcolm Riata, R.R. 5, 
Clyde. The octogenarian, who stores the 
magnificant lO foot diameter orb in his barn, 
says it would be a lot bigger if he could 
keep the barn swallows from pilfering portions 
for their nests. 
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REGION VI 

A. Background 

The eight counties of Region VI do not form a homogeneous unit. Geo
graphically, the Bonanza River, shared as a boundary by seven of the counties, 
is symbolic of the forces that simultaneously unite and divide the region. 
See General Maps 1, 2, and 3-VI. 

The river counties have in common a one to ten mile wide strip of rich 
bottomland and a five to twenty mile extent of hills on either side of the 
river. 

Hemlock, Spruce and Oak contain a band of extremely eroded loessial 
soil. Northern Hemlock, Spruce, and Oak, and most of Gingko have black 
prairie loam underlain with hardpan. 

Gum, Pine, Hickory, and most of Maple are gently rolling to hilly, 
with numerous rock outcrops. Much land in these four counties is forested. 
Only Maple and Hickory have no prairie soils. 

The Bonanza and its tributaries were the early transportation routes 
and settlements extended along the rivers much as the current trend is 
along major highways. 

Differences in settlement history continue to influence the district 
today. The four northern counties (Hemlock, Spruce, Gingko, and Oak) drew 
large numbers of immigrants from wealthy, influential Southern families. 
These people formed the nucleus of the district's best educated, profes
sionally-skilled, politically powerful force. 

Gum, Maple, Hickory and Pine county settlers included many Irish 
and German Catholics who generally opposed the slavery of the rest of the 
district, but admired and supported the other cultural aspects of their 
richer neighbors. 

Catalyst (site of the main campus of the state university) and Oak 
County were designated as an SMSA in 1970. Nirvana, in Gum County, is 
the state capital. Education, medical care, government, insurance com
panies and publishing provide the bulk of employment in Oak and Gum. 
Medium and light industries are playing increasingly important roles in 
all but Hickory and Pine. 

The 4,661 square miles cf Region VI also form the Bonanza Valley 
Sub-State Planning and Development District (General Map 2). 
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B. Population 

Population by County (1980 Census) County Seat Population 

Gingko 26,458 Dinghy 12,276 
Gum 56,663 Nirvana 33,619 
Hemlock 32,252 Sampan 11,046 
Hickory 12,068 Frigate 3,381 
Maple 14,643 Canoe 6,959 
Oak 100,376 Catalyst 62,061 
Pine 12,014 Clipper l , 21 l 
Spruce 10,008 Sloop 2,983 

TOTAL 264,482 

Regional population has shown an increase in all censuses since 1920, but 
the growth has not been equally distributed among the counties (see the Popula
tion Tables). Hickory, Pine, Spruce, and Maple have lost population steadily 
after 1900. Population changes in these counties in the 1960's and ?O's in
dicate some reversal to this trend in all but Spruce. 

Gingko gained population between 1950 and 1960, then lost in the next 
decade. Small gains have occurred since. Hemlock had remained fairly constant 
from 1940 to 1960. Growth begun in the sixties has accelerated since 1970; a 
major factor is construction of a nuclear power plant. 

Gum's steady increase is attributable to growth in state government and 
light industry. Oak's growth is a direct result of a major expansion of the 
university, beginning in the late 1940 1 s, and concerted efforts to draw light 
and medium industry since the mid-sixties. 

By 1980, 69.3% of the population were in towns. Oak County led with 80.8% 
in town (nearly half of the district's town population). Pine County maintained 
the highest percentage of its population on the farm, 35.9%; Hickory followed 
with 26.6%; Spruce and Maple· each had 23.4%. Gum had only 6.4% on farms, and 
Oak was lowest, with only 3.0%. 

However, Pine's farm population only accounted for 13.9% of the regional 
total farm population. Spruce led with 17.3%. The others ranged from a low 
of 8.7% (Spruce) to 13.8% (Gum). 

The region has the highest percentage of minority population outside major 
metropolitan areas. It also has a disproportionately large number of persons 
between 15 and 29 due primarily to the university in Catalyst and state govern
ment clerical positions in Nirvana. This concentration has affected birth rate 
and population growth of the region. This skewed population base should be 
borne in mind when dealing with statistics for this area. 

C. Resources 

Coal and lead are still mined in Gum, Pine, and Hickory counties. Gingko 
is noted for its deposits of high-quality firebrick clay. Timber is important 
to Pine County. 
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The rich bottomlands of seven of the counties and an area of not badly 
eroded loess in Spruce County form the best agricultural lands. 

The region has 7 four-year colleges and universities (3 in Oak County, 2 
in Hemlock, l each in Gum and Spruce). 

D. Ag r i cul tu re 

As discussed above, there is great variety in the topography and soil 
types. There is a major trend toward farm consolidation into large commercial 
enterprises. The state average farm size is 273 acres, in Region VI it is 290 
acres. The total number of farms has decreased 33.8% since 1954. Farms under 
260 acres decreased 42.7%; farms over 260 acres increased 10.2%. 

At the same time, there has been an increase of 79.8% in the number of farms 
under 10 acres. Most of these small holdings are non-commercial farms, adding 
to the growth of the non-town, non-farm rural population. 

The farm population decreased from 40.7% of the district total in 1940 to 
under 10% in 1980. There were 20,462 farms in 1900; only 9,069 in 1978. 

Although the total area in farms has decreased, the area in croplands in
creased 200,000 acres between 1954 and 1969 (a 15.2% increase). Even so, the 
value of crops sold decreased a little between 1959 and 1969. Meanwhile, the 
value of livestock sold jumped 73. 1% for an increase of 41 million dollars 
between 1959 and 1969. Livestock proceeds now far exceed those for crops. 

All district counties have more than 50% of their farmers working off 
farm. Oak County is high with 75.5%. Those working off farm more than 100 days 
is 49.3%, well above the state average of 40.6% and the national average of 34.2%. 

E. Business, Industry, and Employment 

Dinghy, in Gingko County, and Catamaran, in northern Oak County, have long 
had reputations as one-man, one-industry towns (firebrick in the former, machine 
parts in the latter). These industries are the oldest major source of manufactur
ing employment and, with · two other refractories (1 in Gingko, l in Hemlock) are 
the only heavy industry in the region. 

Taxable payrolls increased more than 500% from 1947 to 1970. 
34% increase between 1967 and 1970 . Oak County's portion in 1970 
more than one-third of the district total; Gum County's share was 
total, and Gingko's was 15.7. The remaining 22% ranges from 2.2% 
2.5% for Spruce to 7. 1% for Hemlock. 

There was a 
was slightly 
28. 1% of the 
for Pine and 

Oak County ranks fifth in state sales tax collected by dollar amount and 
per capita; Gum ranks eighth by dollars, and fourth, per capita. Hemlock ranks 
28th by dollar and 57th per capita. For additional state sales tax information, 
see Economics Table 6. 

Unemployment in the district is typically well below state and national 
averages. However, Hickory County's rate is consistently higher than the state 
average. 
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Gum and Oak had the highest per capita incomes at 95 and 92% of the 
national average in 1976, Hickory, at 69%, and Pine at 63% of the national 
average, were low for the district. 

Between 1976 and 1980, Oak County 1 s percentage increase in per capita in-
come was the second lowest in the state. The 1969-76 jump is credited to unioniza
tion of University of Franklin maintenance and service personnel with a consequent 
increase in wages, salary increases for university faculty to bring their earnings 
closer to parity with similar positions in neighboring states, and the start-up 
of operations of several light industries. In the 1976 to 1980 period wage and 
salary increases at the university have been minimal and several of the light 
industries have had lay-offs or shutdown. 

Gum County reached 97% of the state per capita income level by 1980; 
Hickory, Spruce and Maple continue to improve slowly. Pine is holding steady. 
Gingko and Hemlock gained 6 and 5 percentage points. 

Bonanza Valley counties overall compare well with the U.S. median family 
income. Oak is high with $20,321 (103% of the U.S. median); Hickory is low 
with $15,280 (77,5% of the national figure). 

Regionally, only 12.97% of total personal income is from transfer payments; 
however, Hickory County 1 s percentage is 18.3, Pine 1 s is 17.27, and Spruce County 1 s 
is 19.55, 

In Spruce County 13.4% of the people have incomes below the poverty level; 
18.6% of those age 65 and over are below poverty level. Although Pine County 
has 12.6% of its total population with below poverty incomes, among those 65 
and over, the percentage is 26.9. Gum and Hemlock have smaller percentages of 
below poverty level population than the state 10.8%. See Economics Tables for 
additional information. 

F. Education 

Region VI has 45 school districts; four elementary districts are currently 
considering joining larger districts. The total has dropped from 135 since 
1960. The 13 largest districts include 77.6% of the total district enrollment; 
the smallest 13 account for only 2.5%. 

Oak County has 9 districts; one elementary district voted to join the 
catalyst system this year rather than go bankrupt. Many government funded 
special programs were lost due to the new status. Hemlock has 8, l may join 
the Sampan district. Hickory and Maple each have 6; Maple may lose one. See 
Education Table l and Education Maps la-lb for school enrollment data. 

In addition to the seven four-year schools, there is a junior college 
in Canoe, and a vocational school in Clipper. 

The proximity of so many institutions of higher education affects the 
median school years completed. Still, in 1980, the district had 53,396 persons 
over 25 who had not completed high school; 11,195 in Oak County. Although the 
district median school years completed is 11.5 for males and 11.9 for females, 
Pine county figures for 1980 were 8.8 for males, 8.9 for females. 
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G. Transportation, Utilities, and Services 

Region VI has 2,234.3 miles of state maintained roads. Three federal high
ways and an interstate cross it. Barge lines serve the Bonanza River; Nirvana 
has major docking facilities. Six major railroads serve the area. One line 
has been abandoned since 1970. 

Only the regional airport serving Nirvana and Catalyst has scheduled pas
senger service. Catalyst, Nirvana, and Sampan have smaller facilities with 
hard surface runways and flight maintenance service. 

There are three major natural gas suppliers. Some communities operate 
municipal distribution systems. Pine County has no service. 

The area is served by nine telephone companies. There are 3 TV stations; 
most towns and northern rural Oak County have cable. 

H. Health Facilities 

Region VI is served by ten general medical services hospitals with a bed 
ratio of 6.8 per l ,000 (U.S. average is 4.2). In addition, there are two state 
mental hospitals, a state cancer research hospital, the university medical 
center, a new private alcohol rehabilitation hospital, and a VA hospital. Seven 
of the above facilities are in Oak County. Catalyst will also have a new private 
mental hospital in two years. 

Nursing homes and pharmacies are in adequate supply except in Pine County, 
which has no pharmacy. The physician to patient ratio is the best in the state 
(368 to 1). However, Pine County, with only 4 doctors, finds little comfort in 
the statistic. See Health Table I and Maps l and 2 for additional data. 

I. Housing 

The owner/renter occupied housing ratio is distorted in this district be
cause of the large number of students, especially in Oak County. That county 
showed only 57. 1% of the housing owner occupied in 1980. Because Oak has twice 
the number of households than the next highest county (Gum), the district owner 
occupied figure was 68.4%. Pine showed 81.6%, Hickory 81 .4%; the others were 
above 70%. 

Apartment and condominium complexes are numerous in Oak and Gum counties. 
Mobile homes abound in Oak County, primarily occupied by students. For sub
standard housing information, see Housing Map 1. 

J. County Gazeteer 

GINGKO - The refractory at Dinghy is the basic industry. It was a family 
enterprise until sold to a national corporation about ten years ago. Nearly 
25% of the jobs in the county are with this company. The second major employer 
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was a shoe factory. It closed five years ago. The Dinghy city council was able 
to secure help through a federal program to attract an electronics manufacturer 
to occupy the building and create 211 jobs. 

Gingko has a national reputation as the home of fine saddle horses. Feed
lot cattle operations have become major enterprises; corn and soybeans are the 
major crops. Most fence rows and hedges have been removed; two and three 
hundred acre fields are common. Some cattle ranching exists in eastern Gingko 
county. 

Dinghy has one 
metropolitan areas. 
dramatically in the 
the late 1970's. 

of the largest percentages of minority residents outside the 
Living conditions and employment opportunities have improved 

last twenty years. The first minority mayor was elected in 

GUM - Nirvana was selected as the state capital because of its location -- central 
and on the river. State government, the state prison, and shoe factories were 
major employers for many years. By 1960, the shoe factories were beginning to 
close; a concerted effort was made to widen the employment base. The success of 
that effort is evident; Nirvana has become a growth center. 

More than 85% of the farm receipts in Gum County are from cattle. Corn 
acreage continues to drop; soybean planting is limited (currently wheat acreage 
is about four times that of soybeans and about 40% of corn acreage). There are 
extensive tracts of strip mined land lying barren in the southern half of the 
county. 

HEMLOCK - Hemlock Countians proudly inform visitors that they seceded from both 
the Union and the Confederacy in the Civil War. Sampan was the setting for a 
best selling novel based on the limited opportunity and potential for stagnation 
in small towns in the early 1950's. 

Major employers have been the refractory, the state mental hospital, two 
small private colleges, and a shoe factory. 

The minority population, though still substantial, has decreased steadily 
since 1900. Those who remain continue to have a much lower standard of living 
than the majority population. 

The nuclear power plant under construction is welcomed by the majority of 
Hemlock countians; its construction has had a positive effect on the economy. 
This effect will be lessened when the plant goes on-line because most operating 
personnel will not be from the local population. 

Hemlock, like other counties in this district, has several thousand acres 
severely damaged by strip mine operations, now abandoned. Little attempt has been 
made at reclamation. 

Corn remains the major crop; soybean acreage is the largest in the district, 
and is increasing. The greatest increase in farm receipts has been in livestock, 
primarily cattle through feedlots in the east and pasturing in the west. 

HICKORY - Immigrants from southern Germany settled here, bringing values and 
traditions very different from those in the counties around them. Vineyards were 
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established; three wineries provide employment today (one each in Frigate, 
Steamer, and Schooner). 

A furniture factory specializing in cabinetry, and a small woolen mill in 
Frigate were the other major employers until a small industrial park was begun 
in the late 1960 1 s. The site was completed in the late 1970's with FmHA monies. 
Four light industry operations have begun and a fifth is under construction. As 
a result, Hickory County has begun to increase in population after seventy years 
of steady decline. 

MAPLE - Maple County's early history was much like that of the others settled by 
Southerners seeking to expand a plantation way of life. Unlike most other 
counties in the district, Canoe, the county seat was built on the river. When 
transportation shifted to rail and highway, Canoe was by-passed. Canoe did not 
have anything to compare with the seat of state government to maintain it as 
Nirvana did. 

The steady decline in population was halted in the early 1970's. An 
electrical machinery plant and a meat processing plant have opened in the 
partially completed industrial site begun in 1976 with FmHA funds. 

Cattle feedlot operations have trebled in the last 15 years, hog lots have 
doubled. Soybeans are becoming a more important crop. 

Maple County has had a turnaround in the last decade. Additional industries 
will have to be attracted if the momentum is to be maintained. 

OAK - For many years, Catalyst appeared to be content to depend on higher educa
tion (the state university and two private colleges) and insurance companies as 
the economic base . Then, in the late 1960 1 s, the community overcame an antipathy 
toward industry and began to seek out light manufacturers to locate in and near 
the city. The result was an expanding economy which continues to grow today. 

The rest of the county has not fared as well. There is much commuting to 
Catalyst for the new jobs and for shopping. To a great extent, the smaller towns 
have become much like far-flung suburbs. 

Catamaran, along the northern county line, has not grown over the last 20 
years. The machine parts manufacturing operation has been sold to a conglomerate. 
Automation has reduced the number of employees by 15% in the last 10 years. 

Oak County has drawn many of the surrounding counties' minorities because of 
better employment, housing, medical care, and education opportunities. 

This county, too, has extensive strip mine damaged land. Corn and soybeans 
are principal crops. 

PINE - This county, like Hickory and southern Gum, was settled by German immigrants. 
lthas depended on careful farming practices and a few small operations (camper 
tops, garments, and leather goods) for economic stability. There is some com
muting to Nirvana for work. 

Some timbering continues as an economic mainstay. There are sawmills at 
Clipper and Trawler. 
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New ventures include two privately run campgrounds and a canoe rental on 
the Eldorado, a tributary of the Bonanza. A 19th Century health spa resort hotel 
has been reopened as a restaurant. There are plans to refurbish the hotel to draw 
tourists to a 19th Century setting. 

There are a few vineyards in the southeast. Corn, cattle, hogs, sheep and 
poultry are raised on what is conceded to be the poorest land in the district. 
The cattle operations are cow-calf pasturing; the hogs are sow-feeder pig 
operations. One hog confinement operation has begun. 

SPRUCE - Spruce County was the heart of the area settled by Southerners. Old 
ways are dying hardest here. Employment opportunities for minorities remain 
very limited; wage scales very low. 

Sloop is a farm service center. There is a food processing plant (95% 
female employees) and a small church-affiliated college. Barge (pop. 1,336) 
has an implement dealership and a garment factory (97% female employees). There 
is a great deal of commuting to Sampan and Catalyst. 

There are several cattle ranches in the county; calves are sold to feedlots 
throughout the region. Most hog raising is now through confinement operations. 
There are two confinement egg producers. 

Three brothers are experimenting with alcohol fuel production using corn. 
Interest in the county to form a cooperative to purchase a commercial size still 
has begun to wane after a period of high expectations. 

K. Special Current Issues 

1. Oak and Hemlock counties are subject to frequent large fish kills due to acid 
run-off from abandoned strip mines. 

2. Skiff, in northern Oak County was the site of a chemical car derailment two 
years ago. Residents are still reporting health problems. Real estate 
values have collapsed. 

3. Construction of the nuclear plant in Hemlock County has been the focus of 
interdistrict problems in recent years. 

Hemlock County residents are generally in favor of the plant; residents 
of surrounding counties (especially Oak) are generally opposed. 

The construction has been plagued by labor disputes and work stoppage due 
to poor design and/or construction factors. 

Completion of the first unit has been delayed; the fate of the second unit 
was thrown in limbo when the power company had announced that revised figures 
showed anticipated demands far below the original figures. The decision was 
made recently not to construct the second unit. 

Many residents in the region dread the day when the plant comes on line -
not because of antipathy toward nuclear power, but because their electric 
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bills are expected to increase by 50 to 75% at that time. This is due to a 
state public service commission regulation that construction costs cannot 
be passed on to consumers until the plant is operating. 

4. In Sloop, the Spruce county seat, residents of a 27-house minority neighbor
hood have been unsuccessful in attempts to get the city to extend the water 
line to hook up the houses. The houses are all more than 40 years old and 
are served by spigots in the back yards. The water is unmetered; and the 
residents pay no fee. They are willing to pay for water, but cannot afford 
to install the lines themselves. 

5, A major employer of the minority population of Sloop is a private four-year 
college. The starting wage for most of these jobs is roughly 65% of minimum 
wage. 

6. Dory (pop. 293), in southern Hemlock County, had no one on the ticket running 
for city offices last Apri 1. The town has been plagued by vandalism; there 
is no money to continue to pay the part-time policeman. 

7, The sheriff of Gingko County has conducted three undercover narcotics opera
tions resulting in several arrests. The operations were financed by a fund 
established by the sheriff for contributions from anonymous citizens. Early 
opposition to the nature of the funding has been silenced with the success 
of the effort. 

4F 

A riot involving 2,500 students resulted 
when, in the the Spring of l982, University 
of Franklin administrators announced that as 
a cost saving measure horseradish would no 
longer be served in University dormitory 
cafeterias. Horseradish remains on the 
menu. 
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Introduction 

SPRUCE COUNTY, FRANKLIN 

A Profile 

Spruce County lies west of the Bonanza River, just north of the center 
of Franklin, and is one of eight counties which comprise the Bonanza Valley 
Planning and Development District. 

Spruce County has a rich and varied history, due in part to its stra
tegic location along the river, and in part to the fact that between 1816 
and 1820 a wave of immigrants from several Southern states settled in the 
county. For the most part, these early Spruce Countians were well-to-do, 
educated professionals and to this day their influence and remnants of 
their life style still I inger in the county . 

History 

The 11 Brown Bonnie", which the wide, shallow and unpredictable Bonanza 
was affectionately nicknamed by many Franklinians, provided the first 
highway into the wilderness of the territory which would become Spruce 
County a half century later. During the late 1700 1 s, traders, trappers, 
and a few stout-hearted trail-blazers and settlers moved up the river, 
placing the Bonanza Valley District on the map as one of the earliest areas 
to be explored in a multi-state region. 

The Spanish and the French occupations around the turn of the nine
teenth century were primarily concerned with trapping ventures, Indian 
trade, and production of salt from the several saline springs in the area. 
One such sp,lng is located in Spruce County, and played a key role in the 
settlement of the county. 

After the territory was acquired by the U.S. government in 1803, it 
was labeled "Indian Territory11 and permanent settlement was prohibited. 
In spite of such regulations, settlers trickled into the region up until 
the War of 1812, after which treaties with the Indians allowed large scale 
sett I ement. 

Spruce County was organized on January 13, 1816, with the original 
county seat in Pilotfish. Due to devastation and disease brought about by 
sporadic flooding of the Bonanza, the county seat was later moved to its 
presen~-day location at Sloop. 

It was soon after the organization of the county that the aforemen
tioned influx of settlers from the South occurred. With the Southern 
influence came the inevitability of slavery. Spruce County had the highest 
proportion of slaves to free persons in the State of Franklin. Hemp and 
tobacco production was conducive to the institution of slavery and its 
concomitant racism persists in the county to the present. As late in the 
Civil War as 1864, slaves were still being bought and sold in Spruce County. 
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This group of immigrants of Southern extraction became influential 
and powerful in Spruce County, as did their counterparts in Oak, Maple and 
Hickory Counties. Up until the Civil War, these counties virtually con
trolled Frankl in politics. Their loosely held power structure dissolved 
after Civil War issues isolated them from many other regions of Franklin. 

Spruce, 1 ike several neighboring counties, was late in building a 
railroad network, due in part to lack of capital, but more importantly, as 
a result of sentiments that the river would be sufficient to fill trans
portation needs for the foreseeable future. This lack of infrastructure 
probably retarded development in the county during the booming railroad 
years of the late 1800 1 s. 

Spruce remains an agriculturally based county, with several small in
dustries in Sloop and Barge, and a small church supported college in Sloop 
as economic mainstays for the non-agricultural segments of the county. 

Climate 

Spruce County, 1 ike Frankl in as a whole, can exhibit extremes in tem
perature as well as in rainfall. Mid-summer temperatures often climb above 
the l00°F mark, while in January and February the mercury may plummet to 
-10°F or even lower. Spruce County springs and summers usually bring with 
them some assortment of the following; tornadoes, hailstorms, thunderstorms 
with damaging winds, floods, droughts or oppressive humidity and air stag
nation. Winters are usually long, with freezing temperatures the rule 
from late November to early April. Snowfall can all but paralyze the county 
for days or weeks, or merely dust it with an inch of powder a couple of 
times in the course of an entire winter. Ice storms are not uncommon; 
at times rendering travel conditions treacherous. 

Corps of Engineers work on the Bonanza since the Depression years has 
decreased flooding, but once or twice in a decade there is still signifi
cant flooding of the Panacea, Riporell, or the Bonanza to a lesser extent. 

An average of 16 days per year have a temperature of at least 90°F; 
the winter mean temperature is 31°F. Snowfall averages 37 inches; the rain
fall average is 40.96 inches per year. 

Land Resources 

The Riporell River flows southeast through the southern part of Spruce 
County and empties into the Bonanza just north of the Oak County boundary. 
The Panacea is a longer tributary of the Bonanza and flows south through 
northeastern Spruce . It forms a confluence with the Bonanza just a half 
mile north of Barge. 

Ironically, within Spruce County is the most fertile land in the state, 
as well as that most damaged by erosion. A strip of highly fertile bottom
land of varying width 1 ies along the Bonanza in eastern Spruce. Bordering 
the bottomland is a strip of river hills which, though of good fertility, 
is susceptible to erosion and therefore is not cultivated to any great 
extent. An area of loessial soil which has been severely damaged by erosion 
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lies in the northeastern corner of the county. This area is marked by 
gullies on which no vegetation seems to be able to survive due to loss of 
top soi 1. 

The balance of Spruce County contains loessial deposits of good fer
tility, though again, susceptibility to erosion prevents intensive 
cultivation without soil damage. This soil type allows cultivation of a 
more diverse range of crops than any other type, which of course means that 
farmers have more choice in what they can plant. 

Some timbering is done in the more hilly areas of the county, espec
ially around Darter and other areas adjacent to the river. 

According to the last Land Use Survey, woodland made up about 165 
(35%) of the 472 square miles in Spruce County. Pasture made up about 156 
square miles (33%). The flood plain comprised about 90 square miles (19%). 
The remaining 56 square miles (12%) were in cropland. Only 5 square miles 
(1%) lie within the urban areas. 

Exploitation of underground treasures in Spruce County includes some 
limestone quarrying along the River, some coal stripping in the north and 
north central areas, and some fire brick refractories utilizing clay in the 
extreme north of the county. None of these ventures, however, contributes 
significantly to the Spruce County economy. 

Population 

The last U.S. census indicates that 10,008 people live in Spruce Coun
ty. However, at the turn of the century, 18,337 persons lived in the 
county. This represents a 45% decrease. The steepest decline was between 
1900 and 1910 when the population dropped by 15%. In recent decades, 
the population loss has been slowing down in terms of raw numbers due to 
a smaller base, but still the decreases typically have been in the range 
of 5-10% per decade. 

Census data show that at present, 1 in 11 Spruce Countians is non-white. 
In 1900, almost 1 in 4 was non-white. This means that a greater proportion 
of non-whites are leaving Spruce County than whites. 

Today, a greater proportion of Spruce Countians are over 65 years of 
age than ever recorded. In 1930, 9.5% were 65 or over; in 1950, 14%; now 
the percentage of persons age 65 or over stands at 19.4. In the Bonanza 
Valley District, only Hickory and Maple counties have similar proportions 
of elderly at 17. 1% and 16.9%. 

The percentage of persons under 21 years of age in Spruce County has 
not changed appreciably since 1930. In fact, there has been a very slight 
increase in the percentage of young people; from 36% in 1930, to 37% at 
present. Of course, the higher percentage of elderly and virtually the 
same percentage of young persons means that there has been a reduction in 
the percentage of working age (21-64 years) persons; from 55% in 1930, to 
42% today. 
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If the present trend continues, many of the county's young persons 
will choose to leave in search of education, employment, or cultural op
portunities and experiences in a more urban area. They wi 11 not become 
a part of the county's future work force . Many move to Catalyst and 
Nirvana, some to Glory City and Eureka City, some to Dynamic. 

Many rural Franklin counties are experiencing much the same phenome
non--fewer anp fewer working age persons and more and more elderly persons . 
Since the income of elderly persons is primarily from Social Security and 
other transfer payments which are not generated in the county, local 
economies can easily stagnate, particularly if the young people are not 
remaining in the county long enough to contribute to its economy. 

Towns in Spruce County include Sloop, the county seat with a popula
tion of 2,983, Barge (1,336), Darter (1,228), Shad (360), Pifotfish (196), 
Anchovy (40), Silverfish (39), Angler (34), and Mollusk (30). Sixty-two 
percent of the total county population reside in towns . Another 15% is 
non-town, non-farm population. It follows that 23% of Spruce County's 
people reside on farms. 

Housing 

Spruce County has an average of 2 . 85 persons per household, in a 
total of 3,512 households. This represents the lowest number of persons 
per household in the Di strict, due largely to a high percentage of elderly 
and widows. Almost 75% of the households are owner occupied, which is 
approximately average for the Bonanza District. The number of housing units 
increased from 3,834 in 1970 to 4,009 in 1980. 

Major housing problems in Spruce include 1) lack of new home construc
tion due to astronomical interest rates, fewer young families deciding to 
remain in Spruce County, stagnant local economies, and a trend toward 
mobile home living; 2) lack of available funds to maintain and/or improve 
already existing structures; 3) elderly homeowners who cannot afford to 
maintain their large, older homes; and 4) lack of rental housing for 
elderly and low income persons. 

A 24-unit rental housing complex for the elderly already exists in 
Barge, though a long waiting list indicates greater demand for such housing. 
Shad and Pilotfish have plans for such housing complexes on the drawing 
board. However, the anticipated demand will outstrip even these planned 
housing projects. 

Many of the county's existing homes are old and in need of general 
maintenance, weatherization and other improvements. Often it is these very 
homes that are occupied by elderly persons, in many cases widows and others 
on fixed incomes who cannot afford home maintenance. Residential streets 
in most Spruce County towns (particularly Sloop, Barge, Darter, and Pilot
fish) have large homes built in the grand Southern style, but badly in need 
of repair. Some of these antebellum structures have been occupied by 
members of the same family for a century or more. Their inhabitants are 
1 ikely to remark, "You should have seen this place when my parents 1 ived 
here. I'd like to have some work done on it, but since the boys moved away, 
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we 1 ve just kind of let things go around here. 11 The 11 boys 11 have probably 
moved to Catalyst or to Glory City. After the death of the current inhabi
tants of such homes, most will be sold at auction in the estate settlement. 

Young Spruce Countians who resist the temptation to move away often 
buy mobile homes since current interest rates preclude their purchase of a 
conventional home 1 ike the one their parents probably bought soon after 
their marriage. Mobile home purchase perhaps also indicates an unwilling
ness to make a commitment to remain in the area. 

To a large extent, housing for Spruce County minorities is poor--most 
are in need of repair, some need to be replaced. Again, low incomes and 
lack of available credit have stymied major improvements in housing. 
However, Barge has eliminated most of its marginal housing by the construc
tion of a large, low-income housing project subsidized by the government. 
Sloop has such a housing project but due to its larger size, there is still 
a substantial amount of marginal housing in that city. Other towns in the 
county have no low-income housing units available; most have very poor 
housing still occupied by low income residents, many of whom are minorities. 

The rural housing situation in Spruce County differs little from that 
in the municipalities: 1 ittle new home or rental construction, older homes 
that are basically sound but in need of repair, more and more mobile homes, 
and a smattering of marginal housing. 

Employment 

Many Spruce County residents commute to Catalyst, Nirvana, Dinghy or 
Sampan for employment. Those who are employed in the County can be grouped 
by occupation into the following areas. 

Selected services 
Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries 
Retail Trade 
Manufacturing 
Construction 
Transportation and 

Utilities 

28% 

18.5% 
16% 
13% 

8% 
6% 

Public Administration 
Wholesale Trade 
Finance, Insurance and 

Real Estate 
Mineral Extraction 
All other 

4% 
2% 

2% 
.5% 

12% 

The number of Spruce Countians employed in agriculture has dropped 
from 1,179 in 1959 to 754 today, a 36% decrease. This is largely due to 
a trend toward large, highly mechanized farming operations. 

Manufacturing employment has increased from 417 persons in 1967 to 518 
at the present. The number of Spruce Countians in selected services such 
as education, health, government, recreation, etc., has increased from 763 
in 1960 to 1,140 now. The number of persons employed in retail trade has 
increased from 535 in 1960 to a present total of 665. 

Unemployment for males in Spruce County stands slightly above that for 
females, and is about the same as it is in the rest of the Bonanza District, 
though it is well below the state or national unemployment figures. 
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Wage rates in Spruce County are far below the national and the state 
averages. In many occupations, national minimum wage rates go largely 
ignored. 

Income 

Per capita income for Spruce County residents has been increasing, 
however, its improvement relative to the state and the nation has not been 
impressive. Spruce County's per capita income is still less than 75% of 
the U.S. average. In the Bonanza District, only Hickory and Pine fare 
more poorly in per capita income. 

Spruce's median family income is the second lowest in the region. 
Low wage rates and 1 ittle formal education are reflected in Spruce's poor 
showing in these income figures. Twenty-one percent of Spruce's per capita 
income is from transfer payments, due to a large percentage of elderly 
persons receiving Social Security, and from low income persons rece1v1ng 
government subsidized financial help. Spruce's percentage of transfer 
payments is second highest in the District. In addition, that percentage 
is growing at a faster rate than that of all other counties in the District 
except one. 

Agriculture 

As mentioned previously, approximately 33% of the area of Spruce Coun
ty is pasture, and 12% is cropland. Income from livestock exceeds that 
from crops by over 400%. Since the fifties, the gap has widened, with 
income from 1 ivestock growing relative to that from crops. This is also 
true for the Bonanza Valley District as a whole. 

Corn heads up the 1 ist for total acres harvested, followed by wheat 
and soybeans. However, acres in corn amount to 4-6 times that of acres in 
soybeans and wheat. The combined acreage in sorghum, oats, barley, rye 
and other small grains amounts to more than that of soybeans and wheat 
combined. 

Tobacco is an important crop in Spruce County. It is a labor inten
sive, high income crop, so total acreage in tobacco is small. Vineyards are 
appearing in Spruce County, often with expensive and intricate irrigation 
systems. This represents another labor intensive, small acreage cash crop. 

The diversity of Spruce County crops is indicative of the high quality 
loessial soil which lends itself to many types of cultivation. 

Cattle represent the bulk of income produced from livestock in Spruce, 
followed by swine, sheep, and poultry, respectively. Hog production has 
decreased in the past five years due to fluctuating market prices. Last 
year, income from hog production amounted to only 60% of that of cattle 
production. Confinement hog operations are gaining importance though hog 
production in general has been on the decline. 

Total number of farms in Spruce County has dropped from about 2,000 in 
1900 to 759 today, part of a nationwide trend. Only 80 of these are under 
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50 acres (10.5%); 260 (34.2%) are 50-179 acres; 256 (33.7%) are 180-499 
acres; 163 (21 .4%) are 500 acres or more. In 1900, 23% of the farms were 
49 acres or less while only 2% were 500 acres or more. 

Almost 60% of Spruce County farmers have off-farm sources of income; 
40% work 100 days or more off-farm per year, compared to only 24% in 1959. 
On a District basis, half of all farmers work 100 or more days per year 
off the farm. 

Industry 

No heavy industry is presently located in Spruce County. Sloop has 
a small food processing plant which employs 75 women and 15 men. The 
college and county government offices employ a significant portion of 
residents in the Sloop area. Barge has three 1 ight manufacturing indus
tries, an outdoor clothing and camping equipment textile plant, employing 
mostly women, a commercial air conditioner plant, and a pollution control 
device plant which both employ mostly men. No other towns have signifi
cant industry. 

Barge has one unoccupied speculation building near the site of its 
three industries, with the hope of attracting a fourth. Sloop has recently 
organized an industrial development committee though as yet there have been 
no results. Sloop residents are optimistic about attracting some additional 
industry to their town. Darter probably needs some industrial develop-
ment more than any other town in the county. Many residents of Darter work 
for the county, or the college and commute to Sloop. However, unemploy
ment in the Darter area is higher than in any other area in the county. 

Railroad service is available to the three major towns in the county. 
In addition, all three are within five miles of a major interstate or 
other four-lane highway. Barge has river transportation at its disposal 
as well. Consequently, Sloop, Darter, and to a lesser extent Barge, have 
considerable unused potential for industrial development. 

Retail Trade 

Retail trade in Spruce County is stagnant, possibly on the decline. 
At present there is approximately the same number of business units in the 
county as in 1951; the number of units peaked in 1967. 

Of the 62 Franklin counties, Spruce ranked 47th in sales tax collec
tions in 1972. Just six years later, its rank had fallen to 50th, the 
lowest rank in the District. Only Maple County lost as much ground rela
tive to the state as did Spruce. 

Shad, Angler, Mollusk, Silverfish, and Anchovy have many empty stores 
in their business districts. For most day-to-day retail services, residents 
trade in Barge, Darter or Sloop. If they are employed outside the county, 
however, they trade primarily in the city in which they are employed-
Catalyst, Nirvana, Sampan, or Dinghy, thus entirely bypassing the market 
in their own county. All county residents travel to these nearby cities 
for more specialized services. 
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Tourism and Recreation 

The greatest tourist attraction in Spruce County is its rich history, 
carefully preserved (but not publicized) in such towns as Barge, Sloop and 
Pilotfish . Barge was the site of the first all steel bridge in the world 
and a minor Civil War skirmish. Pilotfish was the starting point of one 
of the major overland trails to the west. Sloop is the county seat of the 
huge county from which 29 counties were later carved, some outside of 
Frankl in. A sign outside the courthouse proclaims Spruce County as the 
11Mother of Counties 11 • A famous salt lick brought the first white men into 
central Franklin. Monuments have been erected to commemorate these events 
and distinctions. 

Fishing on the Bonanza River is another attraction in Spruce County, 
as are water sports including boating, skiing, and floating. Hunting is 
enjoying a comeback of late, perhaps due to higher prices associated 
with recreation involving travel. 

Many Spruce Countians enjoy following the Barge High School basketball 
team, the seven-time Class AAA State Champions. High school and summer 
league sports are very popular. Picnics, basket dinners, jamborees, and 
street dances are popular forms of recreation for young and old Spruce 
Countians. 

Education 

Spruce has only three school districts: Pilotfish R-1, enrollment 
395; Barge R-1 I, enrollment 447; and Sloop R-1 I I, enrollment 671. Barge 
also has a Catholic elementary school, enrollment 90. All three public 
school districts operate both elementary and high schools. District en
rollments dropped by 28.3% between 1973-74 and 1977-78. This was, by far, 
the greatest percentage decrease in the state . An increase of 4.9% is 
shown between the 1977-78 enrollment and that of 1981-82. 

Median school years completed for Spruce County males over 25 years 
of age is 10.8; for females, 12.0, below average for males in the region 
and above average for females in the region. Franklin median figures are 
11.7 for males and 11.8 for females; national figures are 12 . 2 for males 
and 12. l for females. 

No vocational education is available in Spruce County. 
and Catalyst both have area vocational schools . The Sloop, 
Darter districts send an average of 50 students to Catalyst 
for vocational training. 

However Dinghy 
Barge, and 
each semester 

Higher education is readily available for Spruce Countians. In addi
tion to Sloop ' s own church affiliated college, Spruce Countians have access 
to three colleges in Catalyst (Oak), two in Sampan (Hemlock), one in Nir
vana (Gum), one in Amur (Inlet), and a military academy offering a junior 
college certificate in Canoe (Maple). 
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Health 

Sloop has an 80-bed general hospital. In addition, the most modern 
medical facilities in the central Frankl in area are located in Catalyst, 30 
minutes or less from most Spruce Countians. Catalyst has a veterans hos
pital, a county hospital, a regional hospital, the university medical 
center, a state cancer hospital and a regional mental health center. 

Sloop has two pharmacies, Barge has one, and Shad 
three nursing homes; Barge has one, and Shad has one. 
persons 65 years of age and older per nursing home bed 
The state average is 20.0. 

has one. Sloop has 
There are 21.5 
in Spruce County. 

The physician to population ratio in the Bonanza Valley Region is well 
above the state figure, primarily reflecting the abundance of physicians 
in Catalyst. 

The Franklin Department of Public Health compiles Health Status Rank
ings for all Franklin counties. These rankings present a generalized picture 
of health in the counties. Spruce's rank is 56th of 62 Franklin counties, 
by far the lowest in the region, where the average ranking is 29. Perinatal 
mortality (stillborns and deaths within one month of birth, per 1,000 popu
lation) is considered another general indicator of health status. Spruce 
has the highest perinatal mortality rate in the region. 

It is apparent that there is little if any relation between Spruce's 
access to health care, and the quality of health within the county. Per
centage of minorities, illegitimate teenage birth rates, low per capita 
income and other factors seem to be more important than access in deter
mining the actual health status of an area. This is probably the case with 
Spruce County. 

Some county residents are highly concerned about the poor status of 
health in their county. Public schools in Barge and Sloop are introducing 
additional courses in nutrition and general health in an attempt to improve 
the health situation. The Spruce County Commission on Health is currently 
sorting out priorities in order to place county resources for health where 
they_ will have the most impact on the health of county residents. 

Social Services 

Barge, Darter and Sloop have operated summer Headstart programs when 
funding was available. Meals on Wheels operates in Barge and Sloop. These 
two towns also have senior citizens centers offering one low-cost, nutri
tionally complete meal per day for senior citizens. Darter and Shad are 
both in the process of organizing senior citizens programs. Sloop has 
two Older Adults Transportation System (OATS) vans in operation. They are 
attempting to serve senior citizens in Barge and Darter also. 

There is a high level of interest in developing a juvenile drug and 
alcohol abuse prevention program in Barge. Sloop residents are watching 
the situation in Barge, as they are beginning to recognize symptoms of 
similar problems among their young people. 
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State Employment Service, County Extension, Division of Family Ser
vices, and Social Security are also providing services to Spruce Countians. 

Religion 

Religion is a driving force in Spruce County. In small towns 1 ike Shad, 
Pilotfish, and Angler, the Protestant church may very well be the only 
non-residential building in town wearing a fresh coat of paint. Many local 
services and recreational activities revolve around the churches. 

Most county residents are Protestants; many are Christians, Baptists, 
Methodists or Lutherans. Barge and Sloop also have fairly large Catholic 
churches. There are also Presbyterian, Second Baptist, AME, and Second 
Christian churches in Spruce County, but no synagogue. 

Public Safety 

Crime rates are on the rise in the smaller towns and rural areas of 
Spruce County, but not increasing noticeably in the three larger towns. 
Consequently the Sheriff's Department is in need of more deputies, but the 
county budget is proving to be a barrier. One new full-time deputy and 
two new part-time deputies have been put on the payroll during the last 
year. 

Sloop has two police cars and five uniformed police officers. Barge 
and Darter each have one police car. Barge has three uniformed officers; 
Darter has two. Other towns rely on the sheriff's office for law enforce
ment services. 

Two of Spruce County's ten full-time police officers are black. This 
reflects a recent improvement in opportunities for minorities in the county. 
Blacks are just now beginning to enter the mainstream of life in Spruce 
County. Even ten or fifteen years ago, such a thing as a black police offi
cer was unheard of, and would have been totally unacceptable to many white 
county residents. 

This improvement in opportunities for blacks hasn't occurred complete
ly without unpleasant incident. Two years ago, when Barge had just hired 
its first black policeman, he was shot at while on duty by a respected 
white citizen of Barge, the motive being primarily of a racial nature. The 
assailant was later convicted for the attempted shooting. 

Fire protection is adequate in most areas of the county. Sloop, Barge 
and Darter have fire trucks although Darter's outmoded equipment is in need 
of replacement. All other towns have access to volunteer rural fire de
partments in the county except for Shad and Angler, which have access to 
the volunteer rural fire department operating in southern Mudhole County. 

An emergency ambulance is stationed in Sloop and must serve the entire 
county. 
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Transportation 

Highway, railroad, and river transportation are very good in Spruce 
County. An interstate highway runs northeast to southwest, and a U.S. 
four-lane highway runs across the northern half of the county. A two-lane 
U.S. highway runs from Catalyst through Sloop and Barge. A number of state 
and county roads complete the highway network. 

A railroad runs north and south through Sloop, Darter, Pilotfish and 
Anchovy. Another runs east and west from Shad through Barge. No passenger 
service is available. The excellent highway, railroad and river transpor
tation network of Spruce County connects it with markets and commercial, edu
cational, recreational, and health service centers throughout Frankl in. 
The nearest airport facilities are located in Catalyst, Sampan, and Dinghy. 

Communications 

Sloop has two weekly newspapers; Barge has one. No radio or tele
vision broadcasts originate within the county. However, a number of radio 
and television broadcasts originate in the Bonanza Region and are available 
to Spruce Countians. Many residents have access to cable television. 

Ut i 1 it i es 

The Spruce County Electric Cooperative recently turned down an oppor
tunity to merge with the Oak Electric Cooperative. Such a merger would 
have meant lower prices for Spruce REC members, but they felt that their 
independence was more valuable than the potential savings on their utility 
bi 11 s. 

Municipal electric utilities operate in Sloop, Barge, Darter and Pi
lotfish only. Natural gas is available in Sloop, Shad, Barge, Darter and 
Pilotfish. Spruce County has three public water supply districts which 
cover all but the northern one third of the county. Sloop, Barge and 
Darter have city owned water systems; the balance of Spruce County's towns 
rely on wells. Sloop has a Board of Health approved sewage disposal 
system. Barge, Darter and Shad have lagoon type sewage systems while the 
rest of the county uses septic tanks for sewage disposal. 

Energy 

Spruce County is feeling the effects of increasing energy costs as 
much as anyone else. Basement homes with southern exposures are appearing. 
Wood stoves are coming back. Local automobile dealers are selling more 
energy efficient cars. Vacation spots are getting closer to home. Civic 
clubs and other organizations (such as school clubs) are becoming involved 
in projects related to the energy crunch. For example, Darter's Lions Club 
weatherized the homes of twenty elderly and handicapped citizens free of 
charge on what they called "Warm Sundays" during last winter. 

Sloop Senior High School has begun teaching two energy related courses, 
"Energy, Environment and Earth" and "Basic Energy Systems". The School 
Board is considering making at least one of these courses compulsory. 
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It is not yet clear what effect the increasing energy costs will have 
on the amount of commuting to nearby cities for employment. 

Community Institutions and Leadership 

Civic and other service clubs are very important in Spruce County. 
This is partly rooted in alliances which developed among the solid Southern 
gentlemen of the last century who felt it was their responsibility to "take 
care of 11 community members less fortunate than they. 

The three major towns of the county all 
Clubs. VFW's are also popular, particularly 
Legion has active clubs in Sloop and Barge . 
are also active in Spruce County. 

have Lions Clubs and Rotary 
the one in Barge. American 
Several ladies' civic clubs 

Religion-based organizations such as the Knights of Columbus and the 
Daughters of Isabella are dynamic forces in Sloop and Barge. 

The Chambers of Commerce are active in Shad, Pilotfish, Darter, Sloop, 
and Barge. The Sloop Chamber, however, is the most active in promoting the 
well-being of the business sector of that city. 

Local Government 

Spruce is apolitically conservative area, usually leaning toward 
Democrats in national politics. The Democrats are even more popular local
ly and for state offices. 

The reins of power in Spruce County are still often held by descend
ants of the Southern gentlemen of 150 years ago. The same old respected 
names keep appearing on local ballots. Newcomers are considered newcomers 
and are somewhat distrusted until most residents have forgotten when it 
was that their families moved into the county. 

Sloop, Barge and Darter have commission forms of government. Pilotfish 
and Shad have the mayor/council form of government . Other towns do not 
function as discrete governmental units. 

Local Planning and Zoning 

Planning and zoning are the most controversial issues in town politics 
in Spruce County today. No town has adopted both but Sloop has adopted 
planning. Barge is currently divided over a proposed city ordinance to 
adopt both planning and zoning on a limited scale. Most Barge residents 
don't think it will float, however . Proponents and opponents alike are 
making their voices heard. The Letters to the Editor section of the Barge 
Franklinian has provided a forum for presenting both sides of the issue. 
The Barge voters go to the polls later this year. Other towns in the county 
are watching with interest. 
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REG ION V 11 

A. Background 

Region VI I is largely rolling hills once covered by pra1r1e grass with some 
forest along streams. It has alluvial deposits and glacial till. Fertility is 
high to moderate except where erosion has been heavy. The ten counties which 
make up Region VI I (see General Maps 1, 2, and 3-VI I) form a two-county wide sec
tion along the eastern third of the state. 

Settlement began along the rivers around mills, moving onto the pra1r1e with 
the advent of the mold board plow. The counties were organized in the late 1830's 
and '40's. 

The post-Civil War period was one of growth. Railroads came. There was 
much timbering for ties and mining for coal. 

The district has maintained its rural character. Agriculture is the 
primary economic activity. Anzio, in Sherman County, is the largest in the region 
with a population of 9,089. 

The district has 5,200 square miles. It is the least diverse district in 
the state. District boundaries are also those of the Rolling Hills Sub-State 
Planning and Development District (General Map 2). 

B. Population 

Population by County (1980 census) County Seat Population 

Beauregard 11 , 959 Midway 6, 811 
Burnside 8,905 Troy 2,063 
Custer 3,008 Bataan 1,068 
Grant 8,660 Alamo 280 
Jackson 15,495 Masada 421 
Lee 6,092 Jihad 2,178 
McClellan 7,434 Bunker Hi 11 1,947 
Pershing 9,890 Verdun 3,095 
Sherman 15,739 Anzio 9,089 
Stuart 4,685 Armada 1,264 

TOTAL 91,867 

Region VI I reached its peak population by 1900, with a population of 
179,692. The subsequent decline of nearly 50% is primarily due to a fairly 
steady rate of out-migration. In recent years the number of deaths has exceeded 
the number of births in all but Sherman County. For the region, 20.5% were 65 
and over in the 1970 census; this compares with a national average of 9,9% and 
a state average of 12.0%. In 1980, the regional average was 21%, compared with 
12.5% for the state and 11% for the nation. See Population Table 1 for in
dividual county data. 

The median age is over 42. 
primarily from the farm sector. 

From 1900 to 1940 the population loss was 
Since then, there has also been a loss from the 
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smaller cities and towns. In 1980, only 10 of the district's 63 towns showed any 
population increase from the 1970 level. 

The population density has dropped from 40 per square mile in 1900 to 18 
today. The town population is 44,739 down from 51,609 in 1900. The total rural 
population was 128,083 in 1900; today, the non-town, non-farm total is 28,699 
and the farm population is 18,327. The farm population has dropped 66% since 
1930; 50% since 1950. The non-white population is .82% of the total. Of the 
744 minority persons in the region, only 117 are Black. 

There is evidence that the population loss has nearly run its course, and 
has been reversed in some counties. Population Tables 3 and 4 have comparative 
data for resident live births and deaths. Population Maps la-lb illustrate the 
region's relative position in the state regarding death rates. Education Table 
provides school enrollment data. Education Maps la-lb show the region's relative 
position as to enrollments. 

C. Resources 

The land is of high to moderate fertility. Erosion has damaged land in all 
counties; it is worst in Jackson, Sherman, and Lee due largely to coal mining 
activities. 

Coal is no longer a major income producer, although there is at least one 
active mine in all but Pershing, Stuart, and Custer counties. Mines which were 
abandoned in the 1940 1 s because of factors other than exhaustion of coal seams 
may now again be economically feasible to operate. High sulfur content remains a 
major obstacle. 

D. Agriculture 

Total land in farms and total cropland have increased since 1954. Land in 
farms is 92.9% of the district total. Croplands have increased from 47.3% of the 
farm land in 1954 to 65.3% today. Average farm size is 248 acres (the state 
average is 273). Farms over 260 acres have risen 13.5% since 1954. 

Corn and soybeans are the major crops. The value of all farm products sold 
rose 59.3% in the last decade. The value of all livestock sold rose 60.7%. Live
stock made up 76.2% of all farm products sold. The number of cattle has increased 
26% since 1950; hogs have remained steady; sheep have decreased. Turkey pro
duction has become a significant factor in recent years. 

Last year, 53% of the farmers worked off-farm; 35.5% for 100 or more days. 
The state average for 100 days or more off-farm is 40.6%. The total employed in 
agriculture is 7,220 for Region VI I. 

E. Business, Industry, and Employment 

The decline in Region Vll's population has been accompanied by a decline in 
the labor force. The 1980 labor force is 35% lower than in 1930. Those employed 
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in agriculture account for 22.4% of the total. Slight re.cent gains in the number 
of wholesale and retail employees have 6.een more than offset by losses in agricul
ture. 

The change in the number and rati.o of female employees is significant. Female 
employees have increased 42.8% since 1930 while male employees decreased 51.2%. 
In 1930, females comprised 13% of the labor force; the figure today is 35.1%. 

Overall, the district decline in the labor force has leveled off in the last 
decade. Sherman and Jackson counties have attracted new light and medium industries 
in the last five years. These are located in and around Anzio and El Alamein. 
People commute to these new jobs from Burnside, Beauregard, Grant, Lee, and 
McClellan counties. Stuart, Custer, and Pershing are unaffected. 

The district unemployment rate is below the state and national level. How
ever, Custer County's unemployment rate is nearly twice that of the region, 
Beauregard's is only about 40% of the district level. Female unemployment in 
Custer and Stuart counties is twice the rate for men. Lack of saleable skills 
is as major a factor as lack of opportunity. 

Taxable payrolls have increased 41% in the last five years. Jackson County's 
increase was high with 75.2%. Sherman County had the largest increase in actual 
dollars. Stuart County had an increase of only 19% and Custer had an increase 
of 15% over the same time period. Most of the increase is due to inflation. 

The per capita income for the Rolling Hills Region was 62% of the national 
figure and 77% of the state figure in 1976. Regionally, per capita income increased 
162% between 1950 and 1976. 

Sherman County continues to lead the region in per capita income, at a rate 
of 96% of the national figure in 1980 {an increase from 89% in 1976). Beauregard 
and Jackson counties had per capita incomes of 82% and 80% of the U.S. figure in 
1980. Beauregard gained 8 percentage points in 4 years; Jackson gained 5. 

Pershing County gained 6 percentage points in the 4 year period, bringing 
its per capita income to 69% of the national figure. The remaining counties 
registered a gain of 4 or fewer points. Custer and Lee counties have per capita 
incomes of only 61% and 60% of the national level. 

Sherman County also leads the region in median family income with $16,229 
in 1979 {82.3% of the national level). Custer County's level of $11,901 is the 
fourth lowest in the state. It is only 60.3% of the U.S. median family income. 

Regionally, 16.9% of the population have incomes below the poverty level. 
Custer, Lee, McClellan, and Stuart counties have 20% or more. Perhaps the saddest 
figure is that representing persons 65 and over with incomes below the poverty 
level. For the region it is 23.1%. In Stuart County it is 29.1%; in Beauregard, 
27.6%; in Lee and McClellan, over 26%; and over 25% in Pershing County. 

For the Rolling Hills District, 20.13% of the total personal income is 
derived from transfer payments. The state percentage is 13.44%. In Sherman 
County, the percentage is 13.80, only slightly higher than the state. In Jackson 
County, it is 19.67%; all the others are above 21%. High for the region are Lee 
with 26.42%, and Custer with 25.27%. 
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Welfare payments have increased at a 22.5% rate since 1950. The number of 
recipients in that time has decreased 20%, in direct correlation with the decrease 
in population. Old Age Assistance has increased only in terms of payment per 
recipient. The number of recipients of OAA has begun to drop in the last few 
years, perhaps indicating a decline in the percent of population over 65 in some 
counties. The percentage of the population receiving OAA has dropped from a 
high of 7.3% in 1955 to 5.7% now. Currently, 68% of the outlay of welfare funds 
is for OAA. 

F. Education 

Total enrollment for K-12 amounts to 22% of the district population. The 
10 largest districts enrolled 54. 1% of the total; the 10 smallest enrolled only 
5.7%. Three districts had fewer than 10 in last year's graduating class; four 
additional districts had fewer than 20. See Education Table 1 and Education 
Maps la-lb. 

There are 36 school districts in the ten counties. Sherman County has 8 
districts, 4 of which provide no secondary education. 

There are vocational schools at El Alamein and Anzio, and a community col
lege in Troy. 

Median school years completed by persons over 25 is 10.1 for males and 10.9 
for females in the district. The state averages are 11.7 and 11.8 compared with 
12.2 and 12. 1 for the nation. 

The district median for men has risen 1.9 years and for women, 2.4 years 
since 1940. Some of this rise is due to older persons with lower levels dying or 
retiring out of the district. School consolidation and the presence of the 
community college have also been contributing factors to the rise in median 
school years completed. 

G. Transportation, Utilities, and Services 

Rail service is available in all Region VI I counties. Railroad abandonment 
plans call for abandoning some track in all counties. Grant, Custer, Stuart, 
Lee and Beauregard would be severely affected. 

Four federal highways transverse the region; two north-south, two east-west. 
Of the 2,355.2 miles of road, 819.6 are state and federal highways. Three of 
the 16 airports are civil facilities with hard surface runways. There are no 
scheduled passenger flights in the district. 

Telephone service in the district is provided by eight separate companies. 
Natural gas is not available in Grant, Lee, Stuart, Burnside, or Custer counties. 
Gas lines serve only 15 ·communities. 

Region VI I has 227 local governmental units with 1,312 elected officials. 
Township government still exists in the district. There are 105 townships with 
478 elected officials. 
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H. Health Facilities 

The district has eight hospitals with 417 beds. Grant, Custer, and Lee 
counties have no hospitals. The closest is on the southern Stuart County border. 
There are 22 licensed nursing homes. 

In the past, health care delivery in the district has been hampered by 
problems typical of rural areas. To combat this, hospital administrators and 
medical personnel began operating the hospitals as a cooperative unit in the 
late 1960 1 s. An increase in services and reduction in cost has resulted. 

Although L.P.N. training was available in the region, registered nurses 
were in short supply. A two-year R.N. program was begun at the community college 
in 1973. 

There are 61 practicing physicians; 31 are medical doctors, 30 are doctors 
of osteopathy. The ratio of population to doctor is 1,506 compared with a state 
ratio of 544. The federal government classifies an area with a ratio of l ,500 
or more as critically short. Physician recruiting efforts have had only limited 
success. 

The physicians are fairly well distributed; two-thirds are general prac
titioners. Patients requiring specialized care are often referred to doctors in 
Nirvana and Glory City. To alleviate this situation, the cooperative has es
tablished a roving service consisting of a cardiologist and a pathologist who 
visit all hospitals in the district. See Health Maps l and 2. 

I. Housing 

The large population losses have been accompanied with significant changes 
in household and housing characteristics. Only Sherman County showed an increase 
in housing between 1940 and 1970. The housing unit increase between 1970 and 
1980 was 8.3% for the region; the lowest rate in the state. 

Since 1950, population per household has dropped 22% while the number of 
households is down only 12%. This is a reflection of out-migration of younger, 
larger families. 

Only 18.9% of the homes are renter occupied. The vacancy rate is 12.5% 
compared with a state rate of 8%. Occupied housing is in generally good repair. 
Many abandoned homes have fallen into disrepair. Because of the out-migration 
and the availability of inexpensive older homes, housing is in good supply and 
there is little temporary or mobile population. See Housing Map 1 for substandard 
housing information. 

J. County Gazeteer 

BEAUREGARD - With nearly 12,000 people, this is the third most populous county 
in the district. Midway is a farm service and retail center. The railroads 
provide employment through line crews based in Midway. Two grain elevators and 
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a flour milling operation, also in Midway, are dependent upon the railroad for 
shipping. These businesses employ nearly 500 people. 

The threat of railroad abandonment is of major concern to all segments of 
Beauregard County's economy. Farmers and businessmen are actively pursuing ways 
to keep the shipping lines open. 

BURNSIDE - Troy, the county seat, has a garment factory (215 employers-SO% women) 
and a small machine parts plant (57 employers-90% men). These businesses, the 
community college, small community hospital, retail stores, schools, and farm 
operations are the only significant employers in the county. Commuting (primarily 
to Anzio in Sherman County) has increased greatly in the last 5-10 years. 

This county, as most of the others in the region, has drifted along. A few 
families have become paper wealthy through farm consolidation. Leadership from 
this group has traditionally been applied only to economic matters directly re
lated to agriculture. 

CUSTER - Custer County, the state's smallest, closed the courthouse doors last 
fall. There was no money to operate the building which houses offices for the 
county clerk, circuit court judge and clerk, sheriff, treasurer, collector, and 
assessor. 

A current joke making the rounds of the state capital is a plan to turn 
Custer County into a state park and charge admission to cover the county's debts. 
The punch line is that the plan is infeasible because there aren't enough people 
to collect the fees at the four proposed entrances. 

Bataan survives as a farm service center. The largest employer is a small 
textile mill (118 women and 12 men employees). There are plans to re-open the 
courthouse, but not to reconnect phones in the offices, nor to use the air 
conditioning. The building would be closed again for January and February to 
reduce heating costs. 

GRANT - Grant County, as is the case with most Region VI I counties, has one-third 
of its male work force employed in agriculture. Retail trade is the second largest 
employment group for men. The 1980 census figures show only 277 men employed in 
manufacturing. 

One-third of the women are employed in selected services (especially teach
ing, domestic services, and nursing home/hospital jobs). Retail trade employs 
more than 200 women; manufacturing (all small enterprises) employs 164 women. 

The severe reduction of employment in agriculture since 1930 has not been 
counteracted by jobs in other sectors of the county economy. 

A major concern to Grant Countians over the last five years has been 
foreign investment in prime agricultural land. Grant and neighboring Lee 
County have been targeted by a Japanese conglomerate for major purchases. Near
ly 40,000 acres in the two counties are now foreign owned. Land prices and 
interest are to the point that local farmers are unable to compete when land 
is available. 
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JACKSON - The people of Jackson County began a cautious, deliberate effort to 
encourage new enterprises in the late 1950s. As a result several small manu
facturers have taken up some of the slack from the agricultural employment loss. 
The most notable gains, however, have been in employment opportunities for women. 

Firms long established include a printing concern in El Alamein and a hat 
factory in Jerico. Newer industries include two in fabricated metals, an ap
pliance assembly plant, and a sporting apparel factory, all in El Alamein. The 
newer plants are drawing many workers from McClellan, Burnside, and southern 
Sherman counties. 

Jackson and neighboring Sherman County share a background different from 
other counties in the district. These two counties have large concentrations of 
descendents of Welsh coalminers who settled in and around El Alamein and Anzio 
during the area's coal boom period. This non-agricultural heritage may be a 
significant factor in the attitude toward attracting industries and developing 
resources which is atypical for the region. 

LEE - The largest non-agricultural employer is an appliance assembly plant 
opened in the late 1960 1 s (65 men, 112 women). There is no other sighificant 
industrial activity in the county. 

Jihad is a farm service and retail center. 
in the 1960 1 s, reflecting the closing of several 
willing to travel further (often south to Midway 
to shop at larger centers with greater variety. 

Retail employment began dropping 
small stores as people became 
or east across the state line) 

As in Grant and Stuart counties, the local people are becoming increasingly 
concerned about the foreign investment in farmland. The concern heightened con
siderably when it was learned that the Japanese corporation intends to develop 
a shipping facility in the neighboring state. Lee countians had thought that it 
would be built in Jihad. The uncertainty of the railroad situation in Lee and 
surrounding counties is cited as the reason for the decision to locate the 
facility elsewhere. 

McCLELLAN - This county is typical of the district. If anything, the district 
problems are more acute here. The major difference between McClellan and 
Custer County is simply square miles and a slightly better tax base in McClellan 
County. 

The one non-agricultural resource now being exploited is a large clay de
posit. Building bricks and ceramic products account for the only significant 
industrial employment. 

The slowly accelerating growth of Jackson and Sherman County industries has 
provided some employment opportunity for the people of McClellan County. 

PERSHING - Until 1960, when a food processing plant was opened, there was no 
manufacturing firm in the county employing more than 10 people other than a 
printing business with 18 employees. The food processor (a meat packer) now 
employs 86 (80 men, 6 women). A tool and die plant opened in the mid 1960 1 s 
and now employs 68 men and 6 women. One printer has closed, the larger has 
expanded to 36 employees. A sock factory, opened in 1973, employs 36 women and 
5 men. 
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Expansion of the hospital in Verdun (opened in 1959) has led to employment 
for 72 people. Retail trade in Verdun has shown a slow decline in employment and 
business volume over the last 20 years. 

Pershing countians often express the feeling that they are forgotten 
rest of the state in matters of planning and state resource allocations. 
geographic position, bordered on the north and east by another state, and 
south by floundering Custer County, led a local newspaper editor to refer 
county as 11 Forgotonia11 • The name as become popular throughout the county. 

by the 
Their 
on the 
to his 

SHERMAN - Like its neighbor (Jackson County) to the south, Sherman County has 
been expanding its economic base. In recent years, food processing and tool and 
die operations have been added to long term industries such as glove manufacturing 
and a growing electrical machinery firm. 

Significant gains have been made in employment in retail sales and selected 
services. Anzio has become a regional shopping center. The vocational school, 
built in 1967, and the hospital, finished in 1954, have become important employ
ment sources. 

Sherman County is considered the most progressive in the area. County 
leadership over the past twenty years has been assumed by people who view economic 
expansion and diversification, and resource development as essential to survival. 
The vocational school is seen as an essential component of the county 1 s economic 
development through training a qualified workforce to supply appropriate labor 
for new and expanding enterprises. 

STUART - Industrial employment in Stuart County is limited to one small garment 
factory (24 women employed), a quarry (27 men employed), and a machine parts 
operation (14 men employed). More than one-third of the men are employed in 
agriculture. Of the 542 employed women, 118 work for the school systems. Retail 
trade operations (primarily in Armada} employ 314 persons. 

This county has had extensive foreign investment in farmland by German 
speculators. It is estimated that 15,000 to 20,000 acres are now foreign owned. 
The farms are operated by leasees, often sons of smaller landowners in the county. 

Stuart County officials and residents have been taking close note of the 
financial nightmare of Custer County. Projections show that Stuart County could 
face the same situation in five to ten years. 

K. Special Current Issues 

l. The area has been losing population throughout this century. The drain has 
been heavy in high school graduates and in whole families leaving as small 
farms were consolidated. Ninety percent of those who have left the farm 
have also left the region. 

It is thought that the agricultural adjustment is virtually complete. A 
leveling off of population is expected. A major problem has been the excess 
of deaths over births. A net loss of 2,844 occurred in the last decade. 

In-migration in Sherman and Jackson counties is expected to offset out
migration if the area continues to attract industry, vocational-technical 
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and community college offerings continue to expand, and if a recent trend 
in population growth eastward from Nirvana and south from Glory City 
along the federal highways continues. 

2. Custer County has projected revenues of $152,000 for the next fiscal year. 
Salaries for county officials, which are dictated by state statute, consume 
$83,000. Money for other employees, insurance and essential office supplies 
will take the remainder. There is no room in the budget for such services 
as county road and bridge repair or snow removal. 

3. Railroad abandonment, if conducted according to current plans, will have a 
devastating effect on grain shipping. This will be especially critical in 
the northern counties. 

4. Two coal gasification plants had been proposed to be built in Sherman County. 
Promotion and opposition were locally based. It was a volatile divisive 
issue. Federal funding was sought and experts representing both sides were 
brought in from the state university and from other parts of the country to 
discuss the technical, economic, and social aspects of coal gasification. 
Although the issue is dead, the bitterness developed during the fight remains, 
and nothing with the economic potential of the plants appears likely for 
the area. 

4F 

Olaf Slalom has won the annual 25 mile 
cross county ski race in his native Pershing 
County 18 years running, each time shaving 
more than a full minute off the previous 
year's record. After winning the 1982 race 
in six hours, thirteen minutes, flat, the 
64 year old Olaf was asked if he was about 
ready to hang up his skis. "Nah," he re
plied, "I just wish they 'ed hold the dang 
race in January instead of July so I could 
find out how fast I can go on snow." 
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Introduction 

GRANT COUNTY, FRANKLIN 

A Profile 

Grant County is located in the east central part of Franklin and is 
one of the western tier of counties in the Rolling Hills Sub-State Planning 
and Development District. 

History 

The area which is now Grant County was first settled in the first two 
decades of the nineteenth century, primarily by those coming up the Bonanza 
and then the Eldorado River to settle in the fertile river valleys. Many 
of these were pioneers from states to the east who were pushing further 
west to escape the encroachment of settlements. Most raised sheep, cattle, 
or horses on the prairie grass. After the introduction of the metal plow 
allowed tillage of the tough prairie sod, wheat and other grains became 
staple crops in the county. 

Grant and nearby Burnside County were the first counties to be organ
ized in the district, both on December 29, 1836. The original county seat 
was Youngstown, a Mormon settlement. However, in 1838, after the Mormon 
War, the seat of county government was moved to its present site at Alamo, 
near the center of the county. 

Grant County, and the district as a whole, grew at a steady pace until 
the mid-1800's. When the first railroad line was put through the district, 
however, Alamo and other settlements burgeoned into cities. Other towns, 
such as Teutoburg in northern Grant County, actually came into being be
cause of the railroad. Timbering for ties was another benefit to Grant 
County brought about by the growing importance of railroads. 

The county population doubled between 1850 and 1870. In the decades 
just before the turn of the century Grant County, and the district, was in 
its heyday--timber and coal were exported, as well as wheat, corn, sheep 
and cattle. The county boasted cultural services such as opera houses. 
Many towns had local newspapers. 

Since the turn of the century the pendulum has been swinging the other 
way for Grant County and the Rolling Hills District. The population has 
dropped by approximately 50% in the county and in the district. The most 
severe losses occurred during the 1950 1 s and 1960 1 s when Grant County lost 
some 25% of its people. The last decade or so presents a more optimistic 
picture to Grant Countians, as the population drain appears to be leveling 
off and even reversing itself. 

Teutoburg is the largest town in Grant County with a population of 
1,582, though it is not the county seat. Alamo has a population of 280. 
Other towns in the county include Shiloh (986), Pilot Knob (523), DaNang 
(583), Trafalgar (265), Saigon (267), Lexington (30), and Guam (18). The 
total county population now stands at 8,660 according to the 1980 census. 
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The 3.7% increase since 1970 has been in the western portion of the county, 
from which people can commute to jobs in Sherman and Gum counties. 

Climate 

During July and August, temperatures in the area may reach as high as 
100°F and the relative humidity can render conditions oppressive. On the 
average, 16 days per year have temperatures of at least 90°F; the winter 
mean is 29 F. Although some years have had 100 or more days with freezing 
temperatures, winters are generally moderately cold with temperatures 
seldom dropping below -15°F. Occasionally, temperatures of -20°F have been 
recorded. Snowfall averages only 38 inches and rainfall averages 40.37 
inches per year. 

Land Resources 

The topography of the region varies from rolling to very hilly and 
ranges up to about 1,600 feet in elevation. The topography within and a
round some communities constitutes a barrier to transportation and land 
development. The Eldorado River is a non-navigable tributary of the Bonan
za, which flows southwest through much of the district, including Grant 
County. 

Soils in Grant County are of moderate to high fertility, including 
both alluvial deposits and areas of glacial till. Thin deposits of coal 
are to be found in the county, but coal mining has lost importance during 
the last 50 years. Now, however, high energy costs may bring about a more 
hopeful future for the coal industry even though Grant County coal has a 
troublesome high sulfur content. 

Large farms and small communities dominate the landscape of Grant 
County. One acre in every 10 within its borders is covered with forests, 
more than 28,000 acres of the 275,000 acres in the county. Most of the 
forest area is in small farm woodlots, interspersed among cropland and 
pastures. Of the 28,000 acres of woodland in Grant County, 95% is pri
vately owned, with 2% being owned by private groups or organizations like 
the YMCA, Boy Scouts, churches, etc. The remaining 3% is owned by federal, 
state, county, and municipal governments. 

Grant County's forests are composed mostly of hardwoods, with the 
most numerous being the ash-hickory forest type. The oak-hickory forest 
can be found growing predominantly in the lowlands. The upland forest 
consists of ash-pine. The forests are composed of second generation growth 
which has had very little, if any, forest management practices applied. 
A few family milling operations process the timber for local use. 

Population 

The population of Grant County has stabilized somewhat after dropping 
from 16,656 in 1900 to 8,351 in 1970. Many high school graduates leave 
after graduation. For example, only 4,104 persons, or less than 50% of 
the population is between the ages of 18 and 64, compared to nearly 56% 
for the U.S. as a whole. This suggests that without selective outmigration 
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at least 1,130 more people of working age would be living in the county. A 
disproportionate amount of senior citizens in the region points to a growing 
concern related to the provision of services to senior citizens. Grant 
County has 1,765 residents or 20.4% aged 65 and over. Franklin's population 
is 12.5% elderly while on a national basis, 11% of the population is aged 
65 and over. 

Today, because of better transportation and communication facilities, 
many residents migrate directly to large urban job centers such as Glory 
City, Catalyst, or Nirvana, entirely bypassing many of the small service 
centers such as Sampan, Anzio or Midway. The decision of rural residents 
to migrate is generally a result of economic or job need. 

It would appear that this outmigration of younger people in Grant 
County, and in the Rolling Hills District as a whole, is starting to sta
bilize or in some instances, even reverse as a result of distasteful 
metropolitan experiences. 

Housing 

From 1970 to 1975, 102 new homes were constructed in Grant County, 
bringing the total number of homes to 3,109 in 1975. Between 1970 and 1975, 
the number of mobile homes in the county increased from 45 to 203, a 450% 
increase. So in the five year period from 1970 to 1975, for every two 
new homes constructed, three mobile homes were added. This trend continues 
to the present. The influx of mobile homes has been primarily into rural 
and rural-urban fringe areas and represents a demand for low cost housing 
not met by conventional construction. This has presented problems in 
recent times, as some believe the added influx of trailers has added an 
eyesore to the area. Groups have formed for action but with little suc
cess. Zoning ordinances have failed to regulate the area sufficiently and 
there is much criticism as to zoning effectiveness dealing with such 
problems. 

In the Teutoburg area, water supply lines have determined the locations 
of new residences and only around 10% of the town's 699 homes in 1978 lacked 
complete plumbing. Housing and plumbing inadequacies are far more serious 
in the other towns and in the rural areas of the county than in Teutoburg. 
Sixty-five percent of the rural housing is unsound, reflecting both the 
high proportion of older structures and plumbing problems. 

Finance has been a problem in the construction of low and moderate 
income housing. Only eight of the 102 new residential units constructed 
between 1970 and 1975 were purchased under federally insured mortgages 
through the Farmers Home Administration, while 92 were built under conven
tional financing involving higher interest rates and down payment require
ments. Veterans Administration loans accounted for the remaining two. 

Employment 

Recent figures show that Grant County's civilian work force has an 
unemployment rate slightly higher than the national unemployment rate. 
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Female employment is steadily increasing, but male employment is on 
a steady decline, due largely to the decrease in agricultural employment. 

Agriculture, despite marked loss in employment opportunities, is still 
the largest income producer in the county. Industries most predominant 
for employment opportunities in the region have been: light manufacturing, 
transportation, wholesale and retail trade, finance, and real estate. 
Trucking and warehousing also offer some opportunities. During the recent 
decade there was a decline in construction operations. 

Wage rates are well below national or even state averages. Hikes in 
the minimum wage are not expected to increase wage rates relative to the 
national and state averages. 

Income 

The 1976 per capita income for county residents was $4,270, higher 
than the regional per capita income figure, but 33% under the national 
figure of $6,423. Non-union rates prevail, a factor that in many people's 
opinion contributes to the high rate of outmigration. 

About 58% of the rural population are classified as poor, with older, 
retired people comprising most of those below the poverty line. Thirty 
percent of the families in Teutoburg or a total of almost 500 persons are 
below the poverty line; this is attributed to a generally low formal 
education and skill level, poor family environment, lack of motivation, 
and apathetic attitudes. 

Agriculture 

Sales of hogs, cattle, and calves accounted for $19,796,000 or 79% of 
total 1979 farm income of $25,110,000. Wheat, corn, and soybeans are 
significant cash crops, bringing in $5,314 in 1979. Farmers are ra1s1ng 
less corn, but more sorghum and soybeans than during earlier periods. The 
market value of all agricultural products sold has been less than desir
able; many farmers have suffered great losses and look to the federal 
government for redress. About half of the 5,068 farm operators are working 
off the farm 100 days or more per year compared with 40% five years earlier, 
Ninety-seven percent of the hired farm workers in the area worked less than 
150 days last year. 

The decrease in the number of farms from 2,329 in 1900 to 964 in 1978 
and increased mechanization of agriculture in Grant County and surrounding 
counties have released a number of full-time and part-time workers from 
farm work. Some of these released workers have been able to find nonfarm 
employment in the area; some are getting by on reduced incomes reflecting 
the loss in part-time employment; and others have migrated from the area to 
find jobs in the cities. Farm operators and owners average 53 years of 
age; there are very few under 40, again possibly reflecting the younger 
generations' outmigration to other areas. 

A problem of major concern to county residents is the buying up of 
prime agricultural land by foreign investors. A Japanese conglomerate has 
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bought up nearly 20,000 acres, or over 7% of the total land area of Grant 
County, in the past five years. This has pushed land prices and interest 
rates out of the range where local farmers can compete. 

Industrial Sites 

Teutoburg has three industrial sites in various areas on the outskirts 
of town. A total of about 125 acres is available for light and heavy in
dustry in these three sites. All three have adequate highway access near 
or already available, along with sewer, water, and electric service in 
place. No other industrial sites exist in the county. The only signifi
cant industries in the county are a shoe factory in Teutoburg, employing 
120 women and 31 men, and a Snarfer Vacuum Cleaner assembly plant which 
normally employs 58 men and 27 women. The plant has been operating on a 
three day work week for two months. 

Retail Trade 

There are many empty stores in Teutoburg and Shiloh. Other towns in 
the county have had no significant retail trade for many years. This 
partly reflects the coming of large franchised retailers to towns within 
commuting distance. No discount stores exist in the county and many of the 
merchants still in business are approaching retirement. Sales tax collec
tions for the county have increased from $249,000 in 1972 to $427,000 in 
1978~ a 71. 1% increase. However, the state overall increased 111%. Many 
residents complain about the level of retail service. 

Tourism and Recreation 

The tourism potential of the area has been hindered by distances from 
well-traveled interstate highways. Fishing, hunting, and similar outdoor 
recreation activities have been targeted by the Rolling Hills Planning and 
Development District as having potential for tourist attraction. It has 
been determined that an inventory of recreation 11assets 11 is needed. 

Education 

The national trend toward school district consolidation has had a 
smaller effect on the Rolling Hills District than on most of the rest of 
Franklin. Teutoburg has one elementary school, one junior high school and 
one general academic high school. Shiloh, Pilot Knob, and DaNang also 
operate high schools. Saigon, Guam, and Alamo have elementary schools. A 
high school level trade and technical school is available in Sherman County 
and necessitates long distance travel by bus. Enrollment figures show a 
slightly declining school population in Teutoburg. The student-to-teacher 
ratio runs about twenty to one or greater. 

Approximately 2,185 persons, 40% of the people 25 years of age or more 
in the region, have completed high school, compared to the national average 
of over 50%. The disproportionate percentage of elderly in the county and 
the outmigration of youth shortly after high school graduation contribute 
to this unusually low figure. 
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Health 

Grant County has a real shortage of health services. There is no 
hospital, the nearest one being in southern Stuart County. Only four phy
sicians serve the county. Thus, there are 2,165 persons per physician. 
Physician recruitment efforts have been generally unsuccessful. The 
county health department is understaffed and the clinical screening pro
gram is limited. No publicly sponsored dental inspections or corrections 
are provided. There are no mental health or mental retardation facilities 
or services in the county, although in recent years the need has risen in 
extreme proportions. The region is considered to be "medically under
served11. 

A nursing home district covers the western one-fourth of the county 
and extends slightly into neighboring counties. It is headquartered in 
Shiloh. The county ambulance district has three ambulances on call. In 
addition to the district nursing home in Shiloh, Teutoburg and Alamo have 
nursing home facilities. 

There has been some discussion of the need for programs dealing with 
venereal and other communicable diseases, maternal and child care, dental 
care for school children, nutrition, environmental sanitation and vector 
control, and mental health; but again no action has been taken. 

Social Services 

The Headstart program which served 41 children has been discontinued 
due to loss of funding. Recently funded was a Meals on Wheels program for 
the aged which has been quite successful, serving an average of 72 persons 
per day. Other existing services include: Social Security, State Employ
ment Service, and County Extension Office. 

No senior citizens program has been developed although concern for 
the welfare of the aged has recently increased. The lack of knowledge re
garding the acquisition and use of available resources has stymied efforts 
to address senior citizens' needs effectively. 

Youth problems, especially drug abuse and juvenile delinquency, have 
distressed Grant Countians. The absence of a youth center, organized youth 
programs, or counseling programs seem to perpetuate youth problems. 

Other needs expressed by represented interest groups include: 

1. Park development 
2. Organized forestry assistance 
3, Natural gas and electric cooperative 
4. Day care centers 
5, Additional recreation areas 
6. General community clean-up and renewal 
7. City to county transportation system 
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Religion 

One Catholic church and several Protestant churches have been estab
lished in Teutoburg; there is no synagogue. The area was settled largely 
by Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, New England Puritans, English Quakers, 
Dutch Lutherans and Bretherans, and French Huguenots, as well as trans
planted Virginians and Marylanders of various creeds. The later settle
ment of Welsh, German, and Scandinavian settlers into the area added to the 
dominance of certain Protestant denominations. There is a Catholic church 
in Shiloh, as well as a Lutheran, a Presbyterian, and a Christian church. 
Alamo, Trafalgar, DaNang, Saigon, and Pilot Knob each have one or two 
small Protestant churches. 

Public Safety 

Police protection and traffic safety in the region have been agenda 
items at the planning and development district level for several years. 
Crime rates in the area are significantly less than the national average, 
although they have been increasing. The rate for reportable crime has 
increased by nearly 40% in the county and over 30% for the region during 
the past five years. Juvenile crime is an ever increasing problem, with 
a rate increasing over 30 percent in the past several years. Drug and 
alcohol abuse, burglary, and theft rates have risen significantly due 
largely to increased juvenile offenses. 

Much criticism has been cast upon the sheriff and criminal justice 
system by local citizens for lack of crime prevention and low conviction 
rates. Low motivation, low pay, and long hours for law enforcement 
officials have been tagged as the contributing factors. The sheriff puts 
in about 10 hours of overtime each week. To date, little action has been 
taken to improve the situation. The county jail in Alamo is 98 years old 
and in need of replacement. 

Teutoburg has its own small municipal jail. Although structurally 
sound, it is somewhat dilapidated. Teutoburg's police force consists of 
three uniformed officers who operate two radio-equipped patrol cars. 
Efforts are under way to recruit additional police officers, but pay levels 
have proven a barrier so far. Shiloh has one patrol car and one full-time 
policeman. DaNang, Pilot Knob, Alamo, and Saigon have town constables. 
The remaining towns rely on the sheriff's department for law enforcement 
services. 

Fire protection is essentially limited to towns and their immediate 
vicinities. Teutoburg has a volunteer system augmented by two full-time 
salaried firemen and sixteen part-time volunteer personnel who operate with 
equipment less than adequate for the area. Acquisition of new equipment 
is under consideration but hasn't been finalized as yet. Although there 
have been minor improvements in fire protection, it is · only now emerging 
as an area-wide concern, due somewhat to several recent mobile home fires 
involving fatalities. 
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Transportation 

Two reasonably good two-lane U.S. highways connect Grant County with 
cities in other counties. Within the district, two-lane U.S. highways and 
a network of two-lane state highways connect the towns and villages with 
one another, and a system of county farm-to-market roads provides all
weather access for most farmers and other open-country residents. 

The railroad lines in the area were built during the 1860 1 s to provide 
access to the then virgin forests in the eastern part of the region. 
Teutoburg has a piggy-back ramp facility, but no reciprocal switching, and 
is served by less than ten freight train trips per day. A number of branch 
1 ines in the region have been abandoned over the past 20 years. Alamo has 
suffered from the abandonment of several 1 ines. There are no navigable 
waterways in the area. 

Communications 

A daily newspaper from Anzio in Sherman County, a number of radio sta
tions, and five television channels can be received by county residents. 
Only Teutoburg and Shiloh have local newspapers, both of which are week
lies. One small public 1 ibrary services the area, although no bookmobile 
is available. 

Utilities 

Teutoburg has a municipally owned water system approved by the state 
board of health. The source of supply is a city lake which is often 
nearly depleted during dry periods. Several proposals to increase the 
water supply have been defeated by the voters. The lagoon type sewage 
disposal system is operating at near capacity. Shiloh also has an approved 
water system and lagoon sewage disposal . Other towns rely on septic tanks 
and city wells. Approximately a third of rural Grant Countians are served 
by rural water districts. 

Natural gas service is not available in Grant County. However, there 
are municipal electric utilities in Teutoburg and in Shiloh. Other resi
dents rely on rural electric cooperatives. Recent efforts to expand 
natural gas services have been stymied by lack of aggressiveness of local 
leaders. 

Energy 

Electricity for Teutoburgians and Shiloh citizens is purchased from 
the Franklin State Power and Electric Company from the grid. The distri
bution systems are owned by the two cities. Major sources of heating 
energy besides electricity are liquified petroleum gas (propane and butane) 
and oil. Mobile fuels are trucked in. The Teutoburg city budget is 
severely pinched by fuel costs for the two police cars and two city trucks. 

Community Institutions and Leadership 

Teutoburg has four civic clubs which meet regularly and display 
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interest in further development of Teutoburg and the region. Shiloh has 
an active Lions Club. The local Chambers of Commerce have much influence 
in Teutoburg and in Shiloh as displayed in town meetings. The leadership 
in the county is closely held by a small group of mostly affluent indivi
duals who tend to be passive rather than aggressive. 

Local Government 

The area is regarded as politically conservative, reflecting a quiet, 
cautious life-style. The Farm Bureau is quite strong in the countryside 
and many local people feel that they are part of the 11silent majority 11 • 

The voters tend to elect Democrats to local offices, but often favor Re
publicans in state and national elections. It is very difficult to find 
good candidates for local offices because candidates tend to be older, 
very conservative persons with an 11axe to grind 11 • Decision-making has been 
left up to a small elite group, and the local citizens have expressed the 
desire to be involved in the political process. 

Teutoburg has a commission form of government. The mayor and two 
council-representatives are elected at-large for four year terms. The 
mayor is a regular member of the town council and has no veto power. Alamo, 
Shiloh, Pilot Knob, Trafalgar, Guam, and Lexington also have a mayor/coun
cil form of government, while DaNang and Saigon still have a township 
governmental system. 

Local Planning and Zoning 

Local building regulations, zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, 
and building codes have been enacted on a very limited scale primarily in 
Teutoburg. There has been strong philosophical and economic opposition to 
any form of land use planning or regulation in rural areas. Land use 
planning proponents have stressed that planning should be minimized in rural 
areas, and include the consideration of soil and slope conditions in any 
development. They have raised the issue of speculators subdividing land 
beyond foreseeable needs and pressuring local governments to furnish utili
ties to vacant land at a large cost to the taxpayers. 

Teutoburg's city planning and zoning commission is composed of the 
mayor, a council-representive, the part-time city engineer, and four citizen 
members appointed by the mayor and approved by the council for four year 
staggered terms. All serve without compensation, and two citizen members 
serve as chair and secretary. The commission has contracted with the Roll
ing Hills Planning and Development District for planning services. 

Representation on the commission appears to be dependent on the mayor. 
Opposition to this particular setup was recently initiated with a drive to 
make the commission 100% citizens. People feel that they have 1 ittle 
chance for participation as the political leaders seem to hold all the cards. 

Pub 1 i c Finances 

Assessed Valuation 

Total County assessed valuation: $33,406,088. 
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Taxes 

County--May levy up to 4oc per $100 without vote; up to 35c for 
road and bridge. 

Townships (12)--May levy up to lOc general plus 50C road and 
bridge. May vote up to 35C for four years. 

Water Districts (6)--May levy but do not. 
School Districts (11)--4 are whole, 7 are fractional. Of 

fractional, 4 are nearly whole: Teuto
burg, DaNang, Shiloh, and Pilot Knob . 

Grant County Balance Sheet 

Revenue -
$205,919 

37,022 
l 61,220 

$404,161 

Expense -
$262,941 

44, 179 
$307,120 

County Property tax (40c) 
Revenue Sharing 
Road & Bridge 
Tota 1 Income 

General 
Road & Bridge 
Total Expense 

Levy Rates for the Various Taxing Districts in Grant County, Frankl in for 
the Year 1980 (all figures on the $100 assessed valuation). 

State Levy 03c 
County Levy 40c 
Co. Health Unit lOC 
Co. Ambulance Dist. 15c 

~ 

Townshie Townshie Pureoses Special Road Total 
and Bridge 

Pi lot Knob $ . 10 $ .85 $ ,95 
Pyle . 10 .70 .80 
Teutoburg .10 ,50 .60 
Trafalgar .10 .85 ,95 
Guam . 10 .85 ,95 
Alamo . 10 .85 ,95 
Apple . 10 .85 ,95 
Cleansweep . 10 .85 ,95 
Jefferson . 10 .65 ,75 
Washington . 10 .70 .80 
Lee .10 ,50 .60 
Garner .10 .85 .96 
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School Districts Teacher and 
Incidental 

R-1 Pi 1 ot Knob $ 4.37 
R-2 Teutoburg 3,79 
R-4 Apple 5,45 
R-6 Saigon 4.30 
R-7 DaNang 3,58 
C-1 Guam 3. 96 
C-4 Shiloh 3,60 
#42 Alamo 4.00 
R-lCC Eel ton 3,50 
R-2CC Veracruz 3,55 
R-lLC 4.00 

Average Teacher & Incidental Tax= $4 . 01 
Average Total School Tax= $4.39 

Pi lot Knob 
Teutoburg 
Trafa 1 gar 
Alamo 
Shiloh 
Saigon 
DaNang 

Tax Levy 

$ 1 • 91 
1.77 
1.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1.75 

Building Debt 
Service 

$ . I 3 $ .00 
.00 .00 
,30 .00 
.00 .00 
. 1 5 ,55 
.04 .00 
.03 .22 
.oo .00 
.25 . 70 
. 19 .68 
,75 .25 

Guilded Age Nursing Home District Levy= $.30 (located in Shiloh) 

4F 

Franklinians are reputed to have the largest 
per capita conswnption of antacids in the U.S. 
Although some are unable to spell relief, all can 
spell the cause - H-0-R-S-E-R-A-D-I-S-H. 
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School 
$ 4.50 

3,79 
5,75 
4.30 
4.28 
4.00 
3,85 
4.00 
4. 45 
4.42 
5.00 



TEUTOBURG 
GRANT COUNTY, FRANKLIN 

A PROFILE 

Introduction 

Teutoburg is a rural town located in northern Grant County. Although 
not the county seat, it is the largest town in the county. Teutoburg's 
1980 population was 1,582 (down from 1,660 in 1970); the county's was 
8,660 in 1980, up from 8,351 in 1970. The second largest town in the 
county is Shiloh, population 986, 18 miles to the southwest of Teutoburg. 
Alamo, the county seat, lies nine miles south of Teutoburg; its population 
was 283 in 1970 and 280 in 1980. 

Teutoburg was established in 1867 when the railhead extended to that 
point. It had eclipsed the county seat as the largest town by 1880. 
Teutoburg reached its population peak in 1900 at 1,804 people. Grant 
County also peaked in 1900 at 16,656 people. The county has experienced 
a decline since then, with a current population approximately 50% of that 
of its heyday. Teutoburg has fared better than the county as a whole, 
with a population only 222 (12%) less than its 1900 level. 

Population Characteristics 

The raw population numbers do not reveal the nature of the population 
drain or the more critical implications of the loss. The outmigration of 
working age people continues to be a serious problem . This loss in the 
work force portion of the population is revealed in several ways. Less 
than 45% of Teutoburg's 1970 population (737) was between the ages of 18 
and 64, compared to nearly 56% for the U.S. as a whole. This suggests 
that without selective outmigration, at least 194 more people of working 
age would have been living in Teutoburg. By 1980, only 709 were in the 
18-64 age category, showing a continuation of the deteriorating trend. 

Further indication of the types of problems facing Grant County and 
Teutoburg is the proportion of persons aged 65 and older. The state's 65 
and older population is 12.5% of the total--about the national proportion. 
In the region comprised of Grant and nine other counties, the proportion 
is 21% (up from 20.5% in 1970). Grant County has 1,765 persons 65 or older 
(20.4%). 

In 1970, Grant County's 1,880 people over age 65 accounted for 22.6% 
of its population. At that time, it was the highest percentage in the 
state. The 1970-1980 population increase in Grant County was largely due 
to an immigration of 551 persons, the overwhelming majority of which were 
working age people commuting to jobs out of the county. The presence of 
these younger people have caused Grant County's percentage of elderly to 
drop. 

In Teutoburg, however, continued outmigration of the young has in
creased the percentage of elderly. Teutoburg's 481 persons 65 and older 
in 1970 made up 29% of the total town population. By 1980, there were 484 
elderly, 30.6% of the population. 
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Education 

An education indicator is the percentage of persons age 25 or older 
who have completed high school. In the 10 county area, 40% of the persons 
25 or older have completed high school, compared with 50% for the nation, 
overall. In Grant County the percentage is 50%, but in Teutoburg itself, 
only 41.5% of the people 25 and older have completed high school. This 
figure may be a result of two factors: 1) The relatively high percentage 
of elderly adversely affects the percentage of high school graduates be
cause fewer people completed high school in the early years of this 
century; and 2) The outmigration among young persons is disproportionately 
high for high school graduates whose education has better prepared them 
for the more competitive, higher paid jobs elsewhere. 

Thus, education statistics provide additional indicators that Teuto
burg's work force is disproportionately small and less educated than the 
national average. 

Housing 

In 1970, Grant Count had 3,091 households. Of Teutoburg's 638 house
holds, 591 were houses, 32 were apartments, and 15 were mobile homes. By 
1978, Teutoburg had 699 houses, 51 apartments (including a 24 unit FmHA 
project for the elderly), and 77 mobile homes. Of the 108 new single 
family houses built, nine were purchased under federally insured mortgages 
th rough FmHA. 

In the Teutoburg area, water supply 1 ines have determined the locations 
of new homes. By 1978 1 ess than 8% of the ht>mes 1 acked comp 1 ete p 1 umb i ng, 
but this still amounted to 65 substandard homes in Teutoburg. The quality 
of housing county-wide is worse than in Teutoburg. 

Employment 

Grant County's current unemployment rate is 2% above the national 
rate. A major factor in this rate is the recent lay-off of 118 women and 
24 men at the Teutoburg shoe factory. The Snarfer Vacuum Cleaner assembly 
plant, employing 58 men and 27 women is no longer operating at capacity. 

Teutoburg has three industrial sites in various areas on the outskirts 
of town. A total of about 125 acres is available for light and heavy in
dustry in these three sites. All three have adequate highway access near 
or already available, along with sewer, water, and electric service in 
place. No other industrial sites exist in the county. 

Income 

The per capita income for Grant County was $4,270 in 1976. This is 
good compared with the 10 county area as a whole, but substantially below 
the 1976 national figure of $6,423. Although per capita income continues 
to rise in Teutoburg, it is doing so at a slower rate than nationally; 
therefore, the gap is widening. 
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More than one-third of the people of Teutoburg (590) are below the 
poverty 1 ine. This is attributed to a generally low formal education and 
skill level, poor family environment, lack of motivation, and apathetic 
attitudes. 

Reta i 1 Trade 

Thre are many empty stores in Teutoburg and Shiloh. Other towns in 
the county have had no significant retail trade for many years. This 
partly reflects the coming of large franchised retailers to towns within 
commuting distance. No discount stores exist in the county and many of the 
merchants still in business are approaching retirement. Sales tax collec
tions for the county have increased from $249,900 in 1972, to $427,700 in 
1978. This is an increase of about 71%; the state overall increased 111% 
in the same period. This indicates a relative decline in Grant County. 
Teutoburg residents complain about the lack of retail service, but for 
years have driven to retail centers beyond the county to make larger pur
chases. They do not think that their shopping habits have created the 
problem, but that the lack of retail outlets necessitated their shopping 
habits. 

Health 

Grant County has a real shortage of health services. There is no hos
pital, the nearest one being in southern Stuart County. Teutoburg, Alamo, 
and Shiloh have nursing homes. Only four physicians serve the county. 
Physician recruitment efforts have been generally unsuccessful. The county 
health department is understaffed and the clinical screening program is 
1 imited. No publicly sponsored dental inspections or corrections are pro
vided. There are no mental health or mental retardation facilities or 
services in the county, although in recent years the need has risen in ex
treme proportions. The region is considered to be "medically underserved 11 

but no National Health Service Corps personnel were ever assigned. 

There has been some discussion of the need for programs dealing with 
venereal and other communicable diseases, maternal and child care, dental 
care for school children, nutrition, environmental sanitation and vector 
control, and mental health, but again, no action has been taken. 

Of particular concern to many Teutoburg families is the lack of a 
skilled nursing facility which meets the rather stringent requirements 
necessary for residents to apply Medicare benefits toward the cost of nurs
ing home care. Without such a facility, bedridden patients dismissed from 
hospitals who cannot be cared for at home must pay $1,000 to $1,200 per 
month for nursing home ~are. Title XIX (Medicaid) benefits may be obtained 
only after the family's economic resources have been exhausted. 

Social Services 

Teutoburg's summer Headstart program serving 41 children has been ter
minated due to loss of funding. The Meals on Wheels program for the aged 
is serving an average of 72 persons a day in Teutoburg. 
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No senior citizens program has been developed although concern for the 
welfare of the aged has recently increased. The lack of knowledge regard
ing the acquisition and use of available resources has stymied efforts to 
address senior citizens' needs effectively. 

The normal array of social services are available. Application must 
be made at the office in Alamo in the courthouse. 

Youth problems, especially drug abuse and juvenile delinquency, have 
distressed Grant Countians. The absence of a youth center, organized youth 
programs, or counseling programs seems to perpetuate youth problems. The 
youth problems are more acute in Teutoburg than in the remainder of the 
county. 

Other needs expressed by represented interest groups include: 

Religion 

1. Park development 
2. Organized forestry assistance 
3. Natural gas and electric cooperative 
4. Day care centers 
5. Additional recreation areas 
6. General corrmunity clean-up and renewal 
]. City to county transportation system 

One Catholic church and several Protestant churches have been estab
lished in Teutoburg; there is no synagogue. The area was settled largely 
by Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, New England Puritans, English Quakers, 
Dutch Lutherans and Bretherans, and French Huguenots, as well as trans
planted Virginians and Marylanders of various creeds. The later influx of 
Welsh, German, and Scandinavian settlers into the area added to the domi
nance of certain Protestant denominations. 

Public Safety 

Teutoburg has its own small municipal jail. Although structurally 
sound, it is somewhat dilapidated. Teutoburg's police force consists of 
three uniformed officers who operate two radio-equipped patrol cars. 
Efforts are under way to recruit additional police officers, but pay levels 
have proven a barrier so far. The rate for reportable crime has risen 40% 
in the county in the last five years. In Teutoburg the rate is up 20%. 
Drug and alcohol abuse, burglary, and theft rates have risen significantly 
due largely to increased juvenile offenses. 

Teutoburg has a volunteer fire department augmented by two full-time, 
salaried firemen and sixteen, part-time, volunteer personnel who operate 
with equipment less than adequate for the area. Acquisition of new equip
ment is under consideration but hasn't been finalized. Although there have 
been minor improvements in fire protection, it is only now emerging as an 
area-wide concern, due somewhat to several recent mobile home fires in
volving fatalities. 
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Transportation 

Teutoburg is on a north-south two-lane U. S. highway and has trunk 
1 ine rail service. Two reasonably good two~lane U.S. highways connect 
Grant County with cities in other counties. Within the district, two-lane 
U.S. highways and a network of two-lane state highways connect the towns 
and villages with one another, and a system of county farm-to-market roads 
provides all-weather access for most farmers and other open-country 
residents. 

The railroad 1 ines in the area were built during the 1860 1 s to pro
vide access to the then virgin forests in the eastern part of the region. 
Teutoburg has a piggy-back ramp facility, but no reciprocal switching, and 
is served by less than ten freight train trips per day. A number of 
branch lines in the region have been abandoned over the past 20 years. 
Alamo has suffered from the abandonment of several lines. There are no 
navigable waterways in the area. 

Communications 

Teutoburg has a weekly newspaper. No radio or television broadcasts 
originate in the county. Teutoburg has a small Carnegie public library. 

Utilities 

Teutoburg has a municipally owned water system approved by the state 
board of health. The source of supply is a city lake which is often nearly 
depleted during dry periods. Several proposals to increase the water supply 
have been defeated by the voters. The lagoon type sewage disposal system 
is operating at near capacity. Shiloh also has an approved water system 
and lagoon sewage disposal. Other towns rely on septic tanks and city 
wells. Approximately a third of rural Grant Countians are served by rural 
water districts. 

Natural gas service is not available in Grant County. However, there 
are municipal electric utilities in Teutoburg and in Shiloh. Other resi
dents rely on rural electric cooperatives . Recent efforts to expand 
natural gas services have been stymied by lack of aggressiveness of local 
leaders. 

Energy 

Electricity for Teutoburgians and Shiloh citizens is purchased from 
the Franklin State Power and Electric Company from the grid. The distri
bution systems are owned by the two cities. Major sources of heating energy 
besides electricity are liquified petroleum gas (propane and butane) and 
oil. Mobile fuels are trucked in. The Teutoburg city budget is severely 
pinched by fuel _costs for the two pol ice cars and two city trucks. 

Community Institutions and Leadership 

Teutoburg has four civic clubs which meet regularly and display inter
est in further development of Teutoburg and the region. Shiloh has an 
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active Lions Club . The local Chambers of Commerce have much influence in 
Teutoburg and in Shiloh as displayed in town meetings. The leadership in 
the county is closely held by a small group of mostly affluent individuals 
who tend to be passive rather than aggressive. 

Local Government 

Teutoburg has a commission form of government. The mayor and two 
council-representatives are elected at-large for four year terms. The 
mayor is a regular member of the town council and has no veto power. 

Many Teutoburg residents have complained that the governing officials 
seem to manipulate the situation in favor of their particular biases. Al
though these so-called leaders hold much power, their aggressiveness on 
specific problems and delivery of the democratic process is somewhat unde
sirable. There has been too much reliance on outside forces to come in and 
impose various programs. The people want more voice in issues confronting 
the very core of their lives. Decision-making has been left up to a small 
elite group, and the local citizens have expressed the desire to be in
volved in the political process. 

Local Planning and Zoning 

Local building regulations, zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, 
and building codes have been enacted on a very limited scale primarily in 
Teutoburg. There has been strong philosophical and economic opposition 
to any form of land use planning or regulation in rural areas. Land use 
planning proponents have stressed that planning should be minimized in 
rural areas, and include the consideration of soil and slope conditions 
in any development. They have raised the issue of speculators subdividing 
the land beyond foreseeable needs and pressuring local governments to 
furnish utilities to vacant land at a large cost to the taxpayers. 

Teutoburg's city planning and zoning commission is composed of the 
mayor, a council-representative, the part-time city engineer, and four citi
zen members appointed by the mayor and approved by the council for four 
year staggered terms. All serve without compensation, and two citizen 
members serve as chair and secretary. The commission has contracted with 
the Rolling Hills Planning and Development District for planning services. 

Representation on the conmission appears to be dependent on the mayor. 
Opposition to this particular set-up was recently initiated with a drive 
to make the commission 100% citizens. People feel that they have little 
chance for participation as the political leaders seem to hold all the cards. 

Public Finance 

The following information appears in th_is year ' s budget prepare.d by the 
Teutoburg City Council. 
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City of Teutoburg 
Assessed Valuation 

Income 
Taxes 
Revenue Sharing 

Expenditures 

Indebtedness 
General Obligation 
Revenue Bonds 
Interest Expense 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 3,219,220 

59,000 
21 , 000 
80,000 

72,000 

10,000 
164,000 (water plant) 

8,774 (included fiscal expense) 

Teutoburg has an Industrial Development Committee, but no bonds have 
been issued. 

The average house market value in Teutoburg is $26,500; the average 
assessment is $3,804. 

The average property tax bill for a resident of Teutoburg may be com-
puted as follows: 

(All figures based on the $100 assessed valuation.) 

State Levy 
County Levy 
County Health Unit 
County Ambulance District 
Teutoburg Township 

Township 
Special Road and Bridge 

R-1 I Teutoburg School District 
Teacher and Incidental 
Bui !ding 
Debt Service 

Teutoburg City 

(Average Assessment) 

$ .03 
.40 
. 10 
. 15 

. 10 

.50 

3.79 
.00 
.00 

1.77 
6 . 84 

$ 

$ 

3,804.00 
6.84 

260.09 
(Total Tax Per $100 for Teutoburg Resident) 
Average Tax Bill for Teutoburg Resident 
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